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At the time of the eruptions of Lassen Peak in 1914-1915, an 

area of vegetation along the east slope of the mountain approximately 

1 1/4 miles wide and four miles long was destroyed. Except for a 

few surviving trees, all vegetation was destroyed. 

A study of the revegetation of this rather unique area has 

been made to determine, if possible, how vegetation re-enters such 

a sterile area. Since this site is probably the only area in western 

North America, outside of Alaska and Mexico, to have been devas- 

tated by volcanic action in modern times, the results should bear 

significance. 

Two principal data-collecting methods were used. First, 

29 regions (or stands) were selected throughout the present Devas- 

tated Area for observation and description. Such information as 



presence of species, density, size, edaphic factors arid successional 

stage was recorded for each. To interrelate these regions for show- 

ing gradients in relation to each other or in relation to the undis- 

turbed marginal vegetations, a number of belt transects was laid 

out. Woody vegetation was recorded along these six-foot wide belts. 

Results of the study show that the predisturbance meadows 

are being taken over by trees and shrubs, largely because of mud- 

flow influence. Successional stages occur in most locations where 

Lodgepole Pine has become established. White Fir and White Pine 

or Jeffrey Pine appear to be replacing it, 

Island vegetations are established and appear to be serving 

as radiation centers for new growth. Stump sprout'' survivor 

Mountain Hemlock and Red Fir trees comprise part of the high ele- 

vation vegetation from which stands may extend. Pits or craterlets 

caused by hot rocks in the mudflow still exist and now provide pro- 

tected sites for revegetation on harsh, exposed slopes. 

A definite zonation pattern now exists along the elevational 

gradient of the central part of the Devastated Area starting with 

Lodgepole Pine at an elevation of 6250 feet and terminating with Red 

Fir and Lodgepole Pine at between 7500-8000 feet. 

New growth along the north and south margins is variable. 

At upper levels, invasion by old species is very slow. The greatest 



width of vigorous marginal growth occurs at an elevation of 7500- 

7700 feet along the south boundary where White Fir, Red Fir, 

White Pine and Mountain Hemlock have all penetrated the new area 

to a width of 400 yards. 

Downslope "shift" is noted in regard to Mountain Hemlock 

and Red Fir at higher elevations at the margins. Establishment of 

montane specie s by ups lope 1 shift" in the central regions appears 

to provide necessary cover for establishment of the cold and shade 

tolerant subalpine species in these central locations. 

Several zones of soil instability still exist. One is a new 

mudflow caused by stream action where vegetation penetrates this 

zone marginally. Pioneer herbaceous forms are appearing rapidly 

here. 

Large dark-colored volcanic rocks carried by the mudflow 

encourage revegetation by (1 ) absorbing heat from the sun in early 

spring before the snow is melted and (2) protecting plants from ex- 

treme winds and temperatures. Vegetation appears also to be re- 

lated to the snow-melt pattern along higher slopes. 

Transitional gradients are common at the margins and in 

some cases extend across the area. A young Jeffrey Pine climax 

vegetation is now established across the Devastated Area at the Hot 

Rock and Log Pile Region adjacent to the lower Lost Creek. 



Photographs were used for relating former vegetation to 

that of the present. A total of 1Z1 species of plants was collected 

and determined from the Devastated Area. 
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REVEGETATION IN THE 1914-1915 DEVASTATED AREA OF 
LASSEN VOLCANIC NATIONAL PARK 

INTRODUCTION 

Areas in which the existing life has been totally destroyed 

provide opportunities for study of the ways and means of revegeta- 

tion. Though fire, flood and volcanic activity are the usual causes 

of denuded sites, volcanic activitity probably does the most thorough 

job of destruction. 

Revegetation studies made in such recent volcanic areas as 

Hawaii, Alaska, Japan, New Guinea, Mexico and Africa show widely 

varying patterns of succession. Most of these relate to growth es- 

tablishment on new lava. 

In the Devastated Area of Lassen Volcanic National Park, a 

rather unique situation has occurred within the time span of less 

than 50 years. Eruptions from Lassen Peak in 1915 caused almost 

total destruction of Subalpine Fir and Jeffrey Pine type vegetation 

along its east slope as the result of mud flow and hot blast activity. 

Edaphic conditions were changed by the heat and by the addition of 

an abundance of large boulders of new dacite lava. Today an abun- 

dant new coniferous and broadleaf vegetation is already established 

in parts of the area. 

No other recent volcanic eruptions have occurred in Western 

United States (exclusive of Hawaii and Alaska) where observations 
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of revegetation for the entire time period have been possible. 

Photographs taken by B. F. Loomis during the activity and 

by others of the National Park Service in the years following provide 

an excellent means of documentation of the changes. 

The writer has two main objectives in mind in studying this 

Devastated Area: (1) to describe the changes that have resulted 

since the eruption and (Z) to document the present condition so that 

if future studies are made, data will be available. 

To accomplish these objectives, a descriptive-type thesis 

was undertaken in which 29 regions were intensely studied. Belt 

transects were used to supply information on size, density, gra- 

dient, frequency, vigor and zonal shift. A vegetation collection was 

made from which a species list was compiled. Old photographs 

have been matched with pictures of present vegetation to help docu- 

ment the changes. 

A description of this area 48 years after devastation should 

reveal at least some developmental stages of the total environmen- 

tal complex of this area of new growth. It can also indicate the suc- 

cessional trend in an area such as a national park where man's in- 

fluence is minimal. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Vegetation studies of areas devastated by volcanic eruptions 

show considerable latitude in what to expect in the way of plant in- 

vasion, successions and possible climax. 

Clements (12, p. 49) says all volcanic deposits are charac- 

terized by great sterility. He indicates that invasion takes place 

more readily in ash and cinders than upon lava. Beardsley and 

Cannon (4, p. 335), in studying effects of a mudflow on Mt. Shasta, 

noted that deprivation of oxygen to the roots of pine trees killed them. 

They also noted that this same mud prevented water from getting to 

the roots of willows and likewise destroyed them. 

Eggler (19, p. 424-435), after studying plant communities in 

the vicinity of the volcano Paricutin in Mexico, concluded that the 

volcanic acitivity had changed the character of the vegetation in a 

variety of ways: by complete destruction, by selective killing, by 

changing the growth rates of plants that remained, and by providing 

a new mineral structure which would affect germination and seedling 

establishment. After two and one-half years, some herbaceous 

plants, rooted in the old soil, managed to grow through as much as 

three feet of ash. Woody plants continued to grow if not killed corn- 

pletely. Reproduction of native plants from seeds had not occurred 
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even where ash was as little as two inches in thickness. 

In a later writing concerning the volcanos Paricutin and 

Jorullo, Eggler (20, p. 282) concludes the following in regard to 

volcanic successions: no one taxonomic nor ecologic group is best 

fitted to pioneer but they vary with habitat. In some instances the 

lava may contain fixed nitrogen, in others transported debris supplies 

it. In a majority of cases the pioneers appear to fix nitrogen. It 

was noted that blue-green algae grew on pumice and ash on Krakatoa 

in three years. Liverworts grew on ash fields of Katmai in 18 years. 

At Paricutin, pioneer seed plants had already invaded the crater rim 

five years after activity but had not entered the fields of deep ash. 

Eggler's studies of cinder cone vegetation in Idaho (18, 

p. 298) show that the pioneers on south slopes are herbs which are 

adapted xerically by having deeply penetrating root systems or by 

ceasing growth early in the summer. In depressions on north 

slopes, trees are present. 

Gadow (22, p. 73) found that the reclamation of the devas- 

tated district of the volcano Jorullo by plants took 45 years. 

Studies of the Katmai ash convinced Griggs (25, p. 93-10 1) 

that fresh volcanic ash is absolutely without organic contamination 

and that for plants to grow it requires the initiation of the nitrogen 

cycle. He explained the presence of the grass, Calamagrostis 
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scabra, in the devastated area of the volcano Novarupta as due to 

presence of ammonia in the fumarole emanations. He noted that 

drifts of volcanic ash gave better growth than undisturbed ash. Sam- 

pies of each mixed with water showed much more turbidity in that 

of the ash drift than in the undisturbed. Evidently the drifted ash 

carried old soil lodged with the ash and hence afforded a more favor- 

able medium for plant growth. 

Taylor's work (55, p. 242) with successions on recent vol- 

canos in Papua shows a slow return of the original species to the 

blast areas. After 80 years the number of species present is well 

below the figure expected from a similar area of climax forest. 

After 14 years had passed following the eruption of Mount 

Tarawera in New Zealand, Turner (56, p. 60-66) reported the lower 

slopes, which had been covered by deposits of mud and ashes, held 

a pioneer growth of Arundo conspicua and Pteridium esculentum. 

After 30 years, 1916, the western slopes were carrying a growth of 

small trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants. After 41 years, the 

lower strfaces were covered with shrubland mainly of Coriana 

arbria and Leptospermum sp. Aston (1, p. 18-26) listed vegetation 

and showed photographs of this same mountain. Differences in vege- 

tation were shown with elevational change. 

The study of the 1922 lava flow on Cameroons Mountain by 



Keay (36, P. 25-29) showed vegetational behavior in a very moist lo- 

cation having 9495 mm. annual rainfall. Plant competition by 1959 

had become very intense yet woody plants were growing very slowly. 

Vegetation was far from climax. In his list of plants observed were 

12 species of Ficus. 

Leonard (40, p. 254) found that cinders are rapidly colonized 

by lichens but 46 years after the eruption of the volcano Nyamuragina 

only about 15% cover was accomplished by pteridophytes. He re- 

ported that succession is accelerated at higher altitudes. 

Robyns (48, p. 3-32) reported on the volcano Rumoka which 

covered 17-18 square kilometers in 1913 in Belgian Congo with scori- 

aceous lava completely destroying the vegetation and invading the 

waters of the north end of Lake Kivu. This region at an elevation of 

1500 meters has a precipitation of 120 centimeters with July and 

August a dry season. In 1926-32, he found a pioneer moss vegeta- 

tion, principally Bryum preussic, covering much of the lava. Ferns 

were in the caverns and a few scattered herbaceous and shrubby seed 

plants were found. Species were xeromorphic and had come from 

the adjacent shrubs. Wind and animals seemed to have been the 

chief agents of transportation. 

Shields and Crispin (50, p. 341-348) in New Mexico made ob- 

servations on a lava flow which was less than 1000 years old. They 
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gave aridity, short growing season and elevation as the main reasons 

for retarded development of soil and vegetative cover in this area. 

Nitrogen was found to be a nonlimiting factor in this substrate as they 

claimed its presence in fresh volcanic ash. 

Studies on post-pleistocene forest succession in Eastern 

Oregon by Hansen (31, p. 218-219) indicated that Pinus ponderosa, 

when disturbed by ash fall, will be succeeded by Pinus contorta, a 

subclimax species which thrives in edaphically disturbed areas. 

Pinus ponderosa eventually comes back through the process of pri- 

mary succession. 

Use of an exotic species to implement a new volcanic vegeta- 

tion is discussed by Egler (21, p. 414). Introduction of Prosopsis 

chilensis by Father Bachelot in 1838 set the stage for establishment 

of Kiawe forests and stable situations. Between 1912 and 1937 the 

Kiawe tree, being light tolerant, had spread over the slope vegeta- 

tion all the way to the center rim on Oahu, Hawaii. 

Takenouchi (54, p. 1 897), studying the influence of volcanic 

activity upon the vegetation of Mount Tarumai, noted a younger and 

an older type of vegetation which were differentiated by the presence 

or absence of the destructive effects of volcanic action. Altitudinal 

zones were distinguished. He anticipated that the unstable vegeta- 

tion would eventually become fixed and, like another older volcano, 
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Mount Fuppuchinupuri, would have a summit covered with shrub 

communities. Effects of erosion were noted. Zonal distribution 

was upset as this downward soil movement often brought species 

dominant on upper slopes down through forested regions where bare 

areas had been produced. 

Koriba and Tashiro (38, p. 1898-1899) noted, after the erup- 

tion of 1914 on Mount Sakurajima, that recovery of vegetation in the 

devastated area resulted partly from sprouting of pre-existing stocks 

and partly from dispersal of seeds from plants in adjacent regions. 

They stated that trees are capable of reviving when they remain un- 

covered, even if their aerial portion had been entirely demolished. 

However, they found that pines were among those species less cap- 

able of recovering. 

Warming (60, p. 351) was one of the earliest to note that vol- 

canic eruptions may bring into existence plantless tracts. He noted 

regions in Iceland that were 'still extremely poor in plants'. Not 

until the lava weathered does it become a soil suitable for plants. 

In studies of vegetational changes, Billings in 1938 (5, 

p. 251-265) emphasized that successional changes cannot be inter- 

preted in terms of one factor, but only by considering the environ- 

mental complex as a whole. He includes a table of factors of a ter- 

restrial plant environment which includes vulcanism, fire and 



erosion along with many more. Bank (Z, p. 498) indicates that vol- 

canic ash may bring about complete change of edaphic conditions. 

Bishop (7, p. 142) found that Lodgepole pines are capable of e stab- 

lishing distinct root systems in pumicite or ash soils relating to Wa- 

ter availability. Alder trees released leaves containing four times 

as much nitrogen as the defoliation from other species according to 

Goldman (24, p. 282). Zinke (64, p. 130) showed how Pinus contorta. 

Shore Pine, influenced exchangeable cations in the soil. A reduction 

from a 7. 2 pH to a 5. 7 pH was noted near the base of the tree. Ives 

(33, p. 92), in discussing subalpine environments, noted that wet 

meadows will tend to enlarge if the erosion rate is less than the rate 

of accretion of materials. Churchill and Hanson (11, p. 133) noted 

that communities are in dynamic adjustment to the intergrading ha- 

bitats so that a complex pattern of vegetation results. 

Responses of chaparral to disturbed situations are cited by 

Cooke (13, p. 49), who noted that disturbed zone sectors on Mount 

Shasta resulted in its dense growth, by Grinnell, Dixon and Linsdale 

(28, p. 48), who refer to its having replaced the forest in Lassen 

Park after fires and volcanism, and by Weaver and Clements (61, 

p. 508), who list the genera Ceanothus, Arctostaphylos and Prunus 

as typical subclimax forms occurring in fire swept areas. They 

(61, p. 506) also report Pinus Mu.rrayana as being nearly as xeric as 

ponderosa but with a wider range of adaptation. 



DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA 

Physiography 

10 

The pincer-shaped Devastated Area, as shown in Figure 1, 

extends from the rim of Lassen Peak's Crater along the east side 

of the summit (elevation 10, 453) to a point four miles from the base 

after having been divided and having followed two streams which 

drain its slopes eastward and northward, namely, Lost Creek and 

Hat Creek. The elevations at the lower extremities are approxi- 

mately 6000 feet. The greatestwidth in the area is 1 1/4 miles. 

The broadest and steepest portion of the area covered in this 

study extends northeast for two miles to the base of Raker Peak 

which in 1915 as an obstruction divided the destructive effects of 

both the Great Mudflow and the Hot Blast. Here the territory 

changes direction at an elevation of 6446 feet. About half of the 

broad portion forks northward, following the main course of Lost 

Creek for another two miles to the region designated as Anklin 

Meadows near Hot Rock. The other portion crosses a ridge that is 

150 feet in elevation just south of Raker Peak, then descends to Hat 

Creek and follows it in a northeasterly direction for about two miles. 

The major portion of the territory studied has a gentle east 
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Figure 1. Diagram of Devastated Area 

L. Lassen Peak 6. Lower Hat Creek 
2. Upper Devastated Area 7. Crescent Crater 
3. Middle Devastated Area 8. Survivor's Hill 
4. Lower Devastated Area 9. Raker Peak 
5. Lower Lost Creek 10. Hat Lake 

11. Erosion Gulley Hill 
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slope. Though the slope at the 9000 foot level is more than 20%, 

most of the lower region, except for one central ridge and two la- 

teral ridges, averages between 5-7%. The highest point in elevation 

involved in this study, other than the summit of Lassen Peak, is 

Crescent Crater, elevation 8632. It is located along the northern 

boundary of the Hot Blast zone. A ridge which extends from this 

crater toward Raker Peak served as tF barrier in preventing a 

more northerly extension of the blast effect. 

Another high elevation point along this north boundary line is 

Survivor's Hill, located just opposite Raker Peak at the point where 

the mudflow divides to go north. Survivor's Hill is joined to the 

ridge previously mentioned by a saddle. Part of the mud.flow cross- 

ed this saddle and spilled into the lower Lost Creek canyon, gouging 

out erosion gullies as it advanced. These erosion gullies still exist. 

Along the south boundary is a long ridge at a slightly lower 

elevation which takes off from the slope of Lassen Peak at the 8500 

foot level and continues without great slope variation to a point along 

the northwest margin of Hat Lake (elevation 6500). This ridge pre- 

vented the mudflow from spilling over it at the upper end but was of 

insufficient elevation to prevent the Hot Blast from passing over it. 

At some levels, this blast crossed it to the south by as much as one- 

half mile. 
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The upper slopes of Lassen Peak are quite barren but melt- 

ing snows, rocks, winds and other erosional agents have caused 

deep trenching of the upper tributaries of Lost Creek. 

The ground surface is boulder-strewn, mostly because of 

varying sized chunks of 1915 dacite lava. These were carried and 

deposited by mud formed by a mixture of melted snow and an accu- 

mulation of fine powdery weathered rock which was released down 

the slopes of the mountain at the time of its eruption in May 1915. 

Subsequent soil and water movements across portions of this area 

have left it with an irregular surface ranging from smooth to rough 

and pitted. 

Hat Lake, now almost filled with sediment and vegetation, 

after receiving water from the upper west fork of Hat Creek, drains 

into the canyon of lower Hat Creek. This creek then continues for 

at least one-fourth mile along the east side of the ridge between 

Raker Peak and Hat Lake before meandering through a broadened 

portion of the Devastated Area originally known as Jessen's Meadow 

in the direction of Badger Flat on its way north toward the Pit River 

35 miles away. 

A major portion of the nearly vertical west face of Raker 

Peak, though above the Great Mudulow, was struck by the Hot Blast 

and was severely devastated. 
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The steep slopes of pre-Lassen dacite south of Hat Lake, 

which form a portion of the ridge-like connection between Reading 

Peak, Paradise Meadows and the southwest slope of Lassen Peak, 

contributed greatly to the present extension of vegetation and snow- 

melt into the lower levels. Portions of these ridges were in line 

with the Hot Blast so were devastated. 

The lower part of the main Devastated Area is marked by ir- 

regularly arranged gulleys running downslope. These were formed 

at various times during run-off periods since the original devasta- 

tion. Generally these gulleys extend from west to east. However, 

one rather prominent one runs from south to north at the base of the 

highway grade 100 feet west of the Devastated Area parking lot. 

Evidence left along upper Lost Creek by piles of boulders in- 

dicates that, in at least one instance, the creek has been blocked or 

dammed up near the point at the base of Survivor's Hill where the 

stream changes direction to flow north instead of east. Here the 

stream, carrying a heavy load of mud and gravel, apparently over- 

shot its turn at least once and dumped a new deposit of mud and small 

boulders over about five acres of ground. This deposit will be re- 

ferred to later as the Old Flood Plain. 

A second example of an edaphic change which created an un- 

stable situation for revegetation is that which will be referred to as 
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the New Flood Plain. This is a sparcely vegetated sector which be- 

gins along Lost Creek about 1000 yards northeast of the point men- 

tioned in the preceding paragraph. The surface is flat and covered 

with a dry, powdery ash, most of which was deposited when the 

stream again overflowed its banks in 1958 following a warm rain 

and quick snow melt. So sudden was its occurrence, that the pasty 

mud was even carried across the highway at one point when a portion 

of the channel was diverted. Sections of the stream channel are 

braided and tend to shift back and forth as the erosive action ensues. 

It is probable that this New Flood Plain was also due, in part, to 

blockage such as was previously mentioned at the Old Flood Plain. 

One other topographical feature involved here is the canyon 

which has been cut through as much as 30 to 50 feet of volcanic ash 

near the base of Lassen Peak. During summer months as winds 

shift about during the day, clouds of dry ash may be observed after 

having been lifted up by the air currents. Such a zone of soil insta- 

bility appears to result in a limitation of revegetation along this 

canyon. 

Studies of the snow melt pattern during the spring of 1962 

brought out a few photographic features related to vegetation (Fig- 

ures 2 and 17). A number of parallel bare ridges appeared at 

middle elevations in the main Devastated Area. Most of these ran 
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Figure 2(a). Snow Pattern. May 12, 1962 

Figure 2(b). Snow Pattern. May 19, 1962 
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Figure 2(c). Snow Pattern. May 26, 1962 
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west to east or northwest to southeast. These ridges, though some- 

what exposed to the wind, were well-drained and provided sites for 

early seasonal herbaceous plant growth. The large dark lava rocks, 

after absorbing heat from the sun, also served as sites for early 

meltoff and encouraged early seasonal plant growth in the adjacent 

soil. 

Finally, the pitted zone, in which little craterlets were 

formed during the 1914-15 eruptions by hot rocks buried deep in the 

mud, has provided protected microclimates for establishment of 

trees at higher elevations than would normally have been the case. 

Geology 

Geologically, the Devastated Area is related directly to the 

Tertiary volcanic activity of Western America. The Columbia pla- 

teau, composed mostly of basic basaltic lavas, had been formed 

from fissure flows which followed great crustal unrest starting about 

30 million years ago in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and part of 

California. About 12 million years ago, the general character of 

the lavas changed and became less fluid. Instead of flowing from 

fissures and moving across the land horizontally, vents were formed 

and the thicker, pastier more acidic lavas piled up around these 

vents to form volcanic peaks of the composite or strato type. Such 
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mountains as Mt. Rainier, Mt. Hood, Mr. Jefferson, Mt. Mazama 

(at Crater Lake), Mt. Shasta and prehistoric Mt. Tehama (in 

Lassen Volcanic National Park) are examples and are thought to have 

been build largely during the past million years of time. These and 

at least a dozen other major volcanic peaks constitute the backbone 

of the present Cascade range. Basaltic, andesitic and pumaceous 

deposits representing some of the southernmost portions of this se- 

ries of volcanic activities are located in and near Lassen Volcanic 

National Park and were antecedent to the formation of the present 

Lassen Peak. 

Near the close of the Pleistocene or Ice Age, a vent opened 

on the northeast flank of Mt. Tehama. From this, a plug dome vol- 

cano of rather fluid dacite lava was formed. This mountain today is 

known as Lassen Peak. 

At about the time when Lassen Peak had been completely 

formed, more fissures formed and Mt. Tehama collapsed to form a 

caldera and to leave such remnants of itself as Mt. Diller, Brokeoff 

Mountain, Pilot Pinnacle and Mt. Conard, southwest of Lassen Park. 

Most of the present Devastated Area is included in the east 

slope of Lassen Peak, receiving much weathered rock and melted 

snow from it. However, the southern boundary extends across at 

least some of the older pre-Lassen dacitic flows which were emitted 



from the vent prior to the formation of Lassen Peak and the destruc- 

tion of Mt. Tehama. The northern boundary transgresses a portion 

of Crescent Crater and Survivor's Hill, which are also considered 

as pre-Lassen dacitic formations. Raker Peak, which was in direct 

line to receive the Hot Blast (or Nude ardenté) from Lassen Peak at 

the time of its eruption in 1915, was partially devastated and is also 

dacitic along its western face. 

Influence of glaciers during the ice age is evidenced by the 

morainic deposit south of Raker Peak, along lower Lost Creek, by 

the cutting of the present course of upper Hat Creek, and by the 

scouring of some of the pre-Lassen dacites along the north flank of 

the Devastated Area. 

Recent geologic activities prior to 1914, which may have 

contributed toward the formation of the Devastated Area are difficult 

to pinpoint. It is known that a large crater of about 1000 feet in dia- 

meter existed on the mountain top. It perennially contained water 

or snow. No traces of steam vents or any other sign of active vol- 

canic behavior had ever been reported. However, old mudflows 

were exposed in the area near where the present highway crosses 

Lost Creek. Tree stumps buried about 25 feet below the level of the 

banks are to be found. Early settlers and Indians had not observed 

any recent volcanic activity. 
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The present Devastated Area was formed after a renewal of 

volcanic activity which started at about 5 p. m. on May 30, 1914 

when a short explosive eruption took place on the summit. This led 

to a series of steam and mud explosions during the ensuing year. 

U. S. Forest Service Ranger Harvey Abbey climbed the 

mountain the next day and observed a steaming vent measuring 25 by 

40 feet (43, p. 2). Two cracks 100 feet long extended east and west 

from the new vent. Snow appeared to have been melted and to have 

been seeping into the crack where it was being heated to produce 

steam explosions. This steam brought with it fine particles of dust 

or rock apparently from within the vent. This solid material was 

thought to have originated from previously formed lavas of earlier 

years. These explosive eruptions continued during the following 

year. More than 150 were counted. This action led to an enlarge- 

ment of a crater and to a large accumulation of fine dustlike material 

near the rim of the crater. 

The ashes blackened the snow on nearly all sides of the Peak, 

especially on the east side in the direction of Lost Creek and Hat 

Creek. Some of it was carried as far as 15 miles by winds. The 

ash and rocks were too cool to melt the snow. 

The winter of 1914-1915 resulted in an unusually large snow 

accumulation at the higher altitudes in the Lassen region. Usually 
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much snow prevails at elevations above 6000 feet in this region as 

late as June 1. The area concerned in this study was partially forest 

and partially meadow. Stockmen brought their herds in as soon as 

the snow cleared off each year. In May of 1915, the snowpack was 

too heavy to permit close access to the area so few people were 

closer than Old Station or Viola at the time of the 1915 events. 

On the night of May 19, residents of the upper Sacramento 

Valley, 50 miles or more away, observed the glow of red lava on 

the top of Lassen Peak. Chunks of glowing lava were observed to 

break off and roll down the western slope of the mountain, gradually 

losing their color as they cooled. A continuous mass which did not 

separate flowed over the west rim to an elevation about 1000 feet 

below the summit. 

At the time of this eruption of new dacite lava, a more dam- 

aging activity was occurring on the northeast slope of the mountain. 

The slope there was so steep that the pasty dacite lava could not 

hold together as a flow. Consequently, most of it soon broke off 

into chunks and rolled down the slope. The heat melted the heavy 

snowpack so that the accumulation of fine ash, saturated with snow 

water, spilled over forming a highly slippery mud. This lubricated 

the particles, large and small, so that a tremendous mudflow re- 

suited, plunging down Lassen Peak's northeast slope, to reach the 
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base of Raker Peak before dividing so that part of it could sweep 

down Lost Creek for several miles. The rest of it pushed across a 

150-foot rise into Hat Creek and continued to flow as much as 18 

miles before depositing all of its load. Hat Lake was formed by the 

damming action of this sediment. Deposits of mud as deep as 20 feet 

were laid at the bases of some of the large trees. Chunks of lava 

weighing 20 to 30 tons were carried in this lubricated mud and de- 

posited. 

Before May 19, the valley of Lost Creek was re- 
ported by the Forest Service to have contained 5, 000, 000 
feet of standing timber much of which reached the dia- 
meter of 3 to 5 feet. After that date the bottom of the 
valley was swept like a floor, and was left without 
stumps or roots to indicate its previous forest cover. 
It was hard to find even a pebble in that area greater 
than a few inches in diameter. In the lower reaches 
of the valley this floor still carries its covering of 
baked mudflow, sometimes 2 or 3, sometimes 5 or 6 

feet deep, and it is only when one arrives at the far 
end of the devastated region that the deposition of the 
boulders from the summit and the timber which once 
covered the valley begins to be evident. (15, p. 20) 

The large lava boulders st9ed hot for several days and were 

called 'hot rocks'. They and the other portions of the 1915 dacite 

lava are black and somewhat glassy, somewhat poor in quartz grains 

but with conspicuous grains of white feldspar. Some of the 'hot 

rocks' were buried in the mud. They then caused miniature steam 

eruptions which resulted in producing cone-shaped miniature craters 
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or pits in the overburden of mudflow material. These are mostly 

located in the upper Middle Devastated region. 

Melted snow and mud also spilled out over the crater rim at 

other points along the north and west slopes of the mountain but the 

effect from the destructive standpoint was not nearly so great. 

Three days later on May 22, 1915 an explosive-type eruption 

occurred which caused the second phase of destructive action upon 

the vegetation. Apparently sufficient steam pressure had built up 

after the flow activity on May 19 to forcibly release itself from the 

newly obstructed vent and to cause two rather different simultaneous 

effects. One resulted in a vertical cloud of steam, ash and cinders 

which appeared like an enormous mushroom and which rose to an 

elevation of about 30, 000 feet to scatter ashes as far away as Reno, 

Nevada. The other was a horizontal blast or Nuée Ardent, possibly 

released through the notch in the side of the crater, which was de- 

flected downward as a hot, moist, cloud of volcanic dust similar to 

that which destroyed an entire city of 30, 000 residents on the island 

of Martinique in 1902 following an eruption of Mt. Pelé. 

This Hot Blast was directed over the same course covered 

three days previously by the Great Mudflow except that it was exert- 

ed over a wider surface. So great was its force, that it laid the in- 

dividual trees of the forested east slope down in rows, always 
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pointing away from the blast. All vegetation in its path for at least 

one mile wide and two miles in length was destroyed except about 

25 trees on the east tip of one protected slope which later was to be- 

come known as Survivor's Hill, because of these trees. Trees along 

all margins suffered severe damage. Some live today but most bear 

the scars. 

Day and Allen (15, p. 20) describe the timber damage in the 

following manner: 

This cleaning-out of the timber cover of the valley 
was not accomplished in the first instance by a mud- 
flow, because the valley walls are clean far above any 
point reached bythe mud. It requires hardly more 
than a glance, however, to show what the agent must 
have been, for higher up on the inclosing sides of the 
valley, a little at the side of the main axis of the blast, 
we find the forest trees bent down but not removed, 
and in particular we find them lying in parallel rows 
for nearly 2 miles, with their tops pointing uniformly 
away from the crater. It is quite possible today to 
ride a horse through these avenues of parallel trunks 
lying prostrate in faultless alignment, upon which a 
force must have been expended which did not distin- 
guish between saplings of a few inches and the oldest 
giants of the forest. 

One must not fail to note also that these parallel 
rows of trunks, as they line the inclosing walls of the 
valley are not in the position of rest to which a tree 
trunk falling on a steep hillside would normally attain, 
namely, pointing down slope. On the contrary, with- 
out exception they lie along the contour lines in the 
position least stable of all. Even the force of gravity 
aiding the fall of the trees was quite powerless to dic- 
tate their position in competition with the force of the 
blast which laid them low. 



Another interesting observation may be made in 
this outer zone at the side of the blast. Most of the 
trees which line these corridors were unrooted, but 
some were broken off a few feet above the ground 
instead. The standing stumps of such bear unmistak- 
able, direct evidence of the bombardment they re- 
ceived. Without exception, their bark is gone on the 
side toward the mountain, while fully retained on the 
protected side. Similarly, the exposed wood on the 
side toward the mountain is completely peppered with 
fine sand, oftentimes driven in for a considerable 
fraction of an inch. Indeed, as one nears the source 
of the outburst the intensity of this bombardment was 
that of a fierce sand-blast which rounded off the stumps 
themselves. 

The fine green leaves of the pine trees left standing along the 

borders of the blast were killed by the heat and turned brown, ac- 

cording to Diller (17, p. 5). Locally, on favorable slopes the heat 

was so great that the green leaves were charred; not only those of 

the pine but also those of the manzanita, several acres of which, at 

a distance, had the general appearance of an area swept by a forest 

fire. In fact it is stated by a Mr. Seaborn of the forest service who 

was in that region at the time, that two fires were actually kindled 

by the eruption. 

During the Great Mudflow, erosion gulleys were cut where 

some of the load spilled across the northeast slope of Survivor's 

Hill. These gulleys are still evident today. Modern erosional fea- 

tures include the unstable New Flood Plain across the lower Lost 

Creek branch of the Devastated Area and the constant accumulation 
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of talus and fine volcanic dust near the base of the mountain and 

along the canyon walls of upper Lost Creek. Sudden stages of run- 

off bring quantities of fine material down where it can be redeposited 

over the surface of the New Flood Plain. 

Additional geological information on this area is provided in 

a study by Williams (62). A remarkable pictorial history of the re- 

cent activity in Lassen Volcanic National Park was produced by 

Loomis (43) who operated a store and mill at Viola 7 miles west 

of Lassen Peak. Loomis received reports from the United States 

Forest Service when new eruptions occurred so was able to make 

the most complete photographic record of the activity that was avail- 

able. Sometimes he even climbed the mountain at considerable risk 

of life to obtain his pictures. The effect of the dust clouds and the 

changes which occurred in the craters on the summit were especially 

well shown through his work. Views of the Devastated Area before, 

during and after the volcanic action and muclflow have been used in 

this study for comparisons of revegetation. The Loomis photographs 

were often used by newspapers, scientific writers and postcard sup- 

pliers. Many of these appear in his publication, which is still in 

print. 

The first 32 eruptions of Lassen Peak are listed by Diller 

(16, p. 106) as to time, description and intensity. 



History 

One of the earliest references to Lassen Peak was made by 

the Spanish of the Arguello expedition of 1821 who called it St. 

Joseph's Mountain. The names Lassen's Peak and Lassen's Butte 

came into use soon after 1850 largely because Peter Lassen had 

used the snow-capped peak as a landmark in guiding emigrants over 

the mountains to the Sacramento Valley. 

Emigrants using the Noble Trail between Nevada and the Gold 

Fields of Northern California traveled through the Lassen Volcanic 

National Park area in the early 1850's. Their wagon road crossed 

through the Devastated Area after coming westward from Cinder 

Cone to Badger Flat, up Hat Creek to the vicinity of the present 

Devastated Area parking lot, then northward near the present high- 

way where it passes through the Aspen Grove and follows Lost Creek 

before winding over Noble Pass and westward across the Chaos 

Jumbles at the foot of Table Mountain and finally on down to the 

Sacramento Valley 50 miles away. 

Though emigrants had noted heat and steam being emitted 

from Cinder Cone in 1850, none of these pioneers, the Spanish nor 

the recent generations of local Indians, had ever observed any acti- 

vity of any kind on Lassen Peak. Prior to the 1914-15 eruptions, 
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Lassen Peak had been used as a location for a United States Forest 

Service lookout station. A trail existed and the mountain was often 

climbed by hikers. According to Loomis (43, p. 25) the lookout 

house had been completed about one year before the eruptions began. 

His photographs showed it to have been a four-sided structure with 

windows on each side. It contained a viewer so that one could look 

out over the country. Cables were used to hold the building in place. 

It was completely demolished by October 1914. 

Several ranch buildings were located along Hat Creek and 

Lost Creek a few miles north and east of the base of the mountain. 

Three of the meadows of this area bore the names of Adams, Anklin 

and Jessen families. These meadows are shown by Loomis (43, 

p. 37, 38, 62) as they appeared just after the devastation. An 

August 1910 photograph of the Jessen meadows, located down Hat 

Creek near Badger Flat, shows a wide, flat, grass-covered ex- 

panse partially enclosed with rail fencing (Figure 4). 

Miss Mary Jessen, a granddaughter of the persons for whom 

these meadows in the Devastated Area are named was attending 

Shasta College in 1962 and supplied the writer some information 

concerning the use of this land. Her grandparents acquired some 

large tracts of land near Balls Ferry at Anderson, California and 

raised beef cattle there. Each spring, as the weather permitted, 
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the grandfather drove from loo to 200 head of stock to the mountains 

some 50 miles away. The route he followed was first to Shingletown 

and then eastward to Viola, Manzanita Lake and on to the meadows 

along Lost Creek and Hat Creek just east of Lassen Peak. The 

grass was apparently lu.xurient here on these flat exposures. 

Fortunately for the Jessens, and for the other cattlemen, 

the snow had not melted sufficiently for them to have brought their 

cattle to the meadows by May 1914 when the eruption started. How- 

ever, great damage was wrought to the meadow as mud, logs and 

other debris destroyed the vegetation, fences and other improve- 

ments (Figure 5). 

Cabins and homesteads along the lower valley were damaged 

by the mudflow as far as 18 miles away from the mountain. Mud 

was deposited up to the level of window ledges in houses in the small 

town of Old Station. 

In 1916, Lassen Volcanic National Park was set aside by 

Congress as the most outstanding example of recent and diverse 

volcanic activity in the United States. Among the natural and his- 

toric objects preserved there, are the downed logs which resulted 

from the Hot Blast of 1915 in the Devastated Area. 

In 1934, Lind (41, p. 4) while working as a lookout on Mt. 

Harkness within the park wrote: 
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Nature does not remain passive. Each year less 
of the giant spars remain standing, each year those 
lying prone become closer to dust. It would be well 
to photograph many of them now, to preserve the 
strange forms, upturned roots, upreaching gnarled 
white arms. 

Studies of the revegetation in Lassen Volcanic National Park 

were started in 1936 by Joseph Burgess and Arthur Carthew, both 

ranger-naturalists who worked under the direction of Carl Swartzlow, 

park-naturalist, and E. P. Leavitt, park superintendent. Two study 

plots were set aside (N. P. S. study plots 1 and 2). Data was collect- 

ed at five-year intervals. Unpublished records of the observations 

are kept at the park headquarters office in Mineral, California. The 

N. P. S. study plot 3 was established by Dr. James Heath of San Jose 

State College in 1958. Another plot was established along the 

Badger Flat Road in 1946. Although vegetation records were kept, 

it did not receive the designation of N. P. S. study plot 4 until this 

present study was started in 1960. 

Data on record from these plots will be related to the present 

study when applicable. 

Climate 

The climate of Lassen Volcanic National Park may be des- 

cribed as cool, winter-wet, summer-dry, with a short growing 
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season. In 1962, the last spring snow occurred on May 24. During 

the period of May 25 to June 7, 1962, minimum temperatures of be- 

tween 300 and 320 were recorded on four different nights, the last of 

which was June 4. The first fall frost near the Devastated Area 

Parking Lot was recorded on September 15, 1962. At the Manzanita 

Lake weather station, the first frost was registered on October 5, 

1962. On the basis of the above information, the maximum growing 

season for 1962 was 83 days. That at Manzanita Lake was at least 

20 days longer. 

Long time weather records are not available for the Devas- 

tated Area. Information is available from the U. S. Weather Bu- 

reau records on the readings taken at Mineral, California since 

1931, where the Lassen Volcanic National Park Headquarters is lo- 

cated, and on those taken at Manzanita Lake, California (the north- 

west park entrance) from 1956 to the present (58, p. 392). Average 

temperatures and total precipitation are shown for the two stations 

in Tables 1 and 2. 

Other temperature information available from the two sta- 

tions is shown in Table 3. 

The 83-day growing period in the Devastated Area in 1962 

compares favorably with the 13-year record at Mineral of 82 days. 

At that station the usual last frost is June 20 and the first frost is 



Table i (TemDerature 
Month * Manzanita Lake Mineral 

January 28.6 30.4 
February 29.4 32.3 
March 33.3 36.0 
April 40.0 42.1 
May 46.6 48.9 
June 56.9 55.4 
July 62.5 63.0 
August 61.1 61.2 
September 56.2 57.2 
October 46.9 48.3 
November 38.7 39.1 
December 35.9 33.1 

Average 44.7 45.3 

Table 2 (PreciDitation 

Month * Manzanita Lake Mineral 

January 6.20 8.25 
February 8. 27 7. 30 

March 4.92 6.80 
April 3. 36 4. 17 

May 4.10 2.37 
June 1.73 1.51 

July .55 .07 
August . 11 . 15 

September 2.00 .67 
October 3.06 3.96 
November 3.82 5.82 
December 3.13 10.08 

Total 41.25 51.15 

Table 3 (Temperature Extremes) 

Condition * Manzanita Lake Mineral 

Highest 94° - August 8 95° - August 9 
o o 

Lowest 32 - February 12 5 - February 12 

First Frost 32° - July 2 31° - August 19 

* Records available for 5 year period only. 
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September 10 (57, p. 787). 

The climate of Lassen Volcanic National Park is much like 

that of the Sierra Nevada forest climax. According to California 

Cooperative Snow Surveys (9), the park received 287. 1 inches of 

snow at Summit Lake and at Sulfur Works with a water content of 

134. 5 inches in 1940 and 1941. Normal water content for the entire 

season to April is 100. 5 inches. 

As in the Sierra Nevada forest complex, east slopes are 

much drier than west slopes. Winter precipitation makes up 80 - 

85% of the total (46, p. 306). 

According to Sprague (52, p. 441), the snow cover has its 

greatest increase in depth in January, gains but little in February, 

due to settling and melting. It then decreases in depth, with great- 

est loss in April. By June 1, the snow has disappeared, except in 

sheltered areas up to the 5000 foot level in the more northern Cali- 

fornia mountains. 

Photographs taken in the Devastated Area on successive 

weeks in April and May of 1962 (Figure 2) showed a snow-melt pat- 

tern which ranged from continuous cover in mid-April, to 50% cover 

on the lower elevations in mid-May, to small patches only after June 

1. Ridges, many of which were aligned in a northwest-southeast 

direction, were cleared first. Patches of snow remained longest in 
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pitted zones, gulleys and along north slopes. 

Sprague (52, p. 441) says that the rate of melting varies 

greatly in localities where conditions seem alike, patches of snow 

lingering long after the first bare ground appears nearby. It is be- 

lieved that these variations are due to differences in composition, 

temperature, and moisture of the ground surface underlying the 

snow, as well as to shade and uneven distribution of the original 

snowfall. Major (44, p. 167) feels that snow accumulation is related 

to vegetation difference in high mountain ecology. 

A temperature inversion is a possible factor contributing, 

along with wind, to the baring of the ridges of snow. Smiley (51, 

p. 272) noted that colder air goes to the valleys and that warmer air 

sweeps up the ridges, thus leaving lingering snowdrifts in crevasses 

until summer. 

Wind directions, though predominantly north-south, do shift 

noticeably during the day. In the absence of a general storm, early 

morning easterly winds of from three to five miles per hour fre- 

quently shift to south and strengthen. By late afternoon in August or 

September, a 15-mile per hour wind downslope from the west can 

often be measured. Often these winds are gusty, lifting clouds of 

ash or dust from the drift at the base of the east slope of Lassen 

Peak to a height where they may be viewed from the west or north 
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side of the mountain. Such shifting air currents could seemingly 

facilitate transfer of air-borne seeds in most any direction. 

Little (42, p. 380), in discussing effects of California moun- 

tain barriers upon winds and pressure, says low pressure zones on 

the lee side cause the velocity of free air to increase as it crosses a 

mountain barrier. This then causes a return flow immediately above 

it and below it. He says this return flow near the surface on the lee- 

ward side of a mountain has often been noted. The winds of the Dey-. 

astated Area are probably due, in part, to the above situation. 

A summary of some of the weather note s taken between 

September 15, 1961 and October 6, 1962 is included in Table 4. 

Soil 

Most of the soil in the Devastated Area consists of fine grey- 

white ash mixed with coarser fragments of 1915 andesite and pre- 

1915 dacite lava. That portion traversed by the mudflow bears 

depths of this material which exceed 20 feet. An example of this is 

evident along the upper Lost Creek canyon where a large Jeffrey 

Pine lies with its base exposed at the canyon base beneath this thick 

deposit. 

Large chunks of the dark 1915 lava may be observed partially 

buried in this ash. Weathering has caused much of this lava to 
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Table 4. Weather Observations 

Date Location Observations 

9-15-61 Upper Devastated Area Heavy dust clouds, windy, clear, 
ground dry, very little rain yet. 

10-28-61 Hat Creek Icicles noted at 10 A.M. Most 
Alder tree leaves have been shed. 

11-11-61 Upper Lost Creek Windy weather again caused dust 

clouds. Murky water in creek 
possibly due to dust at higher 
elevation. 

5-18-62 Main DevastatedArea Snowing at 1:30 P.M. 
S-19-62 Main Devastated Area Trace of rain, weather cloudy, 

light wind from north. 
6-7-62 Parking Lot Wind shifted from south at noon 

to west by 2 P.M. Velocity esti- 

mated as 10-15 m.p.h. 
6- 10-62 Main Devastated Area Weather warm and clear. Wind 

direction south, 2-5 m. p. h. 

7-12-62 Main Devastated Area Steady wind from north, velocity 
about 15 m.p.h. Threat of 
thunderstorm. 

7-13-62 Summit of peak Very little wind, estimated at 
2 m. p. h. from northwest, clear, 
warm. 

8-2-62 Parking Lot Wind measurements with anemo- 
meter showed: 2 m. p. h. from 
S.E. at7:45A.M.;gusty, 7m.p.h. 
fromS.W. at3:30P.M., very 
gusty, 7m.p.h. fromW. at 4:00 
P. M. , fairly steady but with 
some dust clouds in upper area. 

8-3-62 Parking Lot Anemometer measurements showed: 
14 m.p.h. from S. at 10A.M.; 
fairly steady, 14 m. p. h. from W. 

at2P.M., gusty, dustclouds 
present in upper area. 

9-17-62 Main Area Wind, 3 m.p.h. from S.E. No 

dust clouds. Warm and clear. 
10-6-62 Main Area Weather cloudy. Wind velocity 

S-7 m.p.h. from N.W. at 2:30 
P.M. Aspen trees on ridges yellow- 
colored, those 50 feet below in 
canyons still green. Light snow 

had fallen three days before. 



fracture. Some of the boulders now exist as piles of broken frag- 

ments, only a few inches in diameter. 

This dark lava, as described by Schulz (49, p. 59), contains 

conspicuous crystals of the mineral feldspar (KA1Si3O8) and sparse 

bits of quartz (Si02). [t is glassy in character for the most part. 

Failure of the iron-rich minerals to crystalize and to withdraw the 

iron from the general rock material caused a solution or suspension 

of minute particles of black iron oxide to remain dispersed through- 

out the rock. This explains its black color. With passage of time, 

some of these rocks are now becoming oxidized and appear reddish- 

brown instead of black. One would expect these fractured, weather- 

ed fragments of the 1915 dacite to be contributing toward the composi- 

tion of the total soil makeup now and thus to be altering that of the 

fine ash which has been, up to this time, the major edaphic factor 

influencing plant growth. 

At the higher altitudes between 8500 and 9000 feet some of 

the soil is coarse. However, much has been weathered to a powder 

that is easily carried to a new location by shifting winds. Some of 

this powdery ash, when transported by melting snows, is moved 

from the upper Lost Creek to the New Mud Flow of the Lower Devas- 

tated Area. Here it is laid above the older soil and often on top of 

pioneer vegetation. 
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Soil character is more specialized under some conditions 

such as (1) in locations affected by only the blast area where air 

borne rocks and ash were deposited shallowly over the original soil 

or rock formations, (2) in meadows or lakes where organic change 

and succession have proceeded rapidly, (3) in lower elevations adja- 

cent to stream banks where vegetation is advanced and not easily al- 

tered by quick runoff, (4) alongside piles of rotted logs which have 

disintegrated and which have now become soil, and (5) in locations 

covered with conifers and which now contribute large amounts of 

organic matter to the soil. 

Results of surface soil tests made on nine plots scattered 

throughout the Lower Devastated Area gave data on the pH, calcium, 

potassium, phosphorus and nitrates (Table 5). 

A soil texture table was also prepared from these same loca- 

tions. This information, given in percent, is shown in Table 6. 

One will note that the pH range is from 4. 0 to 6. 0 showing 

influence from the acidic-type volcanic rocks, dacite and andesite. 

All plots show a phosphorus deficiency. Some were weak in calcium 

or potassium. Soil textures showed 34. 7T of the surface soil (upper 

three inches) to be coarser than would pass through a three mm. 

mesh screen. Approximately 38% was less than one mm. in dia- 

meter. 
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Table 5. Surface Soil Tests 
Plot pH Calcium Potassium Phosphorus NO3 

1 5. 0 normal high low normal 
2 5. 0 normal missing low high 
3 6. 0 normal normal low normal 
4 5. 0 low normal missing normal 
5 5. 0 low normal missing normal 
6 6. 0 normal normal missing normal 
7 4. 0 normal normal low normal 
8 5. 0 normal normal missing normal 
9 5. 0 low normal missing normal 

Table 6. Soil Texture 
Plot 3 mm. 2 mm. 1 mm. . 5 mm. finer 

1 21.3 8.7 16. 1 22.5 29.3 
2 25. 3 9. 0 30. 1 22. 0 13. 3 

3 39.5 8.6 13.9 28.0 9.8 
4 36.5 11.2 17.8 15.0 19.2 
5 34.7 8.8 14.8 17.7 24. 1 

6 31.4 8.2 17.2 17.2 25.9 
7 28.7 8.6 19.8 19.8 23.4 
8 63.1 5.8 9.3 17.6 4. 1 

9 31.7 17.4 19.2 23.9 7.8 

Average 34.7 9.6 17.8 20.4 17.4 

A sample of the mudflow was collected in June 1915 (15, 

p. 40) and placed in a screw-capped glass jar until chemically ana- 

lyzed in 1923 by E. S. Shepard, soil analyst. This analysis, as 

given by Day and Allen (15, p. 41) is included in Table 7. They re- 

port that this sample analysis shows no peculiarities except that a 

slightly higher amount of silica exists than would be expected from 

the composition of the lava. The absence of nitrogen from the 
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Table 7. Chemical Analysis of Mud 

in percent ) 

SiO - 66. 45 Na20 - 4. 06 Zr02 - 0. 01 
Al203 16. 19 K20 - ¿.03 P205 0. 16 
Fe203 - 2. 66 H20 - 0. 68 S 0. 09 
Fe O - 1.12 H20 - 0.39 MnO 0.10 
MgO - 1.86 CO 
CaO 4. 55 Ti02 - 0. 30 

analysis poses a question. As already mentioned in the review of 

literature, Griggs (25, p. 93-101) noted that the fresh volcanic ash 

from Katmai was without organic contamination and that the intiation 

of the nitrogen cycle was required for plant growth. 

According to Holway (32, p. 303), samples of the ash were 

submitted to Professor A. S. Eakle of the Minerology Department of 

the University of California who reported it to be made up of fine 

dust and broken fragments of an acid volcanic rock which had been 

shattered by a violent explosion. He noted that the dust was not an 

ash in the sense of being a fine residual product of a cinder nor is 

there evidence of its having come from the coüling of a miten mass. 

The original rock seemed, from the appearance of the largest frag.- 

ments to have been a volcanic tuff, formed at some previous activity 

of the volcano. The 1914-.15 eruption had simply blown this tuff to 

dust. He also indicated that some of the mud from the loc:ality was 
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of the same nature as the dust and that it was probably formed from 

it. 

In some of the higher elevations, pocket gophers have been 

active in stirring the soil. Sparsely vegetated soil in the Middle 

Devastated Area which showed this animal activity contained only 

Eriogonum spp. and Lupinus Andersonii var Christinae, referred 

to from this point on as Christine Lupine. Though Laycock (39, 

p. 351) says that gopher mounds are mìcrosites for continuous per- 

petration of pioneer species, such did not appear to be the case here. 

The animals were presumed to have been feeding on the roots of 

these plants. Distinct variations in color of the soil were noted 

where it had been turned over by the animals. The usual light-grey, 

powdery ash was mixed with brownish-yellow and reddish tints. 

The beneficial effects of burrowing rodents are listed by 

Grinnell (27, p. 345). They include (1) hastening the weathering of 

the substratum, (2) comminutation of the sub-soil and bringing it to 

the surface, (3) making loose earth available for erosion and trans- 

port to fill depressions, (4) causing slower melting of snow on more 

porous ground, (5) causing a porous moist soil which results in a 

fuller vegetational cover, (6) rendering ground more fertile, and 

(7) assisting in burial of vegetational debris to allow it to become 

humus. Some soil changes in the Devastated Area appear to be 

related to this biotic influence. 
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EXISTING VEGETATION AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 

General View 

Prior to the Great Mudflow of May 19, 1915, the Devastated 

Area' had apparently been well-covered with gr-s and tirner vege- 

tation suited to each particular altitude. According to Loomis (43, 

p. 33), the land on the hillside was well-covered with timber before 

the flood, but the flood carried everything before it and not a tree 

was left in the path of the flood where it came down the mountain 

side, and for a long way down the creek. 

Photographs on exhibit in the Visitor Center at Lassen 

Volcanic National Park taken by Loomis before the eruptions show 

considerable heavy mature pine and Red Fir, Abie magnifica, tim- 

ber extending from the ridge at the east base of Crescent Crater 

down the south slope to Lost Creek. Also present was a heavy 

growth along the upper south ridge which extended down its north 

slope and across the Middle Devastated Area to meet the previously 

mentioned vegetation at Lost Creek. A few firs were located in an 

isolated spot which will later be referred to as 'Fir Island'. The 

lower ground to the east of Survivor's Hill appeared more like a 

meadow. Two regions along lower Lost Creek near the present Hot 
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Rock sign were referred to as Adams and Ariklin meadows. Another 

similar flat region about one mile down Hat Creek from Hat Lake 

was called Jessen Meadows. A series of photographs (Figure 4 - 7) 

shows the original Jessen Meadows, its devastation and its present 

state of recovery. 

Examination of downed logs in the Hot Blast zone showed the 

original distribution of conifer species to have generally followed the 

elevational pattern of present-day marginal surviving species. Ex- 

ceptions were the meadow lands which were not forested and the ma- 

ture Red Fir which occurred at lower altitudes than where it is gen- 

erally found today. 

The vegetation in the Devastated Area today includes the 

following vegetation types, as used by Jensen (35, p. 199): (1) 

Barren; (Z) Grass; (3) Marsh; (4) Chaparral; (5) Aspen-Cottonwood; 

(6) Lodgepole Pine-Mountain Hemlock; (7) Fir and (8) Pine. 

By applying the vegetation zone climaxes used by Oosting 

(46, p. 306) in his description of the Sierra Nevada forest complex, 

one could say that, in the Subalpine zone along the margins outside 

of the Devastated Area, Red Fir and White Fir, Abies concolor, are 

the more important climax species. Others present include Wes- 

tern White Pine, Pinus monticola, Lodgepole Pine, Pinus Murrayana, 

and Mountain Hemlock, Tsuga Mertensiana. The latter is thickest 
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near the upper limits of the zone at an elevation of about 8500 feet 

where some of the original trees appear to have regenerated from 

old live root systems. The hemlock is replaced near timber line by 

White Bark Pine, Pinus albicaulis. 

The Montane zone which includes elevations up to 7000 feet 

shows climax vegetation of Jeffrey Pine, Pin'.is Jeffzeyi, and White 

Fir. The Lodgepole Pine, though abundant, plays essentially a suc- 

cessional role. Dense chaparral communities of Green-leaf Man- 

zanita, Arctostaphylos patula, Tobacco Brush, Ceanothus velutinus, 

and Golden Chinquapin, Castanopsis sempervirens, have become 

established on south-facing slopes in disturbed areas along the Dey- 

astated Area margin at altitudes of up to 7500 feet. Similar 

growths on north-facing slopes cease at altitudes of about 6500 feet, 

much as determined by Klyver (37, p. 15). 

The Foothills zone, though not normally considered in the 

Devastated Area, ha.s probably contributed certain chaparral types 

to the Montane zone as well as Sierra Maple, Acer glabrum, Black 

Cottonwood, Populus trichocarpa, and Mountain Alder, Alnus tenui- 

folia. 

Considerable influence is exerted upon vegetational distribu- 

tion within the Devastated Area by changing air currents. Compo- 

sites and grasses are distributed widely throughout the various 
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elevations. Snow melt and water run-off appear infhential in deter- 

mining sections of greater vegetation density. 

As noted by Hansen (30, p. 523) at Crater Lake where pu- 

mice had created an edaphically disturbed zone allowing Lodgepole 

Pine, a subclimax species, to move in and gain prominence due to 

lack of competition, one may observe this species in abundance in 

the lower Montane zone along the north and east boundaries of the 

disturbed area near the marshes. Dense stands of Lodgepole Pine 

of about 35 years age are being invaded by other species such as 

White Fir and Jeffrey Pine. In some of these disturbed locations, 

Quaking Aspen, Popu.lus tremuloides, was established first. The 

older of these trees, however, appear to be dying out, at least in 

part, because of fungus and invasion by White Fir. 

Rather obvious examples of interfingering of vegetational 

zonation along some of the slopes indicates possibility of inversions 

in establishment of some of the newer vegetation. Presence of 

Jeffrey Pine on the high ridges and of Mountain. Hemlock and Red 

Fir in the lower canyotis seem to be examples of the same situation 

cited by Daubenmire (14, p. 381) in his zonation study in the Rocky 

Mountains where he found that communities of low elevation extend 

up the ridges at the same time that those of high altitudes descent 

along ravines. 
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In general, the Jeffrey Pine seems limited at high elevations 

by low temperatures and wind. Young trees, 10 to 15 years old, 

are observed with brown needles along the side facing the snow 

slopes. As indicated by Haller (29, p. 70). the lower margin of 

Jeffrey Pine distribution is limited primarily by competition with 

Western Yellow Pine, Pinus ponderosa, a species that exists in c-on- 

siderable numbers one-half mile down Lost Creek from the northern 

end of the Devastated Area. 

Although Salix, Aspen, and Lodgepole Pine became esta- 

blished early in the moist disturbed areas along the lower bounda- 

ries, the presence of great numbers of young White Fir, Jeffrey 

Pine and Western White Pine suggests that the first major phase of 

revegetation has passed and that the Montane zone already in transi- 

tion stage is now acquiring some of its true climax vegetation. 

Farther up the steeper slopes of the Subalpine zone, growing 

conditions are more limiting and progress is slower. Young White 

Fir, Red Fir, Lodgepole Pine and Mountain Hemlock are invading 

from the upper marginal forested boundaries. Some obtain protec- 

tion from wind and drought along the sides of gulleys and from 

'craterlets' such as referred to by Loomis (43, p. 63). 

Wide expanses of almost barren ground exist at the base of 

Lassen Peak and extend for as much as one-half mile down slope. 
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Such rosette-type plants as Eriogonum and Chaenactis with their ex- 

tensive taproot systems are able to exist in this loose volcanic scoria. 

On some of these high, barren regions, especially on east slopes, 

Satin Lupine takes over. The lower exposed areas have acquired a 

very diverse vegetation cover, chief among which are Haplopappus 

bloomeri, Monardella qdoratissima, Lupinus Andersonii var 

Christinae, Stipa occidentalis and Sitanion Hysterix. 

The large rocks, still partly buried in the mudflow, serve to 

protect vegetation. Their dark color absorbs heat and melts the 

snow off early on the surface adjacent to them. Holodiscus micro- 

phyllus var. glabrescens azid Ribes cereum are two examples of 

woody shrubs that are now scattered widely in the area but which 

usually thrive near the rocks. 

Zones of edaphic instability still appear to exist. Two of 

these are in the upper Lost Creek canyon and along the New Flood 

Plain. Though the ashy soil is very loose along the upper canyon, 

some plants such as Carex spp. , Christine Lupine and Gnaphalium 

palustre have persisted there on the slopes for years. When the 

New Flood Plain was studied in August 1960, a plot 100 x 50 feet in 

size showed only 45 plants present including 16 small conifer seed- 

lings. A count exactly two years later yielded a total of 596 plants 

including 75 small conifer seedlings. The unstable surface of this 
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region, which appears from a distance to be barren, is becoming 

vegetated rapidly. 

Most of the old devastated logs have become badly disinte- 

grated. Only where they have been left partially standing or propped 

up by rocks do they have a solid appearance. Oftentimes the types 

of plant specie s will be extremely diverse within the sphere of in- 

fluence of the decaying matter from one of the old disintegrated 

logs. 

The vegetation of Hat Lake includes such aquatic forms as 

Ranunculus aqua tuis and Veronica alpina. An. accumulation of sedi- 

ment has enabled sedge, Carex; rush, Juncus; willow, Salix and 

many other plants with high moisture tolerance to become establish- 

ed on this portion of the Devastated Area. 'Island-type' vegetations 

exist elsewhere and often appear to be radiating centers for revege- 

tation. 

In comparing the present vegetation with what was indicated 

before the disturbance, it seems apparent that the soil conditions 

are now less favorable for grass-type vegetation. The new soil 

consisting of up to 30 feet of acidic volcanic rock and ash, buried the 

old stratas too deeply for them to influence present vegetation di- 

rectly. 
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Examples of how vegetation can move into a disturbed area 

as rapidly as environmental conditions, especially edaphic and cli- 

matic, will permit, are easy to observe in the Devastated Area of 

Lassen Volcanic National Park. The rates of development of all 

vegetation, however, do not appear to proceed at a uniform rate such 

as Lodgepole Pine is capable of doing along a marshy meadow. 

White Fir, for example, has successfully spanned the broad por- 

tian of the area by means of several serai stages. This has also 

been done by Jeffrey Pine and by some shrubs such as Ribes cereum 

and Holothscus inicrophyllus var, glabrescens. 

Several of the herbaceous or woody angiosperm plants occur 

so often in the Devastated Area that, for descriptive purposes in the 

pages to follow, it appears more practical from this point on to re- 

fer to them by generic names only, if only one species is present. 

Plants most frequently involved will be Calyptridium, Monardella, 

Holodiscus , Prunus , Ceanothus , 1 Gnaphahum and Si- 

tarn on. 

Classification of such forms as Carex, Juncus and Salix has, 

in most cases, not been attempted beyond the genus with any degree 

of certainty. In the genus Eriogonum, at least four species occur. 

Their ranges overlap so greatly within the subalpine and montane 

zones that it seems advisable not to distinguish between them 
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although Eriogonurn nudum does tend to be more abundant at the 

lower elevations. The genus Riheø is treated in similar fashion 

although Ribes cereum has the widest range. 

Regional Assumptions (Introduction) 

One of the major data-collecting methods used for arriving 

at a vegetational structure for this area Includes observation and 

description of 29 stands or regions in relation to topography, soil 

texture, soil stability, cover, presence of species and indicated 

stages of succession. 

Such environmental factors as elevation, exposure to sun, 

wind, snow, temperature changes, moisture fluctuation and soil in- 

stability are important in the area. Regions were selected with 

these in mind. Regions were also chosen because of their proxi- 

mity to cover types, stages of succession, established study plots 

and original vegetation along the perifery of the Devastated Area. 

Each was given a name suggestive as to its location. 

The stand or region, as It will be hereafter designated, is 

described in line with the above criteria. Where possible present 

vegetation is related to former vegetation by photographs. In some 

instances the vegetation is related to the snow melt pattern as re- 

corded photographically (Figures 2 and 17). Where possible, the 
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cover-types are identified taxonomically. A vegetation list for the 

area is included (Appendix A). In most instances each region has 

been under surveilance by the writer for at least two years. For 

Region 29, records are cited from observations made since 1935 

by National Park Service personnel. 

Age estimates on woody growth were made first by taking 

core-drill samples with an increment borer from different species 

at several locations. These age counts were then related to stem- 

whorl counts. For a more general age estimate, a rule-of-thumb 

method was used. This was to take the footage estimate plus three. 

With this method, a 20-foot tree would be considered to be ¿3 years 

old. At higher altitudes above 7700 feet where 'elfi& or 'Krumm- 

holz' timber exists, stem-whorl counts were followed more closely. 

The regional (stand) assumptions follow. Each region is 

listed on Table B and is also located on the map of the regions (Fig- 

ure 3). 

Regional Assumptions 

Region 1 - Jessen Meadows (elevation - 6200) 

'The flat, central, dry, pumice-covered portion of Jessen 

Meadows is covered with Haplopappus, Bromus and Sitanion grasses 
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Table 8. Devastated Area Regions 

1. Jessen Meadows 
z. Lower Hat Creek 
3. Parking Lot Ridge 
4. Summit lake Corner 
5 . Hat Lake 
6. Upper Hat Creek 
7. South Hot Blast 
8. Lower South Ridge 
9. Middlle South Ridge 

,to. Upper South Ridge 
11. Lower Devastated Area 
12. Middle Devastated Area 
13. Upper Devastated Area and Lassen Slopes 
14. Lost Creek Canyon and Dust Bowl 
15. White Fir Island 
16. Craterlets or Pitted Zone 
17. Outwash Area 
18. Survivor's Hill Point 
19. Lush Vegetation Island 
20. Erosion Gullies and North Hot Blast 
21. Survivor's Hill Summit 
22. Crescent Crater-Approach and Summit 
23. New Flood Plain 
24. Old Flood Plain 
25. Raker Peak - Lower Slope 
¿6. Boundary Spring Flood Plain 
27. Barrow Pit Succession 
28. Aspen Grove Succession 
29. Hot Rock and Brush Pile 
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and Gayophytum. Young Lodgepole Pines, from seedling size up to 

three feet tall, surround the meadow and continue to germinate and 

encroach along the margins of the presently wooded areas. Ground 

cover near these pines includes Carex, Antennaria and Mimulus. A 

thick zone of Salix appears along the west edge between the grassy 

cover and the pines. 

The ridge along the west side has on its slope a patchy vege- 

tation of Castanopsis, Prunus, Arctostaphylos patu1a and Bracken 

Fern, Pteridium aquilinum, resembling two other east or south- 

east sloping regions to be described later - Survivor's Hill and 

Middle South Ridge. Jeffrey Pine and White Fir, both up to 50 feet 

in height, occur in scattered stands at the north end of this ridge 

where it is exposed to Raker Peak's vegetation. Jeffrey Pine ap- 

pears to be moving into the Lodgepole Pine stand along this north- 

east edge of the Jessen Meadows. 

The devastated logs washed into the meadows from the ori- 

ginal forest along the ridge are contributing greatly to the organic 

content of the soil. Most of them are in advanced stages of deterjo-. 

ration. Some boulders, eight to ten feet across, also remain along 

the upper east edge of the meadow as evidence of the mudflow devas- 

tation. 

Presence of Lodgepole Pine, Salix, a loose sandy-pumice 
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soil and the Badger Flat road, which crosses the meadow, are the 

major impediments toward further natural restoration of the meadow- 

type of vegetation there at present. 

A series of photographs, Figures 4 - 7, show the changes in 

vegetation before, during and after the eruptions. 

Region 2 - Lower Hat Creek (elevation - 6250) 

This region is located one-half mile down the Badger Flat 

road from its point of origin near Hat Lake and represents, along 

with Region 1, the eastern portion of the Devastated Area (Figures 

8 and 9). 

The sector involved starts at the base of the east slope of 

Parking Lot Ridge at the N. P. S. study plot #4 and extends south- 

eastward one-quarter mile to the extreme east end of the south Hot 

Blast margin. The elevation is nearly 200 feet lower than the 

N. P. S. study plot #2 on Parking Lot Ridge and affords protection, 

topographically, from wind and colder temperatures. Close proxi- 

mity to Hat Creek has modifying effects on the clirpate although 

seasonal flooding brings gravel and soil to the area from points out- 

side of the Devastated Area, a condition that does not occur in the 

other regions included in this study. The slope is flat except for 

the southeast part at the edge of the Hot Blast margin. This portion 
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Figure 4. Jessen Meadows before 1914. 
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Figure 5. Jessen Meadows in 1915 after mudflow. 
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Figure 6. Jessen Meadows in 1946. 

jh. 

Figure 7. Jessen Meadows in 1962. 
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Figure 8. Lower Hat Creek about 19Z0. 

Figure 9. Lower Hat Creek in 1962. 



slopes gently toward the northwest. 

The vegetation in the flat portion consists mostly of a dense 

stand of Lodgepole Pine which averages between 20 and 30 feet in 

height. Very little ground cover exists because of light exclusion. 

Only the upper three to five feet of the trees bear needles. Drifts 

of snow accumulate on the leeward east slope of the ridge and have 

provided, in the past, a favorable moist environment for the species. 

In 1946, 443 Lodgepole Pines were counted on the 100-foot square 

N. P. S. study plot #4, included in this region. Light exclusion and 

other factors have eliminated 118 of these trees. Remains of dead 

saplings along with needle litter and old devastated logs provide the 

ground cover on top of an extremely fine ashy type of soil. 

In 1946, the plot also included nine Salix, two Mountain 

Hemlocks and two White Fir. In 1962, it included two Salix, one 

Mountain Hemlock, two White Fir and one new Jeffrey Pine. Ac- 

cording to the nature of adjacent vegetation, these forms such as 

the firs and pine may be the advance indicators of succession change. 

Approximately 25% of this region is open and without over- 

story growth. It includes loose gravely soil adjacent to Hat Creek 

with an estimated 30% ground cover including Stipa and Sitanion 

grasses, Haplopappus and Monardella. Stream banks are lined with 

Salix and Carex. 



All of the trees mentioned thus far have become established 

since the area was devastated. Increment borings in 1960 showed 

the older trees to vary between 23 and 32 years in age. 

Southeast of this flat sector of the region along the east edge 

of the N. P. S. organizational camp ground, upon a gentle northwest 

slope, is a mixed stand of original trees which appear as a climax 

vegetation. These include mature Red Fir, White Pine, Lodgepole 

Pine and Jeffrey Pine. Some younger forms present include White 

Fir and Lodgepole Pine. Ground cover in this open timber stand 

consists of Stipa and Arctostaphylos nevadensis. Populus tremu- 

bides, Alnus tenuifolia and Salix are present in the moist locations. 

By contrast, the original climax stand includes a greater 

diversity of tree species than does the new stand which is still at a 

subclimax level. Such diversity is indicative of a stable community 

in harmony with local conditions, as indicated by Cain (8, p. 193). 

An intermediate stage in succession change is located about 

200 yards south of the organizational campground where, along an 

intermittent stream channel, the new growth Lodgepole Pine serve 

as overstory for a heavy young stand of White Fir which are from 

three to ten feet in height. Older mature White Fir exist in pure 

stand just upsiope toward the Summit Lake Corner region. 
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Region 3 - Parking Lot Ridge (elevation - 6450) 

This ridge, which had its geologic origin from a glacial 

moraine deposited along the present Hat Creek channel, extends 

across the east fork of the Devastated Area between Raker Peak and 

the pre-Lassen dacite ridge just east of Hat Lake. 

It has a gentle west slope and a steeper east slope which 

leads down to Regions i and 2. This ridge, not only caught the full 

effect of the Hot Blast but up to 20 feet of mud and rocks from the 

Great Mudflow of May 19 passed over it. 

The northern end adjoins the steeper south slope of Raker 

Peak which bears a heavy stand of Jeffrey Pine and White Fir. As 

mentioned in discussing Region i, this vegetation appears to be ex- 

tending onto the northeast edge of the ridge. Considerable numbers 

of Jeffrey Pine and aspen are now also established on the northwest 

edge. 

The entire surface of the ridge is strewn with large boulders 

such as the 'Hot Rock' near the Devastated Area Parking Lot sign. 

Old stumps still stand in place and show the effects of shearing by 

the Hot Blast. 

The crest of the ridge bears a diversity of vegetation. A 

sampling of ten trees and shrubs in that location along Transect 
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MTl showed three Jeffrey Pine, three Lodgepole Pine, one White 

Pine, one Mountain Hemlock, one White Fir and one Holodiscus. 

The ground cover includes Haplopappus, Christine Lupine, Sitanion, 

Eriogonum nudum and Calyptridium. 

The western slope of this ridge has less vegetation than the 

other portions. Exposure to cold winds, lower temperatures, drift- 

ing of ash and the destructive effects of people who stop at the park- 

ing area appear to have impeded growth. A sampling of ten trees 

here from the same transect showed eight Lodgepole Pine, one White 

Pine and one Jeffrey Pine. 

The wind-protected eastern slope bears vegetation related to 

snow drift accumulation. Of ten trees sampled in Transect MTI, 

eight were Lodgepole Pine and two were Populus tremuloides. The 

ground cover is mostly Christine Lupine. 

Approximately 100 yards south of the parking lot is the 

N. P. S. study plot #2 upon which observations have been made by 

park-naturalists since 1935. The plot is on level ground exposed to 

the extremes of sun and wind. Its soil is loose and tends to shift 

with the weather. A small drift of ash is moving in a northwest- 

southeast direction across the plot. Snow was observed in a two- 

foot drift over most of the plot on May 25, 1962. 

In spite of this edaphic instability, an increase in numbers of 
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small Haplopappus, Lupinus, and Calyptridium has been noted since 

1960. Of the seven plot trees, five are Lodgepole Pine, one is 

White Pine and one is White Fir. The oldest tree is a 22-year 

Lodgepole Pine, according to increment boring. 

This region shows at least three different rates of succes- 

sional change. These include an advanced growth stage at the north 

end near the slopes of Raker Peak, a scattered stand of mixed corn- 

peting types on the center ridge and a sparce stand with but few 

types growing in an unstable edaphic and climatic environment at the 

south end. 

Region 4 - Summit Lake Corner (elevation - 6600) 

At the extreme south edge of the Devastated Area where the 

highway makes a right turn near its intersection with Badger Flat 

road, an abrupt change in vegetation occurs. On both sides of the 

highway just inside the south Hot Blast margin a stand of White Fir 

averaging between 15 to 20 feet in height is now established. A scat- 

tered stand of Lodgepole pine, between 20 to 30 feet in height, is 

being invaded by White Fir along the lower portion of this gentle 

north slope. Farther south and upsiope from the young firs is the 

original pre-eruption stand of mature White Fir and Red Fir from 

which these trees appear to have been seeded. 
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The east slope of the ridge along the east edge of Hat Lake 

also bears part of this new White Fir succession stage. Ground 

cover on all slopes of this ridge consists of Arctostaphylos nevaden- 

sis and A. patula. Scattered Lodgepole Pine is noted on the summit 

of the ridge and along the base of the east slope. 

Some White Fir is established at the lower north boundary of 

this region adjacent to the Hat Creek Parking lot. Although firs are 

well-established at the base of Raker Peak along the north edge of 

Parking Lot Ridge region about one-half mile distant, it would ap- 

pear more likely that the replacement of Lodgepole Pine by White 

Fir in this region is proceeding downslope from outside the south 

Hot Blast zone. 

The manzanita does not appear to be restricting the invasion. 

Most of the ridge is of the solid pre-Lassen dacite and is not heavily 

vegetated. Snow accumulates along the east slope of the ridge. 

One could envision this White Fir stand as eventually refor- 

esting the slope all of the way down to Hat Creek just below Hat 

Lake within the next 10 or 15 years. 

Region 5 - Hat Lake (elevation - 6350) 

Hat Lake was formed by the Great Mudflow in 1915 which, 

in passing across Hat Creek, formed an earth dam irnpoanding water 
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in the canyon that existed at the base of the east slope of the south 

ridge. 

Slopes leading down to the present Lake from the east must 

have been heavily wooded because large quantities of downed logs 

lay in distinct rows where they fell. Today this east bank shows 

some regeneration of Lodgepole Pine, Salix, Ribes, Monardella and 

grass. Accumulations of loose ashy soil due to the wind and water 

action have led to a successional change from that of a marsh to that 

of a meadow. Along the west bank this change is reflected through 

the presence of Haplopappus along with Stipa and other grasses. 

Seven grasses were listed (23, p. 29-43). 

During the spring snow melt in June, the level of the lake in- 

creases at least two feet because of its constricted outlet via a cul- 

vert under the highway where it enters the lower Hat Creek channel. 

This results in a wider marshy surface at the upper end of the lake. 

In August, most of this is dry. As this water at the upper end of the 

lake drains out, it follows shallow gravel-lined channels through the 

rushes and sedges. Two Juncus and 16 Carex species are listed for 

this region (23, p. 43-59). Growing along these intermittent chan- 

nels are Salix lasiandra, S. Lemmonii and S. pseudocordata. 

In late summer some of the exposed ground surface is cover- 

ed with Fragaria, Equisetum, Mirnulus, Trifolium, Potentilla and 
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grasses. Taller Salix thickets and Lodgepole Pine exist near the 

permanent margins of the lake. These appear to be spreading 

across the lake as sediment continues to accumulate. The water sur- 

face is noticeably productive of the white-blossomed Ranunculus 

aquatilis. Veronica and various types of mosses and liverworts coat 

the protected banks at the lower end of the body of water which is 

rapidly changing to a marsh as the succession moves downslope. 

In comparing the two slopes on either side of the lake, it is 

clearly noted that Arctostaphylos sp. and Ceanothus grow at lower 

elevations on the south slope than on the north-facing slope except 

near the lower end by the parking lot and at the upper end near the 

south Hot Blast region. 

Two Black Cottonwood, Populus trichocarpa, approximately 

35 feet tall, are established at the outlet of Hat Lake. Only two 

other specimens are known to be growing in the Devastated Area in 

the Old Flood Plain region. 

Region 6 - Upper Hat Creek Region (elevation - 6500) 

The upper west fork of Hat Creek enters the Devastated Area 

after having cascaded down through a steep rock-lined glacially- 

carved gorge that originated near the south base of Lassen Peak at 

its juncture with a ridge that extends on toward Reading Peak. The 



upper part of this creek bed at an elevation of 8000 feet is broad and 

shallow containing large rocks which are covered with such vegeta- 

tion as Mimulus, Fragaria, liverworts, mosses, Habeneria, Vero- 

nica, Senecio, Carex and Juncus. Most of the slopes leading to the 

stream bed are grass-covered except for heathers, Phyllodoce 

Breweri and Cassiope Mertensiana, which form a great portion of 

the vegetation of the canyon slopes along with the subalpine Mountain 

Hemlock, Red Fir and Lodgepole Pine. 

After flowing through a non-devastated north-sloping Red Fir 

forest for one mile, the creek emerges into the Hot Blast area at an 

elevation of 6500 feet. Here its course is more constricted by 

downed logs, heavy stands of alder and aspen with accumulations of 

ash as the stream gradient decreases. 

A particularly rich vegetation was studied along the edge of 

one of the aspen stands just mentioned. Here many specimens of 

plants not observed elsewhere in the Devastated Area were observed 

in close association. They included Lupinus polyphyllus, Delphinium 

Nuttallianum, Ac onitum columbianum, Sidelsia oregana, Pediculari s 

groenlandica, Senecio triangularis , Galium trifolium, Habenaria 

dilatata, H. sparsiflora, Hackelia floribunda. Castilleja. Appiegatei, 

Chimaphila umbellata, Penstemon menziesii, Guja aggregata, 

Equisetum, Marchantia, Carex and Juncus. Herbaceous plants 



appeared to be moving downslope through this moist forest-protected 

non-devastated margin, with the protection of alder and aspen, to be- 

come a part of the new Devastated Area flora. Soil here is less ashy 

than on most other parts of the Devastated Area mostly because of 

the older type mantle rock across which this fork of Hat Creek tra- 

verses. Much debris from vegetation on the north slope is being 

added to the soil as organic matter and as soil conditioner. 

At this point of entry into the Devastated Area, the number 

of herbaceous species competing for survival is great. The succes- 

sion stage is far from climax and will probably be accomplished 

only after the subclimax aspen and alder are eventually replaced 

with the Red Fir forest climax. The Upper Hat Creek region seems 

to be serving, at present, as a filter zone for vegetation types not 

generally present in the Devastated Area. 

Region 7 - South Hot Blast (elevation - 6600) 

This north-sloping region is located about one-half mile 

south of Hat Lake near the trail to Paradise Meadows along the 

south margin of the Hot Blast zone above the mudflow. The slope 

averages 30°. It is bounded on the south by a Red Fir climax forest. 

Its west side is adjacent to the west fork of Hat Creek which at this 

point is lined with Alnus tenuifolia. Much devastated log and rock 
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debris covers the ground although the area is rather open and free 

from heavy vegetation. 

A total of 80 new conifer trees and seedlings was counted on 

a 100-foot square study plot in this region. Species included were 

Red Fir, White Fir, White Pine and Lodgepole Pine. Increment 

borings on six fir trees showed ages between ¿5 and 39 years. The 

seedlings did not include any pines. A shift from a mixed stand to- 

ward fir is indicated here. Two original ¿00-foot firs. Abies con- 

color and Abies magnìfica, are included in the region 

Vegetation in the upper sector nearest the actual Hot Blast 

zone along Transect STT1A is very heavy. One plot of 360 square 

feet included 33 conifers. Of these there were 24 White Fir, eight 

Red Fir and one White Pine. Ribes montigenum and Monardella 

form most of the cover. In the middle portion which is about 50 

yards inside the Hot Blast zone the vegetation is equally divided be- 

tween thick young stands of Red Fir and White Fir. A ground cover 

of Monardella, Phacelia mutabilis and Stipa occidentalis is existent. 

Along the lower edge where a snow melt drainage accumulated be- 

fore entering the creek, a transect vegetation sample was divided 

as follows: three White Fir, two Lodgepole Pines one Red Fir, one 

White Pine, one Salix, one Populus tremuloides and one Alnus tenui- 

folia. This stand was more scattered. Ground cover included much 
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Stipa sp., some Ribes and Monardella. Haplopappus and Lupinus 

were rarely found on this soil which was not reached by the mudflow. 

Two species of herbaceous plants, Corn Lily, Veratrum 

californicum, and Jacobts Ladder, Polemonium cai.ifornicum, ap- 

pear to exist at altitudes lower than one would normally find them in 

Lassen Park. 

Snow was observed in two-foot drifts over most of the region 

as late as June 12, 1962. Most snow was gone from similar altitudes 

in the Devastated Area. Alnus tenuifolia was not leafed out yet at 

that time. A short growing season for herbaceous forms here is in-. 

dicated. 

Presence of the partial parasite, Pine Mistletoe, Arceutho- 

bium Douglasii, was observed on Red Fir. Many mature trees show 

branches damaged by this mistletoe. 

This region without ash or marshy soil which appears to fa- 

vor Lodgepole Pine growth is apparently being taken over by Red and 

White Fir, Presence of original soil and a large accumulation of 

rotted wood and other organic matter favor establishment of the young 

fir seedlings. 
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Region 8 - Lower South Ridge (elevation 6750 - 7000) 

The vegetatìon at the east end of this long ridge varies ac- 

cording to the direction of the slope. Along the north slope where 

the soil is both loose and coarse, a medium-heavy stand of young con- 

iferous vegetation exists. Within a 360 square foot segment of Tran- 

sect STT1, the following trees were counted: ten Lodgepole Pine, 

three White Fir, three White Pi and three Mountain Hemlock. No 

Jeffrey Pine was observed in this locality on the north slope. The 

largest trees included an eight-foot Lodgepole Pine and a seven-foot 

White Pine. Ages were estimated at 12 years. Five of the trees 

counted were less than one-foot tall. Ground cover, though sparce, 

included Christine Lupine, Satin Lupine, Lupinus obtusilobus, Eno- 

gonum nudum, and Sulfur flower, E. umbellatum. One Arctosta- 

phylos nevadensis, three feet in diameter, was noted. 

The east end of the ridge is covered with Prunus, A. patula, 

Castanopsis and Haplopappus. Numerous bare areas occur in the 

loose soil where deer pass through or bed down. 

The top of the ridge includes a mixture of conifers, Ribes 

and Prunus. The largest tree within a 300 square foot observations 

sector was a 15-foot Jeffrey Pine. One Lodgepole Pine, one Moun- 

tain Hemlock, two White Fir, one Castanopsis, four Ribes and two 
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Prunus were noted. Portions of the ridge are bare and contain loose 

ashy soil. Some ground cover of Haplopappus and Christine Lupine 

is present. 

The south slope of this part of the ridge has a varied type of 

patchy vegetation. Clumps of A. patula, Ceanothus, Castanopsis 

and Prunus extend across part of the higher south slopes. About 50% 

of the upper part of the higher slope is steep and bare. The soil 

here is very loose and ashy. Along the middle part are two zones, 

one of mixed Jeffrey and Lodgepole Pine, the other of grassland corn- 

posed of 30% Sitanion, 30% Haplopappus, 30% Christine Lupine and 

10% Monardella. The lower slope is a mixed stand of Lodgepole 

Pine, Arctostaphylos and Haplopappus-Sitanion. At the base a solid 

thicket of Salix lines the bank of Hat Lake. 

Snow cover stays on the north slope of this region until after 

June ist. The south slope is almost entirely clear by this date. The 

south slope ridges are cleared of snow first and are the usual loca.- 

tions of Castanopsis, Prunus and Arctostaphylos sp. The ravines 

retain snow longer. It is along these sloping ravines that the Lodge- 

pole Pine, White Fir and Jeffrey Pine are established. 

Region 9 - Middle South Ridge (elevation 7000-7500) 

Along the north slope of the south ridge, the White Fir has 
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made the most growth and reaches a height of 35 feet. Of the 13 

trees counted whose height exceeded ten feet, there were eight White 

Fir, two Mountain Hemlock, one Jeffrey Pine and one Lodgepole 

Pine. The ground cover includes Ribes, Monardella, Gnaphalium, 

Haplopappus, Castanopsis, Arctostaphylos patula, Holodiscus and 

Christine Lupine. The soil here is coarse and rocky along the lower 

slopes. Along the upper portion in the Arctostaphylos-Haplopappus 

belt the texture is powdery and fine. 

On the top of the ridge, the open stand of young conifers con- 

tinues to show White Fir as dominant. On the lower portion, the 

sizes range from 5 to 15 feet. However, they increase generally 

with increase in elevation up to 50 feet on the western higher portion 

of this Middle South Ridge. The age estimate of the taller trees by 

a stem whorl count is 35 to 40 years. Three different tree counts 

were taken along the top of the middle sector of the ridge. They are 

tabulated in Table 9 (a). 

Table 9 (a). Tree Counts 

Lower Middle Upper 

White Fir 10 White Fir 10 White Fir 10 

Lodgepole Z Lodgepole i White Pine 3 

Hemlock 1 Hemlock O Lodgepole O 

White Pine i White Pine 3 Hemlock O 

Jeffrey P. 1 Jeffrey P. 3 Jeffrey P. 0 

Height 5-15' Height 15-25' Height 15-50' 
cones present 
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It may be noted here that only White Fir and White Pine are 

present in all three locations. A similar tabulation of ground cover 

is made in Table 9 (b). 

Lower 

Silver Lupine 50% 
Haplopappus 40% 
Monardella 5% 
Eriogonum 1% 
Miscellaneous 4% 

Table 9 (b). Ground Cover 

Middle 

Haplopappus 60% 
Monprdella 20% 
Sitanion 10% 
A. nevadensis 2% 
Castanopsis 2% 
Miscellaneous 6% 

Upper 

A. nevadensis 60% 
Sitanion 10% 
Monardella 10% 
Miscellaneous 20% 

(low cover) (medium cover) (heavy cover) 
5 plants/25 sq. ft. 

Soil, conditions along the middle portion of this ridge changed 

from a loose gravelly pumice-type with little litter at the lower ele- 

vations to a devastated litter-strewn type bearing large boulders 

and a fine ashy sand and gravel. 

lar and undulating. 

The surface of the ridge is irregu- 

The lower south slope of this region consists of numerous 

patches of alder and Salix which frequently follow up the slopes at 

least two-thirds of the way. At least three parallel strips of large 

young White Fir and Red Fir extend into the upper part of the region 

from the non-devastated Red Fir Climax forest just west and south. 

Patches of Pteridium and Arctostaphylos sp. are located between 

these invading conifer strips. 
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The nature of this south slope vegetation is such that consi- 

derable moisture from snowmelt would be required. At least one 

broad apronlike drainage slope leads down over the crest of the up- 

per ridge toward the slopes where the fir and alder are making good 

growth. Protection from winds and late afternoon sun by steep topo- 

graphy appears to prolong melting of snow in this sector. The pre- 

sent growth and environmental conditions indicate that fir will again 

become the dominant species of the region as was apparently the 

case prior to the eruption, judging from Loomis photographs on 

exhibit in the Lassen Volcanic National Park Information Centers 

Manzanita Lake, California and from downed log observations made 

on this region. 

Region 10 - Upper South Ridge (elevation 7500-8250) 

Vegetation counts were taken on south slope, north slope and 

ridge summit locations at three elevations. These are shown in 

Tables 10, 11 and 12. 

In Table 10, it is apparent that the Red Fir shows increased 

dominance along the south slope bordering the west Hot Blast mar- 

gin which is adjacent to the large mature Red Firs. Hemlock is 

most numerous along the ridge. White Fir seems to be favored 

along the north slope. A lone Jeffrey Pine is noted. Red Fir, as 



Table 10. Tree Counts (elevation 7500) 

South slope Ridge summit North slope 

Hemlock 2 

Red Fir 12 
White Pine 5 

White Fir i 

Lodgepole O 

Hemlock 5 

Red Fir 8 
White Pine 2 
White Fir 5 

Lodgepole O 

ri 

Hemlock 1 

Red Fir O 

White Pine i 
White Fir 4 
Jeffrey Pine i 
Lodgepole O 

A. patula i 
A. nevaden. 

yet, isn't moving down the north slopes of the ridge where originally 

it occurred in thick stands. 

The ground cover is heaviest along the more exposed north 

slope and includes Satin Lupine, Monardella and Haplopappus. The 

soil is of a loose fine gravel-scoria type with much devastated tree 

litter. The mudflow did not reach this elevation. 

Table 11. Tree Counts (elevation 7750) 

South slope Ridge summit North slope 

Hemlock O Hemlock O Hemlock i 

Red Fir 6 Red Fir O Red Fir O 

White Pine 1 White Pine i White Pine 1 

White Fir 3 White Fir 6 White Fir 8 

Lodgepole O Jeffrey Pine i Jeffrey Pine O 

Lodgepole O Lodgepole O 

In Table i i , Red Fir still dominates along the south slope 

adjacent to the original Red Fir stand. White Fir assumes this 
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status on the ridge and north slope. Hemlock still appears more 

often on the ridge than on either slope. The stands of growth are 

heavy on the south slope and ridge summit and allow little understory 

growth. The north slope includes a flat grassy bench which is heavi- 

ly littered with devastated logs from the Hot Blast. The ashy soil 

supports a ground cover of Stipa, Monardella and Satin Lupine. Ad- 

jacent is a boulder slope which bears Stipa and Satin Lupine. 

Table 12. Tree Counts (elevation 8250) 

South slope Ridge summit North slope 

Hemlock 5 

Red Fir 2 

White Pine i 

White Fir O 

Lodgepole O 

Hemlock 2 Hemlock 7 

Red Fir 4 Red Fir 2 

.. 
nevaden. i Castanop. i 

White Pine O White Pine O 

White Fir O White Fir O 

Lodgepole O Lodgepole O 

In Table 12, it appears that almost all coniferous vegetation 

except Hemlock and Red Fir has been eliminated. The ridge slope 

is so slight that little difference is noted between the three sectors. 

All are so near the talus slopes of the mountain that they 

present a uniform east slope of from 200 to 450 

The surface along the south slope is composed of a grey 

gravel-pumice type and of much litter. Little growth was noted. 

The summit portion, partially shaded, was covered with needles 

and branches. Some Satin Lupine was present. The north slope 
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bore a heavier ground cover of Monardella, Sitanion, Satin Lupine 

and Haplopappus. 

Region 11 - Lower Devastated Area (elevation - 6500 to 6700) 

This heavily revegetated section includes the territory that 

extends along the west side of the highway from the Devastated Area 

Parking Lot to Hat Lake, then westward to the base of the south 

ridge, northward along the base of the Outwash Area (Region 17) to 

the south edge of the Old Flood Plain (Region Z4) where a shallow 

east-west ravine has been taken over by a willow-cottonwood asso- 

ciation that extends almost back to the highway at the parking lot. 

Lodgepole Pine is the subclimax dominant in this region. 

A ravine that is 25 feet deep in some locations parallels the 

highway and has afforded a favorable location for Salix and aspens. 

Young White Firs of five to eight feet in height and about ten years 

in age line the sides of this ravine which carries snowmelt water 

northward to a junction with the main course of Lost Creek during 

early summer. A continuous line of White Fir vegetation is trace- 

able from Summit Lake Corner (Region 4), around the north end of 

Hat Lake to this region. From this region, it appears to connect to 

the Cluster of older White Firs located midway between Raker Peak 

and Survivor's Hill. From this cluster, it connects to the old White 



Fir survivors on Survivor's Hill and on up to Crescent Crater. 

These firs decrease in age as they cross the area from south to 

north until they reach this cluster of older firs. 

On a line approximately two-thirds of the way from the Dey- 

astated Area Parking Lot to the Survivor's Hill location (Region 

18), is located a large elongated open meadow strip upon which not 

more than 15 conifers are growing. These include six Jeffrey Pine, 

five Lodgepole Pine and four White Fir. This elevated meadow runs 

west to east, downslope from the rough Outwash Area (Region 17) on 

the north Lower Devastated Area for a distance of 650 yards. Its 

width at the widest point is 350 yards. Two seasonal drainage chan- 

nels run parallel. One is along the north edge where there are al- 

most continuous row-like stands of Salix, Populus trichocarpa and 

the young White Fir. The channel along the south side is less easily 

followed by vegetation but, for the most part dodges in and around a 

boulder-strewn lower outwash zone. On its south side the coarser 

and rockier soil is now well populated with young Lodgepole Pine, 

five to 15 feet in height. An occasional Jeffrey Pine is mixed in but 

practically no White Fir is to be found. Across the east boundary 

of this meadow, west of the Devastated Parking Lot, is an even 

younger stand of White Fir and Lodgepole Pine, ranging in height 

from three to 15 feet. 
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The meadow, itself with loose ashy soil, a few boulders and 

devastated logs, has a 60% ground cover with Stipa and Sitanion as 

most dominant in the lower half, mixed with Satin Lupine, Haplopap- 

pus, Gayophytum and Eriogonum nudum. On the upper half, Haplo-. 

pappus dominates with some grass, Christine Lupine and Monardella 

filling in. 

This meadow probably occurs here because of its finer soil 

texture and lower moisture content, both of which do not lend it well 

to conifer establishment. However, gulleying could easily create a 

disturbed situation and result in a change. Because of the slightly 

higher elevation and slope, snow does not accumulate deeply here. 

Early seasonal exposure of the ground surface favors plant germina- 

tion. A grass covered 'bald' on top of Survivor's Hill appears as a 

likely seed source for this isolated type of vegetation. 

The central part of this region bears a thick stand of young 

Lodgepole Pine. North-south rows of coniferous vegetation follow 

edges of ridges. The rocky locations are heavily covered with coni- 

fers. Where finer soil appears on ridges or on raised levels as the 

direct result of mudflows, the scattered growth is herbaceous, in-. 

cluding such forms as Christine Lupine, Eriogonum umbellatum and 

Lupinus sellulus. This tends to agree with Van Vechten (59, p. 51) 

who, in describing vegetation of the volcanic area of the Three 
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Sisters wilderness area of Oregon, said that much more vegetation 

grows on ridges and other outwash-free areas than on the loose out- 

wash where plant life is sparse and woody plants are absent. 

In some of the less-disturbed parts of this central sector 

near where the rotting devastated trees lay partially buried, greater 

varieties of herbaceous species are found. Examples included are 

Phacelia, Penstemon, Mimulus) Calyptidium, Carex, Grasses and 

Moss. 

The southeastern part of the Lower Devastated Area is heav- 

uy revegetated. Cone-bearing White Fir, Jeffrey Pine, Lodgepole 

Pine, White Pine and Mountain Hemlock are all represented here. 

At least three serai groups are established on this coarse boulder- 

strewn location. The first group includes ali species, except Hem- 

locks, which have attained heights of 20 to 30 feet. A second group, 

from five to ten feet tall, includes all species. A third group of small 

seedlings of up to three feet in height includes mostly Lodgepole 

Pine and White Fir. 

This gentle east-sloping region maintains a complete snow 

cover until mid-May. By the end of May, about one-half of the sur- 

face is clear, showing wind-swept ridges that lie in a northwest by 

southeast direction, Plants at this time are still dormant except for 

a few blades of grass and Carex. 



By mid-July most of the herbaceous plants of the Lower Dey.- 

astated Area are in bloom. Examples which appear then are Cycia- 

dena, C alyptridium, Gayophytum, Gnaphalium, Eri ogonum umbefla - 

turn, Mimulus, Phacelia, Monardella. Peristemon speciosus, Eno- 

gonum nudum, Lupinus sp., Potentilia and Hu].sea. Cold night tem- 

peratures cause many of these plants to return to dormancy by mid- 

September. 

A typical grouping of coniferous vegetation in the lower mid- 

die sector includes 42 trees in an area of 240 square feet, taken 

from Transect MTl. Of these, 36 are Lodgepole Pine, five are 

White Fir and one is White Pine. 

In the upper sector along the same transect, a similar area 

includes 41 trees. Of these, 19 are Lodgepole Pine, two are Moun- 

tain Hemlock, 13 are White Fir and seven are White Pine. In the 

first sampling, five trees are taller than six feet. In the second 

sample, only two trees are taller than six feet. A noticeable shift 

in species occurs with a decrease in Lodgepole Pine and an increase 

in White Fir. 

Jeffrey Pine is not encountered in the middle. Lower Devas- 

tated Area but occurs along both margins, especially at higher alti- 

tudes. Mountain Hemlock and White Pine is scattered throughout 

the region. 
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Figure 10. Devastated Area after mudflow. 

Figure 11. Devastated Area in 1946. 
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Figure 12. Devastated Area in 1962. 



From the germination standpoint in this region, the coarse 

rock area appears to provide a better bed for conifer seed germina- 

tion than the fine soil. Such rocks seem to check erosion, absorb 

heat, cause early snow-melt and protect against wind and harsh en- 

vironment. Later after the trees are well started, shifting soil may 

come in and actually cover the coarse rocks. 

Region 12 - Middle Devastated Area (elevation - 6800-7200) 

The Middle South Ridge (Region 9) extends across the Devas- 

tated Area northward as far as upper Lost Creek Canyon. The ef- 

fect created is to leave a tongue-like terrace just west and above 

Fir Island (Region 15). This northern half of the Middle South Ridge 

is here referred to as the Middle Devastated Area. 

Revegetation has not advanced rapidly here. The soil is 

loose, porous and coarse. Its surface is exposed to wind, sun and 

snow. During summer months the surface is exceedingly dry. Very 

little organic debris is present because of its location near the cen- 

ter of the Great Mudflow of 1915. Pitting is not present. However, 

the surface tends to undulate giving varied slopes which respond un- 

equally to herbaceous vegetation. One south-east slope is covered 

with Christine Lupine. Arctostaphylos nevadensis and Holodiscus 

occur in scattered locations, especially near the crests of ridges. 



Ground cover is scattered with exceedingly low density. 

Plants such as Satin Lupine, Eriogonum, Haplopappus, Gnaphalium 

and Monardella are located here. A ¿40 square-foot tract along 

Transect MTl was checked and found to contain four Eriogonum and 

two Haplopappus. 

Woody vegetation in the eastern (lower) portion consisted of 

three A. nevadensis, five White Fir, two Red Fir and one White 

Pine in an area of 400 square yards. The tallest tree was a 30-foot 

Red Fir. The average height of eight trees was eight feet. Satin 

Lupine and Eriogonum were the principal herbaceous plants. 

Similar vegetation in the western (upper) portion consisted of 

one White Fir, one White Pine, three Mountain Hemlock, four 

Lodgepole Pine and one Holodiscus in an area of 130 square yards. 

The tallest tree was an eight-foot White Fir. The average height 

was 2. 4 feet. The ground cover included Eriogonum, Gnaphalium, 

Monardella and Christine Lupine. 

Snow persisted as cover over at least 60% of this region as 

late as May 30. The northern portion which slopes toward the upper 

Lost Creek canyon was bare, apparently cleared by winds or down- 

drafts. 

This region, apparently originally covered with a Red Fir 

forest before the eruption, appears to be slowly gaining coniferous 



growth in two ways in spite of the extremely dry porous soil in the 

summer and exposure to wind and low temperature in the winter. 

The young mixed fir forest stand on the Summit of the Middle South 

Ridge appears to be spreading northward down-slope toward this re- 

gion and may be related to convectional air currents which shift by 

day and night as suggested by Ives (34, p. 365). Some scattered 

trees such as the 30-foot Red Fir are already producing seed for re- 

production in favorable germination sites where they are available. 

Absence of pits appears to deprive the region of an adequate number 

of germination sites for rapid revegetation as is the case in Region 

i6. 

Region 13 - Upper Devastated Area and Lassen Slope (elevation 
7Z00 - 8500) 

This sector is contiguous vegetatively with a mature stand of 

Mountain Hemlocks which line both sides of the deep canyon of the 

upper west fork of Hat Creek. A slope of approximately 30° leads 

up to the steeper 450 slope formed from loose talus at the base of 

the rocky pinnacles at the south-east edge of Lassen Peak. Tops of 

most trees have been broken out and have often been replaced. 

Large reddish-grey boulders are scattered and partly buried in the 

scoriaceous soil. Evidence of snowmelt disturbances is present, 



leading eastward, downslope. A few low-growing Red Firs persist 

also. Ground cover includes Phyllodoce Breweri, Satin Lupine, 

Arctostaphylos nevadensi s, Calyptridium, Carex, Haplopappus, 

Eriogonum and Grass but wìth Satin Lupine predominating. Close 

examination of Mountain Hemlock and Red Fir shows that most of 

them, resembling young new trees from a distance, are actually 

formed by stump sprouting from old buried devastated surviving 

trunks. In many cases eight to ten new crowns appear from around 

one basal stump. 

Just below the uppermost extension of the Mountain Hemlock 

vegetation, out on the open Devastated Area, is a sector devoid of 

trees but composed largely of huge volcanic rocks 5 to 15 feet across. 

This rocky zone occupies an area of approximately 100 yards in 

width by 300 yards in horizontal length. Only a few scattered herbs 

and shrubs survive around the bases of these rocks which are ex- 

posed to summer heat and winter snow. 

Just below this rocky zone is a second horizontal band of 

coniferous vegetation extending at least 300 yards out into the Upper 

Devastated Area. Most of these trees also are found to be second 

growth survivors from the eruption and mudflow. Most are Moun- 

tain Hemlock. However, several Red Fir are included at this lower 

altitude. Some of the old living trunks are two and one-half feet 
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Figure 13 (a). Upper slopes looking east across Middle South Ridge. 
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Figure 13 (b). Upper slopes looking west toward stump sprout" Hemlocks. 
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thick and show definite evidence of the twisting, shearing action that 

was involved in their incomplete destruction. Some of the new tops 

are now 20 feet tall. Age is estimated by stem whorls at 18 years. 

Few seedling conifers are present. Most Mountain Hemlock 

trees appear heavy with cones in August. One isolated cluster of 

five Whitebarked Pine about six feet tall is located in a remote loca- 

tion apart from this lower tree grouping near the center of the Devas- 

tated Area. 

The large boulders appear to heat the slope and provide pro- 

tection in such a manner that living forms just above and below are 

able to grow with the adequate moisture furnished by melting snow 

and are capable of producing extensive root systems. 

Out in the middle of the Upper Devastated Area which is still 

almost devoid of woody vegetation, an occasional Holodiscus shows. 

After snow melt in late summer, an extensive growth of Satin Lu- 

pine appears on the slopes. Most of the soil consists of a coarse 

ashy gravel, formed by the residual deposit from the mudflow and 

from talus accumulation at the base of the steep mountain slopes. 

When observed from the summit of Lassen Peak, this sector looks 

barren. An occasional devastated log indicates that at least some 

large timber originally extended across the area at these upper li- 

mits. Near the base of the sector at an elevation of 8000 feet are 
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included such scattered dwarfed vegetation as Holodiscus, Arctosta- 

phylos nevadensis, Lodgepole Pine and Salix along with occasional 

herbaceous Monardella, Senecio, Eriogonum, Christine Lupine and 

Gnaphalium. 

Region 14 - Lost Creek Canyon and Dust Bowl (elevation - 6500 - 
8500) 

A deep canyon eroded through as much as 50 feet of ash and 

rock deposit extends from the base of the barren slopes of Lassen 

Peak at an elevation of 8500 feet on down to the point of Survivor's 

Hill (Region 23) at the 6500 foot level (Figure 14). 

The extreme upper end of the canyon is of two forks near the 

base of the mountain and receives a great portion of the snow melt 

water directly off the slopes. At times, these upper branches of 

Lost Creek also receive and transport in suspension large quantities 

of fine sediments which accumulate at the base of the mountain. 

Sudden changes in flow-volume and load cause the lower part of the 

stream to shift and create a constant state of instability as far as 

the slopes of the banks are concerned. 

Winds often move downslope in the late summer afternoons 

and frequently cause dust clouds to rise up out of the upper canyon 

slopes. For this reason a portion of it has been designated as the 

'dust bowl'. On several occasions clouds have been seen to ascend 
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Figure 14 (a). Upper Lost Creek Canyon and Survivor 
Trees in 1946. 
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Figure 14 (b). Upper Lost Creek Canyon and Survivor 
Trees in 1962. 
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high enough to be visible from the opposite side of the mountain. 

The canyon walls which average 50 feet in height form a 

characteristic v-shaped gorge. The white-powdery ash that is mixed 

with many coarse boulders is constantly shífting down-slope until it 

eventually reaches the stream bed. Such a state of instability does 

not easily lend itself to vegetational cover. In one location, however, 

along the middle portion of the canyon on the north sloping wall, 1Z 

large Christine Lupine plants with taproots of at least one inch in 

thickness and five large clusters of Gnaphalium were surviving well. 

The depth of this ash deposit, left by the Great Mudflow of 

1915, is marked at one place by the exposure of a buried trunk of a 

large pine tree, probably Jeffrey, at the base of a 30-foot bank. 

The tree, about three feet thick at its base, was apparently felled 

and covered by the mudflow. 

At its lowest flow-volume in early fall, Upper Lost Creek 

maintains an average width of three feet and a depth of about one 

foot. Its moist banks, though openly exposed, grow a few mosses, 

Mimulus, Carex and grasses. 

Lost Creek does not contribute to the vegetation of the Dey- 

astated Area in the manner that Hat Creek does (Region 6), since it 

does not traverse through a vegetated zone. Its major contributions 

are moisture and new soil to the lower elevations of the area. 
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Region 15 - Fir Island (elevation - 7700) 

A sharp increase in elevation occurs across the Middle Dey- 

astated Area just west of the upper Pitted Zone (Region 16). Near 

the base of the east face of this steep slope is an isolated cluster of 

at least 30 White Firs which vary in height from 20 to 50 feet. 

Their location on the slope is such that they receive moisture 

from melting snow and yet gain protection from the south and west 

winds. A snowdrift of two feet in depth lay beneath this 'island' 

growth when it was visited on June 10. Most of the Lower Devastated 

Area had been cleared of snow two weeks earlier. 

The soil on this slope is loose and rocky, mixed with smaller 

weathered fragments of the greyish dacite lava. The ground cover 

is poor. Present are Haplopappus, Eriogonum and grasses. 

The trees, all of cone-bearing age, now appear to be furnish- 

ing seed for younger firs in the Pitted Zone below. How these Fir 

Island trees became established can only be conjectured. Wind cur- 

rents or water could easily have carried seeds from the heavy stand 

along the Upper South Ridge (Region 10) to this favorable protected 

site. 

No other species are present nor is there evidence of them 

ever having been present. A typical count along Transect MTl 



includes 15 of these trees in a space of 240 square feet. Seven are 

40 feet tall or more. The two shortest trees are nine feet. One 30- 

foot tree, when checked for age by stem whorl count, appeared to be 

32 years old. 

Region 16 - Pitted Zone or Craterlets (elevation 6800-7000) 

Much of the area which lies between the ridge at Fir Island 

(Region 15) and the Outwash Area (Region 17) bears pits or craterlets 

which, according to Loomis (43, p. 63), were formed by hot rocks 

buried in the mud. After the rocks were covered with six or eight 

feet of mud, the steam from the rocks blew the mud away from them, 

causing inverted cones which continued to steam for six weeks after 

the eruption. 

Some of these many craterlets have since been connected as 

a result of erosion. However, two large areas are present in which 

numerous distinct craterlets are still present. One is at the base 

of Fir Island. The other is just west of the Outwash Area. 

The pits observed usually contained White Fir, Mountain 

Hemlock or Arctostaphylos nevadensis along with smaller herbace- 

ous plants (Figure 15). The area containing the pits is unprotected 

from the wind, moisture and cold. Trees, especially Jeffrey Pine 

and Lodgepole Pine, growing in this sector outside of the pits often 
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Figure 15. Pitted Area with Craterlets and Vegetation. 



show needlebrowning on the west or north side as if damaged by wind 

or cold. Trees growing in the pits do not show damage. 

In most of the pits, the vegetation is concentrated near the 

base. In some cases A. nevadensis has completely covered the pit 

to the exclusion of conifers. Three Eriogonum species (E. nudum, 

E. ochrocephalum, E. ovaliforrn) and Chaenactis are the most corn- 

mon herbaceous plants. These same two genera dominate the 

sparse ground cover of the loose, gravely, grey, undulating surfaces 

between pits. Christine Lupine, Gnaphalium and Haplopappus are 

also common. 

Ten pits were selected in the area below Fir Island. Meas- 

urements were taken. Vegetation was counted and measured. In- 

formation relating to vegetation in these pits is shown on Table 13. 

White Fir shows highest fre.quency, occurring on nine of ten pits. 

Eriogonum leads in ground cover types, being present in seven of 

ten pits. The median height of the 24 coniferous trees is four feet 

with a range between one to eight feet. Estimated ages of the taller 

trees were 12 to 15 years, based upon whorl count. 

Region 17 - Outwash Area (elevation - 6600 - 6700) 

This zone, located just above the Lower Devastated Area 

meadow and below the lower Pitted Zone (Region 16, is characterized 



Table 13. Selected Pits (vegetation) 
Pit number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

White Pine i Z 

Lodgepole Pine i 

White Fir 1 1 2 2 1 1 4 1 6 

A. nevadensis 2 1 

Eriogonum spp. 15 25 30 3 5 10 15 

StiDa 2 1 

Gnaphalium 4 
Chaenactis 2 2 10 15 

Haplopappus 1 

Christine Lupine 3 2 

Senecio 
Fir (seedlings) I 

Pine (seedlings) 2 

Unclassified 6 

Angiosperm s 

15 15 12 3 8 6 6 10 4 15 
Pit size (in feet) x15 15 7 3 5 6 6 20 4 8 

by an irregular gentle north-east slope which carries the snowmelt 

water in shallow rocky ravines from the north Middle Devastated 

Area (Region 12) down to the north Lower Devastated Area (Region 

il). The soil here is varied as to texture, ranging from boulder 

size to fine ash. 

Tree cover is moderately heavy and quite diverse. It con- 

sists of a mixture of reproducing conifer species ranging from five 

to 20 feet in height. The oldest trees include a 20-year old White 

Pine and a 15-year old Lodgepole Pine. All common coniferous 

species are present here except the high elevation Whitebark Pine 
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and Red Fir. A ZOO square yard portion of Transect CT2 shows two 

White Fir, two Jeffrey Pine, two Lodgepole Pine, one Mountain Hem- 

lock and one White Pine. 

This sector appears to possess a less harsh environment 

than adjacent locations because of good drainage, wind protection 

and adequate moisture. It seems to be serving as a transit area 

which may have enabled certain young conifers to span the Devas- 

tated Area at this elevation. 

Herbaceous cover is scattered uniformly but also includes a 

wide range of species such as Gnaphalium, Haplopappus, Stipa, 

Eriogonum, Ribes viscosissimum, Arctostaphylos nevadensis, 

Monardella, Carex, Chaenactis, Polygonum Shastensae and Gayo- 

phytum diffusum. 

Runoff water from this region has left a ridge of finer-tex- 

tured soil below about 600 yards in length and 100 yards in width, 

running east and west downslope. A meadow-type of vegetation is 

established here. 

Region 18 - Survivor's Hill (elevation 6450) 

Near the base of this hill, which is an eastward extension of 

the ridge leading down from Crescent Crater, are seven trees that 

remain from a group of 12 Jeffrey Pine and White Fir that survived 
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the Hot Blast of 1915. Along the north portion of this basal segment 

of the hill, a significant influx of White Firs is apparent. Most are 

in a tight linear group aligned parallel with the east slope along an 

erosion gulley and have attained heights of 30 feet or more. Other 

sìmilar young fir stands are established near the summit and along 

the saddle leading to Crescent Crater. 

A dense stand of young Lodgepole and Jeffrey Pines, four to 

ten feet in height, is now established along the east side of the mud- 

flow at the base of Survivor's Hill near the banks of Lost Creek. 

These trees are in rocky moist soil much unlike the loose ashy soil 

of the slope and should not be considered as part of the Survivor's 

Hill vegetation even though they adjoin part of it. 

iJpslope to the west from where the original surviving trees 

are located is a thick brushl.and vegetation composed of Arctosta- 

phylos patula, Castanopsis, Prunus, Ceanothus, Ribes montigenum 

and viscosissimum. Old photographs taken in 1915 show this to have 

been a brushland or chaparral type of vegetation. Little change has 

been brought about on these upper slopes. The same photographs 

showed a scattered open stand of conifers along the lower slopes 

where the seven trees still stand. 

Although firs seem to be coming back along the northern part 

of the region, they do not appear to be making progress on the 
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southeast edge which received a greater accumulation of ash and 

cinder chunks during the Hot Blast. 

One Jeffrey Pine, with a trunk diameter of 30 inches, is a 

lone survivor on this southeast slope. It is a heavy cone producer. 

Careful count of vegetation in a 100-foot square sector of this re- 

gion showed 13 young trees growing, of which 12 are Jeffrey Pine 

and one is White Fir. The largest Jeffrey Pine is 13 feet tall and 

15 years in age according to increment core test. The fir is 12 

feet tall and 17 years old. The influence of the old seed tree in 

determining which species will be established within close radius is 

apparent. 

This loose ashy slope has a heavy ground cover consisting 

mostly of the bunch grass, Stipa sp., Haplopappus and Monardella. 

Vegetation counts show an average of 15 grass plants, four Haplo- 

pappus and four Monardella to the square yard. A considerable 

amount of rotted, devastated log material is present. Adjacent to 

this, Ribes is often established. Colonies of red ants, Formica 

rufa, frequently form hills two to three feet high near these Ribes 

plants. 

Snow was gone from the southeast portion by the end of May. 

Some of the earliest seasonal herbaceous growth in the entire Dey- 

astated Area was observed in this sector on May 30. New grass, 
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Penstemon menziesii var Davidsonii, Ribes and Calyptridium leaves 

were growing then. Haplopappus was observed in bloom. 

Snow still remained in drifts along the north side where the 

young firs are established. On the southeast slope where the ash 

has altered the edaphic conditions, it does not seem likely that the 

herbaceous dry meadow-type of cover will soon give way to the coni- 

ferous vegetation. 

Region 19 - Lush Vegetation Island (elevation 6650) 

On the steep east exposure of Survivors Hill about 100 feet 

below its summit and near the junction of this hill with the topogra- 

phical feature on the north referred to as the Erosion Gulleys (Re- 

gion ¿0) is located an 'island' vegetation, apparently thriving be- 

cause of the presence of a spring or water-bearing stratum. The 

soil in this zone which is approximately 100 by 200 yards in area 

was so damp in August that mosquitos were hatching in great num- 

bers. 

Species of water-1oving plants, not otherwise present in the 

immediate vicinity include a lush growth of mosses, and the grass, 

Agropyron suhsecundurn near the center of the region. Along the 

edge are. Acer glabrum, Salix Scouleriana., and Populus tremuloides. 

Other species here are the grass, Stipa occidentalis, Salix Jepsonii. 
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White Fir, White Pine, Lodgepole Pine, Jeffrey Pine and Castanop- 

sis. Along the lower margin is a heavy vegetation including Chris- 

tine Lup]ne and Prunus. 

The soil is a loose sandy grey ash type. The heavy mixed 

stand of brush and grass has added much litter to the soil. Some 

protection fi-orn winter wind and hot afternoon summer sun is afford- 

ed this group of plants by a slight depression in the slope at this 

point. However, weight of snow has caused the broad-leafed plants 

to be bent greatly at the trunks. 

The older conifer trees here are approximately 35 years old. 

Natural reproduction is abundant. Vegetation appears to be spread-. 

ing around the perifery. Understory plants including Salix and Acer 

rum show great competition for available light beneath the taller 

conifers which appear to be taking over in a successional stage. 

Deer use this thicket for browse and cover. Porcupines have dam- 

aged a few small pine trees. Band-tailed pigeons were noted as they 

sought cover in the thick grass in the middle of the. region. 

Region 20 - Erosion Gulleys and North Hot Blast Zone (elevation - 
6500) 

The northward extension of Survivor's Hill shows the effect 

of having been eroded by water and mud in 1915 through the presence 
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of parallel erosion gulleys. These gulleys, from three to five feet 

deep, usually commence at the peak of the ridge and extend down- 

slope to where a large stand of aspens is now established along the 

banks of lower Lost Creek. These gulleys extend north almost to 

the edge of the zone affected by the Hot Blast. 

Swartzlow (53, p. 402) said the following about these parallel 

gulleys: 

the water, suddenly released (on May 22), 
produced a sheet flood along parts of the mountain 
slopes. This flood picked up a heavy load of debris 
similar to that carried by the mudflow of May 19, when 
the water reached the relatively flat portion of the 
slope, the heavier fragments were dripped. Succeed- 
ing flood waters of diminished carrying power were 
split by the deposits, and gulleys were conspicuously 
formed on both sides of each protruding boulder. In 
some cases, tree fragments or a number of small 
boulders produced the same effect as a single large 
rock. 

10000 

8000 flat portion 
9000 

gulleys 7000 
6000 

Figure 16. Erosion Gulleys. 

Examination of coniferous vegetation along the erosion gui- 

ley slope shows it to be dense at the mid-elevations. Here a wide 

variety of species is represented. Of ten young trees observed 
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along a 150-foot portion of Transect NTT1 which is on this steep 

middle slope, four were White Fir, three were Jeffrey Pine, one 

was White Pine, one was Lodgepole Pine and one was Red Fir. The 

presence of pre-eruption seed producing trees for most of these 

species just outside of the nearby Hot Blast zone explains this situa-. 

tion partially. Most of the trees do not actually grow in these gui- 

leys but find more favorable sites along the slopes and intervening 

ridges. Some patches of Castanopsis, Arctostaphylos patula and 

Acer glabrum occur in the more open mid-level areas. 

Snow persists longest on the upper slopes, especially on the 

steep northeast lightly vegetated portion. The gulleys carry water 

during much of the spring and summer though snow still persisted in 

the gulleys as late as May 30. One deep gulley is lines along the 

lower third of its course with a dense growth of Salix. At the north 

end, aspens interfinger with the lower ends of the gulleys. 

Coniferous vegetation at the southern end of the ridges is 

more evenly distributed but appears to be of lesser density. Conse- 

quently ground cover composed of Monardella, Haplopappus, Sit- 

anion, Penstemon menziesii, Guja, Christine Lupine and Gayophy- 

turn is common. 

The distribution of one species , Acer glabrum, which corn- 

monly occurs in the open sites outside of the north Hot Blast area 
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but which does not commonly occur in the Devastated Area, can be 

traced along the middle slopes of the Erosion Gullies to the Lush 

Island Vegetation (Region 19) near the end of Survivor's Hill As 

yet, this Sierra Maple has not been found elsewhere in the Devas 

tated Area. The direction of its range extension appears to be from 

north to south as favored by wind dispersal. 

rhe zonation which shows the middle level of the north sec- 

tor to have heavier coniferous vegetation than the upper level ap- 

pears to be determined by climatic and edaphic factors. Snow which 

persists along the upper slope longer tends to provide moisture for 

the zone below. Greater protection from the cold winds coming off 

Crescent Crater and Survivor's Hill is also gained by trees of the 

middle slope. The fine ashy soil on the summit of Survivor's Hill 

shifts with the air currents and is const.nüy being added to the up- 

per Erosion Gufley slopes. 

This middle slope appears to be a sort of transit zone again, 

one through which numerous species from the north are moving as 

the opportunity to expand their distrution toward the south becomes 

favorable. 

Region ¿1 - Sutvivor's Hill S'mmit (elevation - 6850) 

The summit of Survivors Hill is an elongated undulating 
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high grassy meadow which runs in a north-south direction. The 

slope and drainage are to the northeast. Its upper boundary is 

marked by a deep erosion gufley which carries seasonal melt water 

into Lost Creek at a point across from Boundary Spring Flood Plain 

(Region 26). 

Most of this region is covered with a fine, light grey ash 

type of soil Although mudflows from the 1914-1915 activity tray- 

ersed this area, they did not remove much of the timber. The 

ground is still strewn with downed logs, mainly of Jeffrey Pine and 

Red Fir. Many stumps of the old trees are still in place. Bark 

plates from both the pine and fir are easily recognizable. 

The main ground cover is the bunch grass, Stipa. Along with 

it are Haplopappus, Gayophytum and Monardella. Some Ribes visco- 

sissimurn was observed. A few young conifers are established on 

the mid-summit. These consist mostly of Jeffrey Pine from five to 

12 feet tall. A peculiar browning of their foliage on the southwest 

side of the tree was observed in October and indicates exposure to 

excessive wind and temperature change. Wilson (63, p. 426) indi- 

cates that the latter is most likely. 

Along the edge of the east rim, the vegetation grades into 

thick patches of White Fir, Arctostaphylos nevadensis, Ceanothus 

and Castanopsis. Snow melt studies show that drifts of snow 
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accumulate near this ridge and persist later in the season than on 

the windswept middle portion. This increased amoirnt of woody vege- 

tation would be related to the snow pattern. 

The bunch grass cover extends down the south slope until it 

meets a chaparral and Bracken fern stand at about midsiope. The 

north slope which leads toward the Hot Blast margin grades from 

grassland into a thick young stand of Jeffrey Pine and White Fir. 

These two species seem to be extending their range southward up- 

slope toward the ridge and are of two age groups, 25 years and 10 

years. Numerous severly damaged survivor trees are present, 

having persisted by growing a new top or by producing thick callous 

tissue around a deep fire scar along the trunk. 

A vegetation sample taken through the zone of coniferous re- 

forestation from Transect NTTZ is included in Table 14. 

Table 14. Survivors Hill Summit 

North End Middle South End 

Jeffrey Pine 3 Jeffrey Pine 7 Jeffrey Pine 3 

White Fir 6 White Fir 2 White Fir 3 

White Pine i White Pine O White Pine Z 

Lodgepole Pine O Lodgepole Pine O Lodgepole P. 1 

À; patula. i Castanopsis 1 

.& nevadensis i 

Holodiscus i 

Gastanopsis i 
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The understory at the north end was almost entirely lacking 

because of the heaviness of the stand and because of a large amount 

of litter from dead brush. The middle sample indicates a stage of 

succession in which the brushy vegetation is being crowded out by 

the coniferous growth. The south end, with a rather open stand, 

supports a varied understory of Ribes, Arctostaphylos nevadensis, 

Christine Lupine, Monardella, Haplopappus. Penstemon and Eno- 

gonum and serves as a fringe alongside of the grassland tbald' of 

the high meadow. 

At this elevation the upper range of the Yellow Pine forest is 

represented by Jeffrey Pine and the lower limits of the Fir-Lodge- 

pole forest by White Fir. The grassy meadow, located today where 

timber originally grew, appears to be due partly to the edaphic 

change in 1914-1915 but even more likely due to the climatic toler- 

ance limits of the conifer species concerned. 

Billings and Mark (6, p. 140) state that 'balds appear to be 

primarily ecotonal or forest margin phenomena. The destruction 

of a forest near the tolerance limits of its component series, whe- 

ther along an ecotone between the two front types or on the upper or 

lower timberline, will often result in persistent balds or treeless 

areas. These, they say, can he said to be 'bald susceptible'. 
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Region 22 - Crescent Crater Ridge (elevation 7000 - 8600) 

This region includes the inside surface of the crater, the 

ridge approaching the crater from Survivor's Hill saddle and the 

south slope vegetation outside the crater. 

As indicated already, the Hot Blast of 1915 was largely con- 

fined south of the summit ridge leading from the crater eastward to 

the Survivor's Hill saddle. Photographs taken before the Hot Blast 

indicated a heavy stand of timber along much of the south slope. 

Much of this timber appears to have been Red Fir with Mountain 

Hemlock at the upper levels according to the nature of the devastated 

logs and stumps which remain. 

tn general. a considerable amount of coniferous revegetation 

is moving into the Devastated Area from the north where mature ori- 

ginal stands of Mountain Hemlock, Red Fir, White Fir and Jeffrey 

Pine are existent along the north Hot Blast zone. Such trees as Red 

Fir do not appear to be coming in at the same elevation as that at 

which they were originally established. They tend to appear at 

slightly higher elevations. This is also true of Jeffrey Pine. 

As on other east or northeast-sloping montane locations of 

the Devastated Area, the White Fir seems to appear f;rst. Few 

Lodgepole Pines occur at these e1evation. Jeffrey Pine and White 
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Pine occur in a scattered fashion all along the ridge. Near the rim 

of the crater, the shortness of the growing season is reflected in the 

mixed stand of 'elfin' (Kru.mmholz) timber to which has been added 

Mountain Hemlock and Whitebark Pine. 

White Fir is the most common conifer to be re-establishing 

itself in small scattered locations along the lower south slopes of the 

ridge. Manzanita (both A. patula and A. nevaden sis) and Castanopsis 

are abundantly established along the lower and middle south slopes of 

the ridge. Much of the upper south slope is bare. The soil is loose, 

coarse and unstable. 

The shallow crater is approximately 200 yards across and 

contains a fine ash-type soil upon which many herbaceous plants have 

become established. To the scattered stand of hemlocks, 

would be added Haplopappus, Chrysothamnos. Satin Lupine. Sitanion, 

Eriogonum, Monardella, Phlox, Chaenactis, Holodiscus and A. 

flPv::(dPflSI S 

The north slope of the ridge leading up to the crater is a talus 

slope. Scattered Mountain Hemlocks occur in a pure stand. A heavy 

growth of hemlock is also located on the upper ridge. Most trees 

here assume a spreading shape because of snow and wind damage. 

Examination of trunks shows some to he survivors from before 1915. 

Other younger trunks bear tops up to 20 feet tall in protected sites. 



The rocks along the ridge are large 
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There is much dead and tan- 

gled debris which makes access difficult. Vegetation samples taken 

at four levels across the ridge are shown in Tables 15, 16, 17 and 

18. 

Table 15. Lower Approach Zone (below ridge) (from NTT3 at eleva- 
tion 7OOO 

North Slope Middle South Slope 

Mountain Hemlock Z Mountain Hemlock O Mountain Hemlock O 

White Fir 3 White Fir 7 White Fir 8 

Red Fir i Red Fir 1 Red Fir O 

White Pine 5 White Pine i Lodgepole pine O 

Lodgepole Pine O Lodgepole Pine I White Pine Z 

Jeffrey Pine O Jeffrey Pine O Jeffrey Pine O 

height - 5 to 80 feet height - Z to 80 feet height - Z to 40 feet 

The understory is essentially lacking on the north slope of 

the lower approach zone because the timber is so heavy. The other 

two divisions include Christine Lupine, Castanopsis and A nevaden- 

_1_5_. The soil here is greyish white and powdery. White Fir and 

White Pine are found with reasonable uniformity in all three locations. 

The understory on the north slope is negligible. However, 

in the middle and south slope divisions, Satin Lupine, Haplopappus, 

Christine Lupine and Monardella are common. The soil is loose, 

ashy and brownish grey. Much debris such as rotted logs and over- 

turned tree roots is scattered. Red Fir shows on all but the south 
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slope. Jeffrey Pine succeeds on the south slope. 

Table 16, Upper Approach Zone (lower ridge)(fro Transect NTT4 
at 7300 feet) 

North Slope Middle South Slope 

Red Fir 7 Red Fir 9 Red Fir Z 

White Fir Z White Fir O White Fir Z 

White Pine i White Pine i Jeffrey Pine 3 

Jeffrey Pine O Jeffrey Pine O White Pine Z 

Mt. Hemlock O Mt. Hemlock O Mt. Hemlock O 

Lodgepole O Lodgepole O Lodgepole O 

height - 1 to 110 height - 12 to 28' height - Z to 25' 

Table 17. Upper Approach Zone (upper ridge)(from Transect NTT5 
at 7700 feet) 

North Slope Middle South Slope 

Growth O Mountain Hemlock 1 Growth O 

Red Fir 3 

Jeffrey Pine 7 

Whitehark Pine i 

height . 3 to 50 

On this upper ridge Jeffrey Pine appears at an elevation much 

above that at which it normally occurs. One explanation could be the 

exposure of this ridge to an abundant stand of mature Jeffrey Pine at 

a similar altitude near the base of Chaos Craigs, directly north of 

Crescent Crater. Air currents moving southward could easily bring 
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this seed to the ridge and release it into a site where edaphic and 

climatic conditions are favorable to germination and growth. Ground 

cover here is mainly A. patula, Chrysothamnos, Holodiscus and 

Satin Lupine. Red Fir is still common. 

Table 18. Summit of Ridge (east crater rim(from transect NTT6 
at 8600 feet) 

North Slope Ridge Summit 

Mountain Hemlock 5 Mountain Hemlock O 

Whitebark Pine Z Whitebark Pine Z 

South Slope 

Whitebark Pine Z 

Red Fir S 

Jeffrey Pine i 

White Fir 10 
Mountain Hemlock O 

Height - 8 to 25 feet Height - 15 feet. Height - 1 to 25 feet 

The ground cover along the crater rim consisted of A. patula, 

- 
nevadensis, Castanopsis and 1-Taplopappus. The soil is loose and 

coarse. Whitebark Pine is found on all locations. Red Fir occurs 

on the south slopes at this elevation. 

Region ¿3 New Flood Plain (elevation 6300 - 6400) 

This region is located along Lost Creek between the south- 

east base of SurvivorTs Hill and a point where the creek first reaches 

the vicinIty of the highway at the base of Raker Peak. This flat plain 

appears a.s a barren waste surface with but little vegetation of size 
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yet established (Figure 17). 

Observations in early October 1961, following a. rain, showed 

drastic effects of sheet erosion brought about when the stream chan.. 

nei shifted and overflowed its shallow banks. Young Lodgepole and 

Jeffrey Pine near the south bank were being undercut by the shifting 

channel. Fine mud was being transported and redeposited along the 

margins of this braided flood plain. 

Other young conifers, 3 to 12 feet tall, were observed on the 

north side of this sector which had become almost buried by the mud 

of previous erosive action. Some of these trees are dead. The 

cause of death may have been due to suffocation. The mudflow study 

made at Mt. Shasta by Beardsiey and Cannon (4, p. 335) and already 

referred to in this study showed that pines subjected to mud deposit 

died because of oxygen deficiency at the root level. 

Observations during the following year showed no recurrence 

of this channel shift. A steady runoff period apparently accounted 

for this return to stability. Heavy runoff not only increased the 

flow volume but increased the load and cutting power after the 1961 

rain. How long this stability period will last can only be conjec - 

tured. An even greater disturbance occurred in this region during 

the 1958-1959 season. 

Other reasons for the barren condition of the soil surface 



Figure 17. New Flood PlainandSnow Melt Pattern. Ravines in lower levels retain snow 
longer. Heavy vegetation in foreground is alongside Old Flood Plain. 
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probably lie in the nature of the soil surface in this region. Trans- 

port by water and wind brings a constant supply of the new fine ash 

material from the Upper Devastated Area from as far as the 9000 

foot level at the base of Lassen Peak., Tests showed an acid pI-1 of 

6. 0 and a phosphorous deficiency. Pioneer plants such as Eriogo... 

num, Carex, Chaenactis and GayophyttLm grow cn this soil much a.s 

they do on the barren slopes at higher altitudes. 

Moisture does not appear to be a significant factor. Tests 

on September 2, 1962 showed moist soil at depths of two to three 

inches approximately 100 yards north of the stream channel in the 

center of the barren area. Rain had not fallen since early summer 

except for a few light showers which came along with summer thun- 

derstorms, The ground was clear of snow on May 30 before most 

of the rest of the Devastated Area. 

Sources of seed for revegetating this area are available. 

Stands of timber and ground cover of herbaceous types of vegetation 

are found adjacent to the flood plain on all sides. Elevational slopes 

are favorable for air dissemination of seed. Numerous birds, small 

rodents and deer travel through the area. Soil shift and lack of pro- 

per soil nutrients in a new soil seem to be responsible for the de- 

layed vegetation cover here. 

In order to observe more exactly what is happening here in 
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the way of vegetation cover, a plot 50 by 100 feet in size was used 

(N. P. S. study plot #3) along the north bank of the stream near the 

widest portion of the barren area. Vegetation counts were taken in 

the fall of 1960, 1961 and 1962 These counts are summarized in 

Table 19, 

Table 19. Vegetation oNew Flood P11in 

Plant Type 1960 1961 1962 

Pine Seedlings 15 39 42 
Fir Seedlings O 17 33 
Bunch grass (dead) Z 3 3 

Bunch grass (live) 7 7 42 
Satin Lupine 18 33 83 
Gayophytum O O ¿74 
Haplopappus O 32 55 
Sedge 2 4 12 
Gnaphalium Z 2 5 
Eriogonum O 8 31 
Christine Lupine O O 

Cersium i i Z 

Chaenactis O O I 

Phacelia o o 1 

Calyptridium O O 3 
Taraxicurn i i 1 

Comparison of the vegetation counts shows a gain in numbers for 

most of the original plant forms, no losses in any category, very 

high gains in such forms as conifers, grass, Gayophytum, Haplopap- 

EB! and Eriogonurn over tha.t of the first year. 

The sudden appearance of Gayophytum may paritally be due to 

faulty tabulation in 1960 and 1961. The shallow ravines that had 
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been eroded through the level plot bear a heavy stand of these plants 

although the distribution is not uniform in the plot. Exact identifica- 

tion of the conifers is not possible because of the small size of many 

seedlings. At least part of the pine seedlings are Lodgepole and 

Jeffrey Pine. Probably only one species of Abies, that of White Fir, 

is represented although Red Fir cannot be definitely ruled out. 

The ground surface of this plot has remained rather stable during 

the three years of observation. Barring soil shift, this portion of 

the region appears headed for a stabilized vegetation within another 

three to five years. 

Region 24 - Old Flood Plain (elevation - 6400) 

Near the point where upper Lost Creek passes the edge of 

Survivor's Hill, Lost Creek spilled over its banks a few years ago 

to form a sedimentary fan-shaped deposit. This extends downslope 

toward the Parking Lot Ridge rather than toward Raker Peak as is 

now the case with the present channel and with the New Flood Plain 

(Region 23). 

This older deposit is about 250 yards wide at its upper level 

and tapers gradually to about 100 yards in width. Vegetation is 

sparce at the upper level. An edaphic condition involving low mois- 

ture, coarse soiland a south slope appears to be involved, A ravine 
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passes along the south boundary and extends almost all of the way to 

the highway. Judging from the abundance of Salix and Lodgepole 

Pine vegetation, it would appear that the drainage pattern now cir- 

cumvents this sparce upper portion of the Old Flood Plain. 

A few small forms are taking hold such as Eriogonum nudum, 

Holodiscus, Gnaphaliurn and Christine Lupine. A sample area of 

100 square feet contained ten Eriogonurn, one Christine Lupine, one 

Satin Lupine, one Haplopappus, three Monardella and three Carex. 

The middle portion contains a boulder-type of rocky surface 

through which several shallow stream beds, containing smaller gray- 

el, pass. These channels are used by intermittent streams. Vege- 

tation here is more advanced, containing larger more abundant forms 

of the plants previously mentioned. In addition, Salix, White Fir, 

Lodgepole Pine, Populus trichocarpa, Ribes and Jeffrey Pine are 

included. 

The lower portion also contains coarse soil. About half is of 

rocks from three to six inches in diameter and half is of gravel and 

fine ash, The gradient decreases and the mud flow is spread to both 

sides like a fan again. This coarse soil is well-drained. Vegetation 

is established in a uniformly spaced manner with patches of herbace- 

ous growth such as Satin Lupine and Haplopappus common on the 

finer textured soil. Eriogonum is well-established. Coarser 
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textured areas, such as the site of the Cluster of White Firs was 

tabulated for an area 100-feet square. The 181 individual trees ob- 

served here depict a zone of edaphic stability in this region. Includ- 

ed are 98 White Fir, 58 Lodgepole Pine, 6 White Pine, 3 Jeffrey 

Pine and 14 Mountain Hemlock. Also included are Prunus, Arcto- 

staphylos nevadensis, Salix, Christine Lupine and Bunch Grass. 

The largest tree is a 30-foot Lodgepole Pine, having a diameter of 

20 inches and an age of 24 years. Seven other trees checked with 

an increment borer range between 14 and 24 years in age. Many of 

the trees listed above are less than one foot tall, A second serai 

stage is apparent. 

By contrast with the New Flood Plain (Region 23), which has 

an extremely fine-textured mud-type soil of low porosity, this Old 

Flood Plain provides a modicum favorable for germination and 

growth of a heavy stand of coniferous vegetation. 

Region 25 - Raker Peak Base (elevation - 6400) 

The central face of the steep west slope of Raker Peak caught 

the force of the Hot Blast of 1915 so that its vegetation was destroyed 

except for approximately one dozen mature Jeffrey Pines and White 

Firs which survived along the southwest slope (Figure 18a). Effects 

of the mudflow along the west base of the mountain were likewise 
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destructive. Evidence of this damage is also shown. Subsequent re- 

vegetation is shown (Figures 18b, 18c). 

A heavy stand of original Jeffrey Pine exists along the north- 

west slope and base of the mountain, just outside of the blast area 

near Boundary Spring. Young Jeffrey Pines appear to be spreading 

south across the flat area from this seed tree zone, Drainage from 

the mountain slopes has created a moist habitat favorable to Populus 

tremuloides at the juncture between the Old Flood Plain and the steep 

mountain slope. Jeffrey Pine is now moving into the mature Aspen 

Grove and appears to be succeeding them as the pine extends its 

range to the other mature surviving trees along the southwest slope. 

Vegetation on the flat area near the base where Jeffrey Pine 

has not yet reached consists of Haplopappus, Monardella, and Si- 

tanion. This soil, being higher than most in the lower Devastated 

Area, is dry, powdery and well-drained. Some large 'hot rock' 

boulders remain partially buried in this rather undisturbed section 

of the mudflow. Haplopappus seems especially suited to this soil and 

moisture condition. 

A study plot, 100-feet square, was included in the center 

portion of this region. About one-third of it lay on the flat and the 

remainder extended up the basal slope of Raker Peak. 

Forty conifers, all Jeffrey Pine up to 30 feet in height, are 
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Figure 18 (a). Jeffrey Pine Succession in 1915. 

t: 

Figure 18 (b). Jeffrey Pine Succession in 1946. 
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Figure 18 (c). Jeffrey Pine Succession in 1962. 
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established. Five of these show ages, according to increment bor- 

ing. of between ¿0 and 30 years. The most abundant vegetation is 

chaparral-type which includes Ceanothus, Arctostaphylos nevaden- 

sis, A. patula, and Prunus. These are in line with Klyver1s listing 

of the shrubs typical of the Yellow Pine forest (37, p. 12). He says 

that they, along with Ribes, also exist in the lower part of the Fir- 

Lodgepole forest on expanded slopes. 

Bracken Fern, 1-laplopappus, Stipa occidentalis and Monar- 

della form most of the remaining ground cover. A large accumula- 

tion of pine needles, leaves and devastated wood litter gives added 

organic content and insulation to the soil. 

This southwest exposure, though being invaded by conifers, 

does allow chaparral to grow at lower altitudes than it usually does 

on the northerly slopes (46, p- 109). Some of this chaparral appears 

to be an extension of the rather extensive manzanita growth along 

the south slope and summit ridges of Raker Peak which may have 

been established originally after an old burn. 

Region ¿6 - Boundary Spring Flood Plain (elevation - 6200) 

A moist sector of another old flood plain still remains adja- 

cent to the west basal slope of Raker Peak near where the old Bound- 

ary Spring CCC Camp was located about 30 years ago. Part of this 
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moist condition is caused by the natural spring and part is caused by 

a tributary of lower Lost Creek that flows through. 

A 100-foot square study plot, established here in 1960, 

showed a dominant stand of 242 young Lodgepole Pines established 

even though surviving mature Red Firs, White Firs and Jeffrey Pines 

formed the pre-eruption boundary vegetation. Increment borings 

showed the Lodgepole Pine to range from 18 to 30 years in age. As- 

pen trees checked were found to be 22 and 23 years in age and corn- 

peted effectively with the Lodgepole Pine for water and light. 

Evidence of approaching succession change was shown by 321 

young fir seedlings noted growing beneath the Lodgepole Pine over- 

story. This fir infiltration had been preceeded by 27 Jeffrey Pines, 

some of which were age-dated at 26 to 31 years. 

A portion of the flood plain, closest to the main channel of 

lower Lost Creek, persists as a moist meadow. Such low-growing 

plants as Trifolium sp. , Lupinus sp. , Haplopappus, Gnaphalium, 

Vibernum, Carex, Juncus , Potentilla , Taraxicum, Antennaria, 

Mimulus, Equisetum, Viola and Eriogonum are all observed in close 

association. Little evidence of succession change seems apparent 

here. 

West across lower Lost Creek, on an elevated well-drained 

terrace, Jeffrey Pine, ranging from 10 to 15 feet in height, has 
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taken complete control. 

Much of this region appears to be in an advanced phase of 

Lodgepole Pine subclimax succession stage Located at the transi- 

tion point between the Yellow Pine (Jeffrey) forest and the Subalpine 

Fir forest before the eruption, it will probably eventually become a 

mixed Jeffrey Pine - White Fir forest such as exists today in the ori-. 

ginal stand east of the region. except in moist locations persisting 

along the creek. 

Region ¿7 - Barrow Pit Succession (elevation - 6175) 

Along the highway between Boundary Spring and Aspen Grove, 

a maintenance road turns off to the west and leads to a broad flat 

ash deposit, part of which is being excavated by the National Park 

Service for road surface and fill material The term barrow pit is 

applied locally to this deposit. 

The geologic structure of this rnudflow deposit is unusual. It 

consists of two naturally overlapping levels, one of which is 20 feet 

higher than the other, Apparently this was the terminus for one ma- 

jor tongue of the mudflow on Lost Creek in 1916. The lower level 

was formed first as the result of a more fluid type of mud. Later 

the thicker pastier material flowed down the same course but termi- 

nated at this site. Large fragments of charred wood have been 
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uncovered and give evidence of the relation between hot rocks and 

devastated wood carried together during the mudflow. The relation- 

ship between the two mudflows and vegetation is indicated in Figure 

19. 

(Level Z) Jeffrey and 
White Fir with grass 
(Level 1) 

Figure 19. Mudflow terminus. 

Lodgepole Pine and Jeffrey 
Pine with Carex and Juncus 

Vegetation on the lower level consists of Lodgepole Pine in 

the middle portion, flanked by Jeffrey Pine. On the upper level, a 

heavier mixed stand of larger Jeffrey Pine and White Fìr, ranging 

from 5 to 30 feet in height, is established. Ground cover on the 

lower level is mostly Carex and Juncus. On the upper level, 

Sitanion and other grasses have taken hold. 

Region 28 - Aspen Grove Association (elevation - 6250) 

A large stand of Quaking Aspen, Populus tremuloides, was 

established at the corulluence of three ravines near the base of three 

slightly elevated dome-shaped ridges which are located along both 

sides of the highway about halfway between Raker Peak and Hot Rock 
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(Region 29). Melt water has accumulated in these ravines and has 

favored the growth of both the aspen and Lodgepole Pine. A mixed 

Jeffrey Pine and White Fir forest climax was apparently established 

there before the Hot Blast, judging from remains of devastated logs. 

As a result of 1914-1915 eruptions, not only was the timber destroy- 

ed there but the soil was altered by the airborn ash drift which set- 

tied along the edge of the mudflow area. Exposure of these moist 

ravines to available reproducing forms led to aspen and Lodgepoie 

Pine establishment. 

The aspens appear to be approaching maturity. Some with 

trunk diameters of two feet or over are dying. Others, bearing large 

conchs produced by fungus, do not appear healthy. A dense growth 

of Lodgepole Pines, all about 20 feet in height, are competing for 

the same territory. In five to ten years they will equal the aspens 

in height. 

Along the perimeter of this vegetation are becoming establish- 

ed new White Fir and Jeffrey Pine. The old pre-eruption seed stock 

of both tree types are within 200 yards of the Aspen Grove. Some 

young trees are mature and are already reproducing. Along the 

south edge of the Aspen Grove, this infiltration of White Fir into 

aspen territory may be clearly observed. 

Ground cover beneath the trees consists of grass species. 
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Figure 20. Hot Rock Sign. 

Figure 21. Log Pile Vegetation. 
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Region 29 - Hot Rock and Log Pile (elevation - 6141) 

This location, near the northern extremity of the Devastated 

Area, received a rather uniform deposit of mud (Figure 22a) and 

was the location for one of the largest log piles deposited in the Dey- 

astated Area. Originally this location had been a part of the Anklin 

Meadows and probably was not heavily timbered. 

Lodgepole Pine, which usually comes in rapidly near stream 

banks, appears to have been retarded by the 10-foot elevation above 

stream level and by the porous volcanic soil, Though some Lodge- 

pole Pine is established, Jeffrey Pine became the dominant form. 

Most of the young trees now growing here and on the Adams Meadow 

to the south are now either Jeffrey Pine or White Fir (Figure 22 b). 

However, where Lost Creek has cut a shallow 10-foot canyon 

through this region to establish a miniature flood plain at the present 

stream level, Lodgepole Pine is coming in. This moist meandering 

sector also bears Carex, Juncus and Salix. 

The old log pile is becoming scattered widely, although por- 

tions of it are still ten feet high. Trails through this portion are 

used by deer. Trees here seem healthy (Figure 21). Ground cover 

of the Haplopappus and grassy types appear to be losing out. 

Records have been kept on the vegetation here since the 
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Figure 22(a). Hot Rock after Mudflow in 1915. 

Figure 22(b). Hot Rock in 1962 with Jeffrey 
Pine Stand. 
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N. P.S. study plot #1 was located in the center of this region in 1935. 

Woody-type vegetation noted on this 100-foot square plot is compared 

on Table 20. 

Table 20. Hot Rock Woody Vegetation 

Plant type 1935 1940 1946 1950 1955 1960 

Jeffrey Pine 127 113 108 100 100 103 
Lodgepole Pine 8 9 8 8 7 9 
Holodiscus 2 2 1 1 1 1 

rhe largest tree measured in 1936 on the plot was a Lodge- 

pole Pine, 10 2/3 feet tall. In 1940 it was 14 feet tall; in 1946, 

17 1/2 feet tall; in 1950, 18 1/2 feet tall and in 1960, 25 feet tall. 

Though recent counts on herbaceous plants have not been made 

since 1950, it appears that the increased overstory due to the matur- 

ing conifers along with the biotic influence of deer, small mammals 

and man have brought sharp reduction here. N. P. S. plot recordsH 

showed a total of 1828 Lupinus plants present in 1935. By 1940 this 

was reduced to 935. In 1945k only 412 were recorded. In 1962, the 

Lupinus was almost non-existent. A small non-shaded portion of the 

plot, approximately 20 by 80 feet in area now carries a scattered 

stand of Haplopappus and bunch grass. 

Photographs taken at this site in 1915 show complete 

( *) 

Unpublished N. P. S. study plot notes. 
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destruction of vegetation. By 1935, a pioneer vegetation which in- 

cluded Lupinus sp., Haplopappus, Calyptridium, Gayophytum and 

Eriogonum had formed heavy ground cover. Young Jeffrey Pines of 

up to three feet in height forecast a succession change. An abundant 

seed source of conifers exists on three sides of this narrow northern 

extremity of the Devastated Area and probably contributed seed at 

that time. In 1962, this part of the area, originally a meadow, ap- 

peared destined to become a part of the adjacent Yellow Pine forest 

climax. Photographs of this change are shown for comparison (Fig- 

ure ¿3 a, b). 

A belt transect (CT3) was run through this region. Results 

are shown on Table 21. 

Transect Analysis (Introduction) 

Information recorded in the regional descriptions would be 

disarticulated without some method of interrelating these stands to 

show gradients where transitions occur, After general observation 

of the entire area, it seemed that the establishment of belt transects 

between some of these regions and between the undisturbed marginal 

stands would give such data for a structural synthesis now and would 

possibly also serve for future reference (Figure 23). Transect 

sampling is recommended by Bauer (3, p. 59) over quadrat sampling 
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Figure ¿3. Belt Transects. 
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and he feels that it deserves wider use. 

Specifically the transects were located to determine evidence 

of (1) elevational zonation, (2) progressional extension of species 

from adjacent undisturbed stands, (3) intergradation between spe- 

cies, (4) age of species, (5) frequency of species, (6) density of 

species and (7) relation of new species to old species at margins of 

the area. 

Other outcomes may result from the data obtained in such an 

unique area as this, since succession here is not unlike the kind of 

succession which must have occurred in the mountains of Western 

United States following volcanic activity and glacial retreat. Suc- 

cessional patterns here involve mudflows, stream courses, lakes, 

ridges, slopes, and pitted regions. Occurrence of 'zonal shift' to 

lower or higher altitudes during early succession may occur. Deter- 

rnination of the amount of time required for the influence of the vege- 

tation itself to establish zonal patterns similar to the adjacent pat- 

terns in the original forest may be possible. These transects may 

also provide statistical evidence of the kinds of 'open' habitats which 

are most suitable to the invasion of particular kinds of plants into 

this area. Plants which most consistently tolerate the habitats of 

such an area may be noted and listed. 

These belt transects were run by line-of-sight between two 
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selected points. On a six-foot wide belt, the numbers and heights of 

all trees and shrubs were recorded. The distance was controlled by 

pacing. Data was accumulated by 60-foot segments. Thus, each 

plot contained an area of 360 square feet (six feet belt width by 60 

feet plot length). Plots were numbered consecutively with data re- 

corded on Tables 21 - 24. 

Transects were laid out for varied purposes. The Middle 

Transect (MT1) was located to show relation of vegetation types to 

elevation. It bisected the main Devastated Area from east to west 

without close contact to original vegetation. Three transects (CT1, 

CTZ, CT3) were aligned to determine cross-sectional vegetation be- 

tween two points of original stands. One transect (CT4) was estab- 

lished for sampling new vegetation along the north-south axis parai- 

lei to lower Lost Greek and extending almost to Hat Creek. All 

other transects (STT and NTT) were marginally located and would 

tend to indicate relation of new growth to old at specific altitudes 

along the south and north edges of the Hot Blast zone. End points of 

transects were permanently marked so that future studies could be 

made in the same sites. 
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Transect Analysis 

Middle belt transect MTl 

The east end of this transect is located at an elevation of 

b250 feet on the edge of a meadow-type vegetation near lower Hat 

Creek where Lodgepole Pine occur in a dense subclimax stand. In- 

tersecting the various types of new vegetation at different altitudes, 

the transect terminates against the steep east slopes of Lassen Peak 

at an elevation of 8500 feet. 

Progressing along the transect, the next shift in vegetation 

occurs along the east slope of the Parking Lot Ridge where snow 

persists in banks late in spring. Here a gradation to Quaking Aspen 

is noted. The ridge summit, which leads northward toward Jeffrey 

Pine covered Raker Peak, is now predominately populated by Jeffrey 

Pine, some examples of which are 20-feet tall. 

At the west edge of the ridge, the transect crosses the high- 

way at an elevation of 6450 feet. Here, Jeffrey Pine cuts off abruptly 

and dense stands of young Lodgepole Pines appear. White Pine and 

White Fir are also reasonably high in frequency. Mountain Hemlock 

is also established, Few brushy-type species are present in this 

middle Lower Devastated Area. A heavy ground cover was indicated 

in this rocky, well-drained soil that includes Eriogonum nudum, E. 
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umbellatum, Gnaphalium mic rocephalium, Gayophytum diffusurn, 

Happlopappus bloomeri and Monardella odoratissima. Many of the 

young conifers appear to be related serally to an older stand of sim- 

ilar species 200 yards south. 

At an elevation of 6700 feet, in the Pitted Region, Lodgepole 

Pine becomes scarce. Young White Pine and White Fir provide the 

major vegetation. Red Fir makes its appearance. Just west of this 

Pitted Region along a steep east slope are several large 30-foot 

White Fir of the Fir Island stand (Region 15). Competition from 

these trees appears to prevent other specie s from becoming e stab- 

lished in this site. 

A break in vegetation is noted along the steep east-sloping 

ridge west of Fir Island, leading to the Middle Devastated Area 

(Region 12) at the elevation of 6800 feet. Arctostaphylos nevadensis 

appears here as a scattered stand on the loose surface exposure. 

Through the Middle Devastated Area the species with highest 

frequency is White Fir. Here, several individuals with heights of at 

least ten feet are established, in spite of exposure to climatic ex- 

tremees and isolation from older timber stands. 

Upon entering the Upper Devastated Area (Region 13), at an 

elevation of 7200 feet, White Fir diminishes and Lodgepole Pine and 

Holodiscus microphyllus assume highest frequency. Not many 
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Mountain Hemlock grow in the middle of the Upper Devastated Area 

although a heavy stand does occur on the adjacent Upper South Ridge 

(Region 10). Holodiscus microphyllus survives at altitudes of up to 

8500 feet when afforded the protection of large boulders. Only .n 

occasional Red Fir is present upon the site which was once that of 

Red Fir climax forest before the eruption. 

In summary, White Fir and Lodgepole Pine are the species 

with highest frequencies along the entire transect of this disturbed 

area. Their position is shared with Jeffrey Pine at the lower eleva- 

tions, with White Pine at the middle elevations and with Holodiscus 

microphyllus, a few Mountain Hemlock and Red Fir at the upper 

elevations. The older Jeffrey Pine on Parking Lot Ridge and the 

older White Fir at Fir Island belong to different seral stages than 

most of the other vegetation. Transition gradients based upon D. F. 

values are shown on Table ¿1 (a). For the sake of condensation of 

data, the iZO regular plots have been combined into 12 rnacroplots 

Additional data on this transect is included in Tables ¿1 (b) and 

21 (c). 

Belt Transect CT1 

This transect crosses the Lost Creek branch of the mudflow 

between Survivor's Hill and Raker Peak from west to east at an 
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Table 21 (a). Middle Transect MTl 

Transition Gradients Based upon D. F. Values* 

6250' 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Elevation Profile 

D. F. = density x frequency 



Table 21 (b). Middle Transect MTl Showing D. F. Values 

macroplot ------ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Lodgepole Pine 16. 8 5. 5 9. 6 75.0 60.3 39. 6 10. 5 . 8 2.4 . 8 3. 6 . 9 

Jeffrey Pine 1. 6 7. 8 3. 0 . i . i .4 1. 2 

WhitePine .4 6.3 19.8 15.2 8.8 7.0 2.8 .6 .9 .1 

WhiteFir .3 1.2 18.2 69.0 30.4 43.0 16.2 16.2 16.0 2.8 .4 

RedFir .1 .1 .2 .6 .4 

Mt. Hemlock . 1 1. 6 5.4 1.5 . 6 . 4 . 1 . 1 2.4 

Castanopsis . 3 . i . 1 . 1 

Holodiscus . 6 . 4 . 1 . 9 3. 6 

Arcto. nevaden. .1 1.6 .4 

Arcto. patula . 1 

Ribes .4 

Aspen 3.2 

Salix .1 .1 

* 
D. F. Value = density x frequency 
Each macroplot comprised of ten regular plots 



Table 21 (c). Middle Transect MTl Maximum Tree Heights (in feet). 

Macroplot ------ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Lodgepole Pine 40 23 18 16 18 12 9 12 12 9 9 7 

Jeffrey Pine 22 22 10 13 5 3 9 

White Pine 10 20 8 8 8 6 10 8 5 2 

White Fir 5 25 14 8 6 4 8 50 16 10 8 

RedFir 7 3 30 3 6 

Mt. Hemlock 3 3 3 1 3 3 1 1 10 

Castanopsis 4 3 1 1 

Holodiscus 3 3 1 1 3 

A. nevaden. 1 1 1 

A. patu1 5 

Ribes 1 

Aspen 10 

Salix 1 2 
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elevation of 6500 feet. Portions of the New Mud Flow, Old Mud 

Flow and Lower Devastated Area Regions are included. Its easterly 

end is at the base of the large rock perched alongside the highway 

one-fourth mile north of the Devastated Area Parking Lot. 

The west end, just below the surviving trees of Survivors 

Hill, crosses the rocky disturbed upper portion of the New Mud 

Flow where little woody vegetation is established yet. The first 

seven plots include only four conifers two willows and one Ribes. 

The central portion is through the north edge of the Old Mud 

Flow where soil conditions are much more stable. Here, a rich 

mixed stand of 41 conifers was recorded on ten plots. A predomi- 

nance of White Fir and Lodgepole Pine was observed with heights 

ranging up to 1Z feet. Six Mountain Hemlock and four White Pine 

were present. However, only two Jeffrey Pine had become e stab- 

lished here. 

Less growth is noted near the east end of the transect where 

it crosses the Lower Devastated Area near the highway through a 

soil that is loose, fine and subject to some wind and water action. 

These last seven plots show ten conifers of which Jeffrey Pine and 

White Pine are most heavily represented. Presence of Salix is indi- 

cative of heavy seasonal runoff along the east end gulley. 



Table 22 (a). Belt Transect CT1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Lodgepole *12-1 4-1 18-1 10-1 10-2 10-1 5-1 10-1 1-2 1-2 1-3 10-2 
Jeffrey Pine 3-1 9-1 3-1 1-1 1-1 9-1 
Mt. Hemlock 1-1 6-2 1-1 3-2 
White Fir 12-3 4-2 3-1 3-2 1-1 1-3 2-1 3-4 2-2 
White Pine 2-1 3-1 l-1 3-2 
Salix 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-1 
A. nevaden. 1-3 1-1 

* First number denotes maximum height; second number denotes number of individuals of species present (density). 

Table 22 (b). Belt Transect CT2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

Jeffrey Pole 4-1 3-1 4-1 
Lodgepole 4-1 1-1 4-1 9-2 20-1 15-1 3-1 1-1 12-1 8-1 5-1 
Mt. Hemlock 1-2 4-1 3-1 2-1 
White Fir 25-4 6-1 1-2 1-1 l-1 4-1 1-1 1-1 1-1 2-2 6-3 6-1 2-1 9-1 2-2 2-1 
White Pine 3-2 1-2 1-1 1-1 1-1 3-1 2-1 4-1 3-1 20-1 
Salix 1-3 1-1 
Ribes 

Nevad. 1-1 
Castanopsis 2-1 

Table 22(c). Belt Transect CT3 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO 11 12 

Jeffrey Pine X-3 20-10 12-3 12-3 10-5 22-1 28-1 5-1 20-4 
Lodgepole 20-2 7-2 2-2 
White Fir 10-1 
Salix 4-1 
Arcto. Nevad. 
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In summary, Lodgepoie had the highest frequency, being pre.- 

sent on 12 of 24 plots. White Fir was represented on ten plots. 

Plot density for the conifers ranged from O (on six plots ) up to 

seven. Influences of Yellow (Jeffrey) Pine forest and Subalpine Fir 

forest climax vegetation at each end of the transect were exerted 

here although not obvious. With the oldest vegetation located near 

the middle of the transect, it appeared that isolation had come about 

through poor soil stability at both ends of the transect, Though suc- 

cessional changes are not indicated yet, a size and presence gradient 

relationship exists along transect CT4 in plots 32-33 where it inter-. 

sects the central portion of transect CT1. This "island" vegetation 

appears to be serving now as a center for range extension for White 

Fir, Lodgepole Pine and White Pine to the south. Soil conditions 

appear too unstable for Jeffrey Pine establishment even though a cli- 

max stand is located at the east end of the transect. 

Belt Transect CT2 

This transect at an elevation of 6700 feet crosses the mud- 

flow from south to north between the base of Lower South Ridge and 

the southeast edge of Survivor's Hill through portions of the Lower 

Devastated Area and the Outwash Area. The main purpose for locat- 

ing the transect here was to determine if gradation across the main 
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sector of the mudflow existed. 

White Fir is far the most abundant species, having a total 

equal to that of the next two, Lodgepole Pine and White Pine, corn- 

bined. It also shows highest frequency, being represented in 16 of 

22 plots. All plots show some conifers. Plot density ranged up to 

eight trees. 

Evidence of succession here is shown by presence of scat- 

tered older Lodgepole Pine and the apparently successful introduc- 

tion of large numbers of younger White Fir and White Pine. Grada- 

tion of White Fir is shown from both ends of the transect with young- 

er trees in the center, Some evidence of gradation from the north 

end is indicated for Jeffrey Pine and White Pine. 

Belt Transect CT3 

This transect, at an elevation of 6140 feet crosses the mud- 

flow along the lower Lost Creek at Hot Rock between a Yellow (Jef- 

frey) Pine Forest Climax stand on the east and a mixed Subalpine 

Fir-Yellow Pine Climax stand on the west. The main purpose of 

locating the transect here was to determine the extent of gradation 

that has occurred between these two heavy climax stands which were 

separated by only a 400-yard width of mudflow in 1915. 

Jeffrey Pine is by far the most successful tree along this 
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transect, showing a count of 41 individuals ranging in heights from 

two to 28 feet and having highest frequency in occurring on 13 of 16 

plots. Other species of conifers present are Lodgepole Pine and 

White Fir. 

This transect passes through N. P. S, Study Plot #1 and the 

Hot Rock Region. Information on topography. cover and soil for 

this transect was discussed under the above region. 

From the standpoint of succession, it would appear that, 

after stabilization of the soil by grasses, brush and Lodgepole Pine, 

Jeffrey Pine moved in vigorously from east to west to become the 

dominant form of vegetation in less than 50 years. A much slower 

gradational effect is shown in plots near the west end of the transect 

where White Fir has made limited ingress. 

Belt Transect CT4 

This transect crosses the broadest portion of the Devastated 

Area in a north-south direction at an average elevation of 6500 feet. 

It starts about ¿00 yards south of Boundary Spring along Lost Creek, 

midway between the base of Erosion Gulley Hill and the highway. 

From here it crosses the unstable New Mud Flow (including N. P. S. 

Study Plot #4), the more stable Old Mud Flow and the heavily vege- 

tated portion of the Lower Devastated Area just west of the 



Table 22 (d). Belt Transect CT4 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Jeffrey Pine 20-1 15-3 5-1 1-1 10-1 10-1 12-1 
White Fir 12-1 6-3 2-4 4-1 5-1 7-1 
Lodgepole 1-1 3-1 1-1 
Mt. Hemlock 5-1 
White Pine 

1-1 
jjx Aspen 7-5 10-3 5-1 

Ribes 
Castanopsis 2-1 1-1 

Table 22 (d). Belt Transect CT4 (Continued) 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

Jeffrey Pine 41 31 1-1 
White Fir 1-2 2-5 
Lodgepole 6-1 2-2 1-2 
Mt. Hemlock 1-1 
White Pine 4-1 1-1 

S 

Salix 
Aspen 
Rthes l-1 
Castanopsis 1-1 

LJl 

o 



Table 22 (d). Belt Transect CT4 (continued) 

29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 

Jeffrey Pine 6-3 2-1 5-3 6-2 8-1 
White Fir 2-2 2-4 9-2 3-2 1-1 4-4 
Lodgepole 6-1 10-1 10-3 2-2 3-2 1-1 1-1 3-1 

Mt. Hemlock 3-1 2-3 1-1 6-1 
White Pine 3-1 3-1 7-1 

E!_0. 1-1 1-1 1-1 

l-1 
Aspen 

Castanopsis 1-1 1-1 

Table 22 (di. Belt Transect CT4 (continued 
43 44 45 46 47 48 49 SO 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 

Jeffrey Pine 25-1 3-1 - 3-1 30-1 

White Fir 6-1 2-1 2-1 5-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 1-1 5-2 2-1 3-1 

Lodgepole 15-2 41 12-7 1-4 9-2 53 11 35 21 2-5 11 57 47 4-8 9 2 49 12-3 

Mt. Hemlock 61 1-1 2-1 1-1 

White Pine 11 11 6-1 51 11 41 18-1 

Arcto. s. 21 
Salix 
Aspen 
Ribes 
C astanopsis 

LT' 
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Devastated Area Parking Lot. The southern terminus is the highway 

at a point about 500 yards north of Hat Lake. The reason for e stab- 

lishing this transect was to determine evidence of transition along 

the north-south axis of the mudflow similar to the situation in the 

Middle Transect NT1 but without influence of elevational gradient. 

Kinds of vegetation near the north end of the transect resem- 

ble that of the preceding transect at Hot Rock (CT3). Here the mois- 

ture conditions are somewhat alike. Snow melts early here and the 

same two original forest climax stands are in close proximity. 

A sharp reduction is noted between plots 5 and ¿5 where the 

transect crosses the New Mud Flow, characterized by soil instability. 

(This condition was discussed under the New Mud Flow Region. 

Between plots 12 and ¿4, no woody plants were recorded. Jeffrey 

Pine seems to be most tolerant of this situation. White Pine and 

Mountain Hemlock are least tolerant. 

The transect crosses Lost Creek between plots 24 and 30 

where it exists as a braided stream, frequently shifting from chan-. 

nel to channel during spring and fall runoff. Here is a diversity of 

species, including all major coniferous forms except Red Fir. This 

stand, referred to in the Region 24 summary as the Cluster of White 

Firs, extends through plot 39. Transect CT4 crosses transect CT1 

at plot 32. Castanopsis, Ribes, Salix and Arctostaphylos nevadensis 
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are also established here. Indications of a transition gradient for 

Lodgepole Pine and White Fir southward along this transect were 

mentioned in the discussion of CTI. 

Except for sparse cover on plots 40 to 44 where the Old Mud 

Flow is crossed, the remainder of the transect continues with a uni- 

form diversity of species and with high plot densities for Lodgepole 

Pine and White Fir. Jeffrey Pine is practically non-existent from 

plots 50 to 65 just as it was on CTZ, which parallels the uth end of 

CT4 approximately 350 yards westward and at a 200-foot higher ele- 

vati on. 

No indications of successional change are apparent yet though 

numerous specie s are in competition. It would appear that Lodge- 

pole Pine would continue to dominate this transect zone for at least 

10 to 20 years, at which time White Fir may furnish sufficient corn- 

petition to eventually succeed as the climax vegetation. At least 

three serai stages exist here. They include trees that are eight to 

ten feet tall which are now reproducing, young seedlings from one 

to three feet tall and younger seedlings from three to six inches tall. 

Probably the most significant information shown by this tran- 

sect is the varied species tolerance exhibited in relation to the dis-. 

turbed New Mud Flow. 
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Belt Transects STT1 - STT6 

Seven short transects were run at different elevations along 

the south margin of the Hot Blast and Mudflow zone. The purposes 

intended were twofold: (1) to determine the extent of transition gra- 

dient from the adjacent undisturbed vegetation zone, and (2) to deter- 

mine whether a zonal upsiope or downslope "shift" exists. Some 

measure of the vitality of these subalpine forms should be revealed 

also through the form of the gradient. 

Belt Transect STT1 

This transect consisting of 14 plots is located at an elevation 

of 6600 feet and connects the Lower Devastated Area to the east end 

of the South Ridge. The transect runs north and south. 

The first six plots are along the north slope and contain all but 

three of the conifers tabulated. Lodgepole Pine shows highest plot 

frequency (50%). White Fir is next (43%). Three Red Fir trees are 

present and show evidence in favor of zonal downslope "shift". 

The ridge summit and south slope (plots 8-14) leading toward 

the Hot Blast margin remain free from coniferous vegetation. Chapar- 

L! types (Ribes, Castanopsis, Prunus) form cover here. 

This transect serves best to illustrate vegetational zonation in 



Table 23 (a). Belt Transect STT1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Lodgepole 8-4 2-3 5-3 2-5 20-2 7-4 40-4 
Jeffrey Pine 15-1 
White Pine 1-1 1-1 7-1 
White Fir 3-2 2-1 1-2 3-1 3-1 
Red Fir 3-2 2-1 
Mt. Hemlock 4-3 3-1 
Ribes 1-3 1-1 3-2 2-1 3-1 3-2 3-1 

Castanopsis 2-1 1-1 2-1 

Prunus 8-4 

2 
Salix 6-3 
Ce anothus 

Table 23 (b). Belt Transect STT1A 

1 2 3 4 5 

Lodgepole is-i 75-2 
White Pine 30-1 X-1 60-1 

White Fir X-5 20-8 35-24 22-1 

RedFir X-3 1-1 3-8 1-1 

x * 

Aspen * 

Alnus (A1der * 

* mixed stand 30' tall. 
X = original tree and over 150' tall 

Ui 
Ui 
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relation to slope exposure. 

Belt Transect STTIA 

This south-to-north transect, located at an elevation of 6600 

feet, connects the original Subalpine Fir Forest Climax of the south 

Hot Blast margin to the new vegetation that is coming back on the 

devastated north-facing slopes leading to the meadows surrounding 

Hat Lake and located just across the lake to the south from transect 

STT1. 

Vegetation on the five plots consists of a dense young stand of 

White Pine, Red Fir and White Fir which parallel a similar mixed 

climax stand in the undisturbed area. 

Two serai stands are apparent if the five scattered ZO-foot 

trees are included along with the total of 48 Red and White Firs, all 

of which are four feet or less iii height. 

White Fir shows highest plot density with 24 trees present on 

plot 3, A total of 12 young Red Firs are included in four plots. 

Soil conditions and ground cover for this transect were pre- 

viously described under the South Hot Blast Region. 

At the base of the slope in plot four where drainage from 

snow-melt accumulates, the Subalpine Fir Forest complex vegetation 

changes to a streamside vegetation of Salix, Alnus, and Aspen. The 
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final plot leads into a meadow vegetation at the south end of Hat Lake 

which includes two mature Lodgepole Pine. 

A gradient transition is made here three times within 300 

feet. Though the vegetation seems to be in a state of equilibrium at 

the north end of this transect, the firs show unusual vitality in mov- 

ing downslope through the first three plots from the undisturbed ori- 

giflai stand. 

Belt Transect STTZ 

This transect consisting of 15 plots is located at an elevation 

of 6750 feet. Much like transect STTI with coniferous vegetation 

along its north slope, it shows gradation as it extends across the 

South Ridge summit where White and Red Fir are competing with the 

chaparral forms. Lodgepole Pine has been replaced in frequency 

lead by White Fir (40%). 

Ten of the 35 trees recorded ranged from 15 to 35 feet in 

height and were producing seed. 

The only successional change apparent here is that of fir corn- 

peting with chaparral for space. At least two serai stages of coni- 

ferous growth are present. One Red Fir indicates possibility of 

downslope shift". 



Table 23 (c). Belt Transect STT2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Lodgepole 20-4 25-2 
Jeffrey Pine 7-1 2-6 35-2 
White Pine 5-1 3-1 
White Fir 1-1 35-3 35-4 12-5 35-1 15-1 
Red Fir 15-1 
Mt. Hemlocic 1-1 
Ribes 1-1 1-1 1-2 1-1 
Castanopsis 2-1 5-1 1-2 5-1 4-2 4-2 4-2 4-2 
Prunus 5-1 5-1 5-1 5-1 
Arcto. la 6-6 4-2 5-2 5-2 4-2 
Arctonevadensis 3-2 1-1 
Salix 20-3 
Ceanothus 1-1 3-1 3-1 4-2 4-2 4-2 4-2 

Table 23 (d). Belt Transect STT3 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Jeffrey Pine 12-1 
White Pine 35-1 3-2 12-1 18-1 15-1 20-2 3-1 10-1 
White Fir 25-2 25-2 3-1 15-3 15-1 12-1 12-3 15-1 3-1 
Red Fir 30-1 7-1 4-4 40-3 25-7 25-2 10-1 X-3 X-13 
Mt. Hemlocl< 10-1 28-2 28-2 1-1 20-3 2-1 20-2 20-2 
Arcto. patula 2-1 
Arcto. nevad, l-1 

Ui 
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Belt Transect STT3 

This north-south transect located at an elevation of 7500 feet 

actually relates original vegetation to the heavy new vegetation that 

covers the entire surface of the Upper South Ridge. The Red Fir 

Climax of the original stand appears at the same level as younger 

20 to 40 foot Red Firs. Ten of the 19 plots contain this species 

which shows greatest frequency among the conifers. One plot nearest 

the Hot Blast zone contains 12 trees averaging 15 feet in height. 

Ages of such trees would approximate 15 years, according to whorl 

counts. 

Other conifers with high frequency are: White Pine on eight 

plots, White Fir on nine plots and Mountain Hemlock on eight plots. 

Most of these trees are of sizes and ages similar to the Red Fir. 

Only one Jeffrey Pine was counted. Lodgepole Pine is missing. 

Of the four conifer species noted in abundance along the 

transect, Red Fir and Mountain Hemlock appear to have moved out 

more slowly than have White Fir and White Pine, which have be- 

come distributed along the entire transect, yet show apparently 

younger vegetation. Mountain Hemlock appears to be located at this 

elevation as the result of at least some zonal downslope "shift, 
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Belt Transect STT4 

This north-south transect located at an elevation of 7750 feet 

also connects original vegetation with the new. Plot densities here 

are less and variability of species is also somewhat less. 

White Fir shows greatest frequency by appearing on 11 of 14 

plots and is the dominant vegetation along the entire transect. White 

Pine appears on five plots. Though the undisturbed forest at this 

level includes both Red Fir and Mountain Hemlocks 
these species 

do not take hold as well as they did downslope in the disturbed area, 

An indication of the low vitality of the vegetation at this alti- 

tude is shown by the sparcity of younger forms. Most vegetation 

here appears to be about 20 to 25 years old. Probably much of the 

seed produced here is being carried to lower elevations for germina- 

tion, resulting in downslope "shift" 

Belt Transect STT5 

This short north-south transect is located at an elevation of 

8250 feet and crosses the South Ridge at its upper extremity near 

the actual slopes of Lassen Peak. Massive boulders o up to 15 feet 

in diameter form part of the uninhabited surface cover. 

At this elevation only those species of the upper range of the 

Subalpine Fir forest remain. Dominant are Mountain Hemlock, on 



Table 23 (e). Belt Transect STT4 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Jeffrey Pine 10-1 
White Pine 20-1 20-1 20-2 75-2 50-1 
White Fir 25-4 15-2 20-2 25-3 15-1 28-6 15-5 15-1 15-2 20-1 15-1 
Red Fir 30-4 20-3 
Mt. Hemlock 18-1 7-1 10-1 

Table 23 (f). Belt Transect STT5 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Jeffrey Pine 
White Pine 15-i 
White Fir 
Red Fir 12-1 7-1 X-3 12-1 X-1 
Mt. Hemlock 15-2 15-2 X-3 30-2 20-3 X-2 

1-1 
Castanopsis 3-1 
Holodiscus 
Ribes 
Phyllodoce 

a-' 
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six of seven plots, and Red Fir, on five of seven p1ot. No White.- 

bark Pine is present. 

Most of the conifers here have resulted from ustump sprout.- 

ing' from original trees still growing within the Hot Blast Zone. 

Most were broken off at or below present ground levels. Some now 

have as many as six new crowns which range in heights (or lengths) 

of between 15 and 30 feet. 

No evidence of successional change is shown. Eighteen of 

the 22 trees survived the eruptions. For this reason, no transitional 

data is obtainable on the trees or shrubs. Studies of pioneer forms 

of herbaceous plants here could be made to some advantage. 

Ground cover includes Monardella odoratissima and Satin 

Lupine along with Haplopappus bloorneri. 

Belt Transect STT6 

This north-south transect, located at an elevation of 8500 

feet, is situated at the actual base of the mountain slope where one 

of the two uppermost linear stands of Mountain Hemlock is estab- 

lished. 

The hemlock is the only conifer present. All seven plots 

contain from one to two trees. Of the 12 trees present, four are 

seedlings. As in transect STTS, the mature Mountain Hemlock are 
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all survivors of the Hot Blast and Mudflow which have arisen from 

"stump sprouts". Some at this level have ten to 12 crowns, often 

growing parallel to the ground surface and having stem diameters of 

up to two feet. Plot densities vary from one to two. 

Ribes and Phyllodoce Breweri are abundant in shaded, pro- 

tected areas. In the open locations, Silver lupine, Calyptridium 

umbellatum, grass and Carex are established. 

Extension of conifers to the north, toward the center of the 

Devastated Area, is impaired by boulder piles which extend several 

hundred yards. The vitality of this stand could not be evaluated in 

tertris of seedling growth at this site. Here again, the reproduction 

is probably accomplished downslope and can not be related to gradi- 

ents except by zonal downslope "shift", which was apparent in the 

lower transects previously discussed. 

Table ¿3 (g). Belt Transect STT6 

i Z 3 4 5 6 7 

Jeffrey Pine 
White Pine 
White Fir 
Red Fir 
Mt. Hemlock 10-2 20-2 1-2 20-2 20-2 15-1 80-1 
Arcto. 
Castanopsis 
Holodiscus 2- 1 

Ribes 3-3 2-3 2-3 
Phyllodoce 1-7 1-5 
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Belt Transects NTT1 - NTT6 

Six short north-south transects were also run at different 

elevations along the north margin of the Hot Blast zone. Transition 

gradients and zonal downslope or upsiope ushift&T were to be noted 

here also. 

Belt Transect NTTI 

This transect, located at an elevation of 6450 feet, connects 

to the undisturbed vegetation near the top of Erosion Gulley Hill. As 

with transect STTIA, both species of fir appear to be coming back 

vigorously at their former elevation. Numbers of other species are 

negligible. Two age groups, 10 to 35 years and two to seven years. 

are indicated. 

Based upon comparative heights, Red Fir became established 

here at least 30 years ago and was followed shortly by the White Fir. 

Presence of three Hot Blast damaged surviving Red Firs along the 

transect may have contributed to this early return. Presence of 

surviving Jeffrey Pine did not influence the return of this species. 

Soil instability at the south end of the transect appears to he retard- 

ing establishment of conifers. 

The revegetation of these 12 plots does not show a clear 
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Table 24 (a). Belt Transect NTT1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Jeffrey Pine X-1 20-3 
Lodgepole 
Mt. Hemlock 
White Fir 25-7 20-10 10-7 20-12 2-3 30-7 22-4 15-1 10-3 
Red Fir X-3 38-4 X-1 22-2 45-1 X-2 
White Pine 20-1 
Castanopsis 3-1 3-1 

Table 24 (b). Belt Transect NTT2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12 13 

Jefírey Pine X-5 35-2 12-4 2-1 S-2 30-3 30-4 35-1 20-1 30-2 15-3 
Lodgepole 20-1 20-1 
Mt. Hemlock 
White Fir 75-12 5-3 1-1 61 25-2 30-3 
Red Fir 
White Pine 4-1 25-1 
Castanopsis 3-1 
Arcto sp. 2-1 

Table 24(c). Belt Transect NTT3 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Jeffrey Pine 
Lodgepole 12-1 
Mt. Hemlock 35-1 
White Fir 15-1 5-2 7-4 20-1 20-1 18-5 38-2 
Red Fir 80-1 80-1 
White Pine 45-2 40-3 18-1 25-2 
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gradient. It does show two serai stages, both with high vitality, re - 

lated to adjacent vegetation. Downslope "shift" is not indicated here. 

Belt Transect NTTZ 

This transect, located at an elevation of 6750 feet, connects 

to the undisturbed Jeffrey Pine forest and Stbalpine Fir Climax ve.. 

getations just over the top of Erosion Gulley hill, Because of topo.- 

graphical features, mature Jeffrey Pine occurs in greater numbers 

in the undisturbed area than in the lower transect NTTI. 

Thirteen plots contain 57 coniferous trees of which 31 are 

Jeffrey Pine. The only other tree of significance is White Fir which 

has a count of 22 trees. 

The gradient for Jeffrey Pine appears to have consisted of 

two major serai phases. One includes numerous trees 20 to 25 

years in age. A second includes those from 10 to 15 years old. A 

few younger trees are now appearing. Each phase seems to have 

arisen simultaneously under the influence of adjacent undisturbed 

vegetation. The White Fir is invading at a much slower rate, with 

most of its older trees located in plot #1. Five 20 to 30-foot trees 

are established at the distal end of the transect but appear to have 

been established by zonal downslope "shift" (see NTT3). 
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Openness of the vegetation seems to favor Jeffrey Pine over 

White Fir, which requires shade or other protection. 

Belt Transect NTT3 

This transect is located at an elevation of 7000 feet extending 

across the lower ridge leading to Crescent Crater, It connects to 

the original vegetation located a short distance north of the ridge 

summit. 

Two species, White Fir and White Pine, are established 

along the transect, White Fir shows a frequency of 100%. Red Fir, 

though a major component of the undisturbed forest at this elevation, 

had not re-entered its former habitat. A similar case was noted in 

transect STT4 at the elevation of 7750 feet. 

Two serai stages appear present in the White Firs. Approxi- 

mately one-half of these trees are 15 years of age or older and are 

found near the south end of the transect. The others are five years 

of age or less and are located near the undisturbed vegetalion at the 

north end. This condition of older trees at the distal end of the 

transect again suggests zonal downslope "shift" as mentioned with 

transect NTTZ. 

The true gradient for this transect may be just starting at 

the north end. Red Fir would follow White fir at a slower rate as 

it did in transect STT3. 



Table 24 (d). Belt Transect NTT4 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Jeffrey Pine 10-3 
Lodgepole 
Mt. Hemlock 
White Fir 10-2 20-1 25-2 
Red Fir X-2 60-2 30-7 28-13 2-2 
White Pine 2-2 15-1 4-1 15-] 
Castanopsis 5-1 

Belt Transect NTT4 

This transect at an elevation of 7300 feet crosses the sharp 

ridge at the base of the approach to Crescent Crater and connects to 

the Red Fir Climax stand in the undisturbed area. 

Coniferous vegetation is limited to only six of the ten plots 

along the north end of the transect. The south portion consists of a 

steep bluff slope bearing only scattered chaparral and herbaceous 

growth. 

The dominant species here is Red Fir and includes 26 of the 

39 conifers present. Two serai groups appear. One includes trees 

of two feet in height or less. The other includes Red Firs 15 to 20 

feet tall. One 28-foot specimen was estimated to be 38 years old, 

according to whorl counts, Another tree, 60-feet tall. was recorded. 

White Pine, White Fir and Jeffrey Pine were present in lesser 
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numbers. 

The dominant species appears to be moving in from undis- 

turbed vegetation at its own level just outside the Hot Blast margin 

with little cover support from other species. No clear evidence of 

downslope ushiftH is indicated here. 

Belt Transect NTT5 

This transect, located at an elevation of 7700 feet, crosses 

the steep ridge leading upslope to the east edge of Crescent Crater. 

A mixed Subalpine Fir Climax vegetation consisting mostly of mature 

Mountain Hemlock and Red Fir is located north of the transect and 

Hot Blast zone at the base of the talus-covered ridge. The transect 

is therefore separated from undisturbed vegetation by the talus 

slope. 

Although but one Mountain Hemlock, a "stump sprout" sur- 

vivor with seven crowns, was counted on this transect, it should be 

noted that the 20-foot wide ridge crest bears a heavy stand of this 

species all of the way to the crater edge. Approximately half appear 

to be survivors. Some new trees have become established. 

Jeffrey Pine is the dominant species on this six-plot transect. 

Seven trees appear in five plots along the south slope. Two plots 

near the ridge contain Red Fir, One Whitebark Pine with a height 
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of two feet was noted on plot #3. The largest trees are two Jeifrey 

Pines with heights of 40 to 50 feet. Plot densities range from one to 

five. 

Successional changes are not evident here. Sharp zonation 

between species on different slopes is noted here. 

Table 24 (e). Belt Transect NTT5 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Jeffrey Pine 4-1 4-3 15-1 50-1 40-1 
Lodgepole Pine 
Mt. Hemlock 15-1 
White Fir 
Red Fir 3...2 2-1 
Whitebark Pine 2-1 

Table 24 (f. Belt Transect NTT6 

1 2 3 4 5 

Jeffrey Pine 1-1 
Lodgepole Pine 
Mt. Hemlock 
White Fir 12-10 
Red Fir 25-2 30-2 12-1 
Whitebark Pine 15-2 8-2 

Species dominance in the transect is more closely related to slope 

than to elevation. The presence of Jeffrey Pine as a dominant spe- 

cies here is probably due to upsiope "shift" which has caused range 
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extension from the undisturbed densely forested area across the 

ridge to the north toward a zone with less overstory and greater ex- 

posure to sunlight. 

Belt Transect NTT6 

This transect, at an elevation of 8000 feet, starts a.t the top 

of the ridge about 50 feet east of the east rim of Crescent Crater 

and extends through five plots located along the steep south slope 

leading toward the upper Lost Creek canyon at the base of tFe Las- 

sen Peak slopes. This transect does not connect to undisturbed ve- 

getation. 

Red Fir has the highest frequency and includes two serai 

stages. One stage is represented by at least two "stump sprout" 

survivors with new tops up to 25 feet tall. The other stage includes 

two new trees less than 15 feet tali. Whitebark Pine likewise ha.s 

produced two serai stages of succession in the same manner. 

At the distal end of the transect is a cluster of ten White Fir, 

ranging from 8 to 12 feet in height. Being located so far downsiope, 

it would seem that this species illustrates zonation more than being 

a true dominant type for the transect. The location is probably ex- 

plained by air drift. 

Absence of Mountain Hemlock would seem to be due to the 
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chance location of the transect. Many Hemlocks are located near 

the proximal end of the transect and inside the crater nearby. 

Transition gradients within species do not occur along the 

transect. As in the previous transect, gradients would be more 

likely to occur along the east ridge slope, which is intersected at 

right angles by these last two transects. 

Downslope "shift" is not apparent here except as previously 

noted in regard to the White Fir. Upsiope "shift" is again suggested 

by presence of Jeffrey Pine, which is possibly extending its range 

into a zone with less shade or overstory. Species zonation and re- 

production from "stump sprouts" appear to be distinctive features 

here also. 
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Originally the hillside land of the Devastated Area was ap- 

parently well-covered with timber and the flat land was covered with 

grass. Photographs indicate that a heavy stand of pine and Red Fir 

existed along the upper south slope of the ridge leading to Crescent 

Crater. Lower ground east of Survivor's Hill appeared like a mead- 

ow. Three meadows - - Jessen, Anklin and Adams - - existed. 

Pre-eruption meadows are being taken over by trees and 

shrubs, according to photographs and observation counts. This 

change appears to be related edaphically to the mudflow. 

The two main vegetation zones most typical of the Devastated 

Area are Subalpine and Montane. The dominant species in the Sub- 

alpine are Red Fir and White Fir. Those of the Montane are Jeffrey 

Pine and White Fir with Lodgepole Pine playing essentially a succes- 

sional role. 

The downed logs of a particular altitude in the Devastated 

Area coincide generally in species with the present-day marginal 

surviving species. Red Fir, however, appears to have been grow- 

ing originally at lower elevations in the Lower Devastated Area than 
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where it is becoming established today. The downed logs often serve 

in encouraging vegetation through (1) addition of organic matter, (Z) 

giving protection and (3) providing insulation. 

Interfingering of different vegetations along canyons and 

ridges gives indication of where temperature inversions occur. 

Colder air coming down canyons would favor establishment of higher- 

altitude types in the canyons. Gulleys are not usually heavily vege-. 

tated but many conifers find favorable sites along the gulley slopes 

and ridges. Salix, alder and aspen often become established within 

the gulleys or at their bases. 

Vegetation-types present are: (1) barren, (Z) grass, (3) 

marsh, (4) chaparral, (5) aspen-cottonwood, (6) Lodgepole Pine- 

Mountain Hemlock, (7) Fir and (8) Pine. 

Aspen trees apparently serve as subclimax dominants in 

damp low elevation sites. White Fir is becoming established within 

the aspen association which appears to be decreasing in density from 

disease and weather injury. A definite successional change seems 

apparent here. 

Presence of large numbers of young Jeffrey Pine and White 

Fir within the subclimax Lodgepole Pine stands at some lower eleva- 

tions indicates a shift toward climax vegetation. 
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Where the subclimax Lodgepole Pine is densely established 

in the Lower Devastated Area along Lower Hat Creek, the vegeta- 

tion is much less varied than in the undisturbed mixed Yellow Pine 

and White Fir climax forest along the eastern perifery. 

Vegetation appears to be related to the snow melt pattern 

along the slopes. Higher exposed ridges tend to clear earlier and, 

when edaphic conditions permit, produce grasses and chaparral-type 

cover. White Fir tends to do best near the base of a persisting snow- 

bank. 

Zones of edaphic instability still exist where (1) ash-type soil 

occurs on steep slopes and (Z) ash-type soil has been spread over 

the ground surface by seasonal flooding. These ash or mud deposits 

appear to inhibit growth of conifers on the New Flood Plain region of 

the Devastated Area. Plot studies in this region, however, indicate 

a great increase in the past two years. 

Other conditions being equal, most conifer species appear to 

grow best in areas adjacent to rocky ground in preference to sand or 

ash. The large black 'Hot Rock' boulders are favorable locations 

for germination of grasses and woody shrubs. Their color absorbs 

solar energy and results in early snowmelt on the adjacent ground. 

Pits or craterlets formed during the eruption in the central 

part of the Devastated Area still exist. These now provide favorable 
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sites for establishment of younger vegetation. Protection from wind 

and drought has afforded such forms as White Fir and White Pine 

an opportunity to become established on these harsh, exposed upper 

slopes. Most woody vegetation of this sector is confined to these 

pits. 

Certain herbaceous plants such as Haplopappus, Monardella, 

Eriogonum and Lupinus appear capable of growing in most all sites 

afforded them except marshy or extremely shaded locations. 

Hat Creek appears to be bringing many new herbaceous spe- 

cies into the Devastated Area from southwest of the Hot Blast mar- 

gin. This condition is not true with Lost Creek. Hat Lake appears 

to be filling with sediment at a rapid rate. Vegetation, including 

Salix and Lodgepole Pine, continues to encroach along its margin. 

Island vegetations, brushy ridges and Aspen thickets serve 

as cover for deer as they move through the area. Most trails con- 

nect between these locations of heavy vegetation, thus providing 

avenues for dissemination of seeds of certain types. 

Counts taken of conifers in one of the densest stands of the 

Lower Devastated Area (Old Flood Plain Region) showed 98 of 179 

trees on a plot 100-feet square to be White Fir. Fifty-eight were 

Lodgepole Pine, six were White Pine, three were Jeffrey Pine and 

14 were Mountain Hemlock. 
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Island vegetations established 30 to 40 years ago now appear 

to be radiation centers for new growth. Some revegetation, however, 

is actually secondary growth from 'stump sprouts' as in the Moun- 

tain Hemlocks and Red Firs at the base of the mountain. 

A persisting 'bald' appears to be established at the top of 

Survivor's Hill near the tolerance limits of the subalpine White Fir 

and Jeffrey Pine. Browning of needles on Jeffrey Pines exposed at 

such high elevations appears to reveal that they are over-extending 

their tolerance range. Zonation appears to be most distinct at the 

higher elevations, especially along steep ridges. 

Arctostaphylos and Ceanothus grow on south slopes at lower 

elevations than on north-facing slopes. 

The oldest trees measured by increment boring were 39 years 

old. The growing season in this area is approximately 82 days. 

Some sites favor very rapid growth of adapted species. however. 

A total of lZl species of woody and herbaceous plants was 

collected and determined from the Devastated Area, representing 37 

different families. 

Transect Studies 

A zonation pattern now exists along the elevational gradient of 

the central part of the Devastated Area starting with Lodgepole Pine 
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at 6250 feet and changing through the following dominant stands: 

Jeffrey Pine (6350), Lodgepole-White Far (6450), Lodgepole-White 

Fir-White Pine (6600), White Pine-White Fir-Red Fir (6700), White 

Fir-Red Fir (6800-7200), Red Fir-Lodgepole (7500-8000). Mountain 

Hemlock is present as a minor species between 6450 and 7200 feet. 

Whitebark Pine is not established. Brushy chaparral forms such as 

Arctostaphylos are scattered. Willows and aspens occur principally 

at lower levels. 

Marginal transects along the north and south boundaries are 

not entirely consistent with this pattern. Mountain Hemlock is 

abundant at high elevations, especially as a survivor by means of 

"stump sprouting". Jeffrey Pine occurs at levels along the north 

boundary higher than White Fir. Red Fir is entering the marginal 

areas at lower elevations than it is in the central part. Whitebark 

Pine is established marginally but not centrally. 

Extension of species from adjacent undisturbed stands is in- 

hibited in the following specific locations: (1) along steep south 

slopes of Crescent Crater, (2) at the base of the mountain where the 

surface is covered with large boulders, (3) in the upper Lost Creek 

canyon and (4) on the New Mud Flow. 

The most advanced stages of species extension are shown by 

Jeffrey Pine along transect CT 3 at Hot Rock where its growth has 
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spanned the Devastated Area and where it has extended its range 

from Raker Peak southward almost to Hat Lake along Parking Lot 

Ridge. These trees are now of reproductive size. 

One transect (CT Z) indicates how, after Lodgepole Pine be- 

came established across the lower end of the main Devastated Area 

south from Survivors Hill, White Fir apparently moved in extending 

itself from both margins until it has now reached the center. This 

is indicated by the older trees which predominate at the margins of 

the transect. 

Marginal transects indicate considerable variability in growth 

rate when compared at different altitudes. Along the south side, 

the center transects STT 3 and STT 4 show the greatest width of 

marginal vegetation with an extension across 15 and 19 plots respec- 

tively. Practically no extension is shown by the two upper transects 

STT 5 and STT 6. Along the north side on the lower transects NTT Z 

and NTT 4, the growth has extended across 13 and 11 plots respec- 

tively with all other NTT transects limited to seven plots or less. 

Species intergradation appears along transects. In some in- 

stances these associations indicate a possibility of successional 

change. Along the middle transect MT 1, between 6400 - 6600 feet, 

Lodgepole Pine shows intergradation with White Pine and White Fir 

before thinning out at hIgher altitudes. Intergradation of young Red 



Fir into White Fir is shown in a dense young stand along transect 

STT lA and in a more mature stand along transect STT 3. 

A greatly reduced rate of interactivity which exists between 

these two species is shown along the next higher transect STT 4. 

Along the north margin the transects also show intergradation be- 

tween the two fir species, the White Fir usually moving out first. 

Near the upper Subalpine Fir Forest limit on transect NTT 6, Red 

Fir intergrades with Whitebark Pine. 

Transect data in relation to tree ages was mainly determined 

through correlation with heights and whorl counts. Some transects 

included trees dated by core drilling. Jeffrey Pines in the lower 

part of transect MT i were 25 to 30 years of age. Along transect 

MT 1 at about 6700 feet elevation on Fir Island, numerous White 

Firs whose whorl counts range between 30 to 35 years are present. 

White Firs of 25-28 years are located in the other island vegetation 

noted at the intersection of transects CT 1 and CT 4 near the Old 

Mud Flow. The oldest trees present in the entire area are the 

Mountain Hemlock and Red Fir whose buried trunks survived the 

eruption and have since produced 'stump sprouts' on the locations of 

transects STT 5, STT 6, NTT 5 and NTT 6. Trunks were observed 

with diameters of two feet. Ages were not estimated nor measured. 

Taller and older trees are more likely to be located along 
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marginal transects. In transect STT 4, one 75-foot White Fir in 

transect NTT Z was estimated to be 45 years of age by whorl count. 

Such an increase in height in the marginal areas is possibly related 

to light competition. Smaller trees are more numerous along tran- 

sects MT i (lower altitudes), CT Z and CT 4 in the Lower Devas- 

tated Area adjacent to the highway. 

New species in the Devastated Area do not always appear to 

enter at the same level as the original vegetation. Downslope shift' 

is noted in regard to Mountain Hemlock and Red Fir at the upper 

levels above 7000 feet, near the margins of the undisturbed forest. 

Where pitted zones and irregularities exist out in the rocky exposed 

central regions, downslope shift' is not as apparent. An upslope 

11shift" in the central area by the subalpine forms is indicated along 

transect CT 1. Here Montane forest species such as Jeffrey Pine 

and Lodgepole Pine are established and seem to provide cover for 

the subalpine forms. These cold and shade tolerant Hemlocks and 

White Firs appear to compete well with the other species at the mid- 

dle altitudes and may eventually force the Montane forest species 

back down to the level of their undisturbed forest stand. Such a 

shift seems to involve both site (soil and exposure) and succession. 
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SUMMARY 

At the time of the eruptions of Lassen Peak in 1914-1915, an 

area of vegetation along the east slope of the mountain approximately 

1 1/4 miles wide and four miles long was destroyed. Two phases of 

activity were involved. The first was a mudflow followed by an ex- 

plosive hot blast of wider extent. Except for a few surviving trees, 

all vegetation in the path of both was destroyed. 

A study of the revegetation of this rather unique area has 

been made during the past two years to determine if possible, how 

vegetation re-enters such a sterile area. Since this site is probably 

the only area in western North America, outside of Alaska and 

Mexico, to have been devastated by volcanic action in modern times, 

the results should bear significance. 

In conducting this study, two principal data-collecting me- 

thods were used. First, 29 regions (or stands) were selected 

throughout the present Devastated Area for obseryation and descrip- 

tion. Such information as presence of species, density, size, eda- 

phic factors and successional stage was recorded for each under the 

heading of Regional Assumptions. Then, for the purpose of inter- 

relating these regions to show gradients in re1tion to each other or 

in relation to the undisturbed marginal vegetations, a number of 
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belt transects were laid out. Woody vegetation was recorded along 

these six-foot wide belts which were divided into plots at 60-foot in- 

tervals. A vegetation list was made of common forms that have en- 

tered the Devastated Area in the past 48 years. 

Results of the study show that the predisturbance meadows 

are being taken over by trees and shrubs, largely because of mud- 

flow influence. Certain herbaceous plants such as Haplopappus 

Bloomeri, Monardella odoratissima, Eriogonum sp. , and Lupinus 

sp. appear capable of growing in most all sites except marshy areas, 

Successional stages occur in most locations where Lodgepole Pine 

has become established. White Fir and White Pine or Jeffrey Pine 

appear to be replacing it. 

Island vegetations are established and appear to be serving 

as radiation centers for new growth. "Stump sprout" survivor 

Mountain Hemlock and Red Fir trees comprise part of the high ele- 

vation vegetation from which stands may extend. Pits or craterlets 

caused by hot rocks in the rnudflow still exist and now provide pro- 

tected sites for revegetation on harsh, exposed slopes. 

The oldest trees measured by increment boring were 39 

years of age. Others with heights of up to 75 feet were estimated 

by whorl count to be 45 years of age. 

A definite zonation pattern now exists along the elevational 
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gradient of the central part of the Devastated Area starting with 

Lodgepole Pine at an elevation of 6250 feet and terminating with Red 

Fir and Lodgepole Pine at between 7500 - 8000 feet, 

New growth along the north and south margins is quite vari- 

able. At upper levels, invasion by old specie s is very slow. The 

greatest width of vigorous marginal growth occurs at an elevation of 

7500-7700 feet along the south boundary where White Fir, Red Fir, 

White Pine and Mountain Hemlock have all penetrated the new area 

to a width of 400 yards. 

White Fir leads other species in frequency on eight of the 18 

transects. Plot densities for coniferous growth range between O and 

34 and average 5. 3. Downslope "shift" is noted in regard to Moun- 

tain Hemlock and Red Fir at higher elevations at the margins. 

Establishment of Montane species by upslope "shift" in the central 

regions appears to provide necessary cover for establishment of the 

cold and shade tolerant subalpine species in these central locations. 

Several zones of soil instability still exist. One is a new 

mudflow caused by stream action. Vegetation penetrates this zone 

marginally. Pioneer herbaceous forms are now appearing rapidly 

here. 

Large dark-colored volcanic rocks carried by the mudflow 

encourage revegetation by (1) absorbing heat from the sun in early 
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spring before the snow is melted and (Z) protecting plants from ex- 

treme winds and temperatures. Vegetation appears also to be re- 

lated to the snow-melt pattern along higher slopes. 

Transitional gradients are common at the margins and in 

some cases extend across the area. A young Jeffrey Pine climax 

vegetation is now established across the Devastated Area at the Hot 

Rock and Log Pile Region adjacent to the Lower Lost Creek. 

Photographs were used for relating former vegetation to that 

of the present. A total of 121 species of plants was collected and 

determined from the Devastated Area. 
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APPENDIX A 

Vegetation List 

Equisetaceae 
Eguisetum arvense 

Pte ridac eae 
Pteridium a1inum 
Cryptogramma acrostichoides 

Aspidiaceae 
Cvstopteris fragilis 

Pinac eae 
Abies concolor 
Abies magnifica 

albicaulis 
Pinus Jeffreyi 
Pinus montic ola 
Pinus Murrayana 
Jsuga Mertensiana 

Ranunculac eae 
conitum columbianum 

Delphinium Nuttallianum 
Ranunculus aguatilis var. capillaceous 

Malvac eae 
Sidalcea oregana var. spicata 

Violaceae 
Viola purpurea 

Cruciferae 
Arabis Lyallii 
Erysimurn capitatum 

Caryophyllaceae 
Arenaria Kingii var. gabrescens 

Portulacac eae 
Calyptridium umbellatum 

Polygonac eae 
Eriogonum nudum 
Eriogonum ochrocephalum 
Eriogonum ovalifolium 
Eriogonun umbellatum var. polyanthum 
Rumex acetosella 
Rumex trangulivalvis 
Polygonum Davisiae 
Polygonum shastense 
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Ericaceae 
PIl1odoce Breweri 
Arctostaphylos nevaderisis 

rctostaphy1os patula 
Pterospora andromedea 
Chirnaphila umbellata var. occidentalis 

Apocynaceae 
Cyiciadenia humilis 

Polemoniaceae 
P1emonium californicum 
Quia aggregata 

Hydrophyllac eae 
Phacelia frigida 
Phacelia mutabilis 

Boraginac eae 
ackelia floribunda 

Scrophulariaceae 
Mimulus primuloicles var. primuloides 
Mirnulus pulsiferae 
Mimulus Tilingii 
Penclenionnienziesiivar. Davidsonii 
Pensternon Newberryi 
.Eenstemon speciosus 
2edicularis semibarbata 
Pedicularis groenlandica 
Veronica serpyllifolia var. humifusa 
Cp.ti11eia Appiegatei 

asti11eja Lassenensis 
Castilleja miniata 

Labi atae 
.Monardella odoratissima 
Stachys rigida 

Saxifragac eae 
Ribes viscosissirnurn 
Ribes cereum 
Ribes montigenum 

Rosaceae 
Bolodiscus microphyllus var. glabre scens 

Le gumino sae 
Lupinus Andersonii var. Christinae 
Lupinus obtusilobus 
Lupinus polyphyllus 
Lupinus sellulus vai. artulus 
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B e tulac e a e 
Alnus tenuifolia 

Fagaceae. 
Castanopsis sempervirens 

Salicaceae 
Populus trichocarpa 
Pnpnliis tren-iuloides 
Salix Jepsonii 
S1i',c Lemmonii 
S?lix melnnpsis 
Salix pseudör.ordta 

aIix scouleriana 
Onagrac eae 

pi1obium obcordatum 
Epilobium pringleanum 
Gaypphvtum Nuttallii var. Abramsii 
Gavophytum diffusum var. diffusum 

Rharnnac eae 
anothus velutinus 

Loranthac eae 
Arceuthobium campylopodum 

Aceraceae 
Acer glabrum 

Umbelliferae 
Perideridia Gairdneri 

Rubiaceae 
Galium triflorum 
arnbucus microbotrys 

Gentianaceae 
Qentiana simplex 

Compositae 
Chrysopsis Breweri var. Breweri 
Haplopappus Bloomeri 
Antennaria media 
Çznaphalium microcephalum 
C.haenactis nevadensis 
Chaenactis Douglasii 
Hulsea nana 
Achilla lanulosa 
Artemisia Douglasiana 
Cirsium vulgare 
Senec-io riangularis 
Cirsium foliosurn 
Agoseris g.lauca 
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Hieracium albiflorum 
Hieraçium horridum 
Stphanomeria lactucina 
Taraxacum officinale 

Liliaceae 
Veratrum californicum 

Orchidaceae 
Habenaria dilatata 
Habenaria sarsiflora 

Juncaceae 
Juncus Howellii 
Juncus Parryi 

C ype r acea e 
Carex sp. 

Gramineae 
Bromus marginatus 
Festuca Idahoensis 
Glyceria elata 
Agropyron subsecundurn 
Elymus glaucus 
Hordeum brachyantherurn 
Sitanion Hystrix 
Deschampsia caespitosa 
Agrostis exarata 
Agrostis Idahoensis 
A.grostis scabra 
Calamagrostis Canadensis 
Muhienbergia filiforrnis 
Phloem pratense 
Stipa californica 
Stip occidentalis 


